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Abstract 

The development of thin oxide based films for energy production and storage has been in the center 

of attention for the past decades. Performances of film based devices, such as solar cells, solid oxide 

fuel cells (SOFC), or sensors is strongly linked to the thickness of the active layers, with thinner 

layers often providing enhanced performances. The success in the development and usability of 

such energy production devices is linked to the deposition technique chosen for the layer 

fabrication. The technique should be reproducible, industrially scalable and low cost to be viable as 

well as commercially attractive. Among thin film fabrication processes, inkjet printing is a high 

potential candidate. 

Inkjet printing is a deposition method based on the jetting of very small droplets (approx. 10-12 l) 

onto substrates. It is a mask-less, non-contact additive patterning technique that allows the 

deposition of complex patterns with high positional accuracy of the droplets (typically in the 

micron-range spacing) with high speed and low cost. Due to these features, this processing method 

shows a strong potential as a thin film fabrication method. For the past decades inkjet printing of 

functional materials has been developed and studied as an alternative to spin coating, lithography, 

etching or physical vapor deposition technique such as pulse laser deposition (PLD) for the 

fabrication of metal oxide based thin films. One critical aspect in inkjet printing is the ink design 

and its long term stability. Instability can lead to undesirable nozzle clogging and unresolved 

printing that lower the global performance of the device.  

This thesis presents the development and characterization of three inks designs which differs by the 

oxide source: a suspension of colloidal particles, a solution metallic precursor-based particle free 

ink, and a combination of both solution and suspension, here called hybrid ink. The major goal of 

this work was to evaluate the printability and the stability potentials of different ink designs for 

inkjet printing, and the pros/cons of each of them. The ink printability and stability is particularly 

evaluated through rheology, chemical characterization and droplet jetting observation. Films made 

of some relevant functional ceramics such as zirconium-, cerium-and titanium-oxide based 

materials are successfully fabricated with printers using different droplet ejection principles to 

demonstrate the versatility of the inks. Microstructure and performance of the films after heat 

treatment is characterized and show enhanced performance compared to films processed with 

different methods.  



 

 

  



 

 

Resume 

Udvikling af metaloxid-baseret tynd-film materialer til energiproduktion og -lagring har stor 

bevågenhed i de sidste årtier. Virkningsgraden af film-baserede enheder, såsom solcelle, 

brændselsceller (SOFC), eller sensorer, er stærkt forbundet til det aktive lags tykkelse, hvor tyndere 

lag ofte giver forbedrede virkningsgrader. Resultatet og anvendeligheden af sådant energi 

produktions udstyr er influeret af den valgte deponerings-teknik. Teknikken skal være 

reproducerbar, skalerbar til stor-format og billig for at være industrielt attraktiv. Blandt tynd-film 

fabrikations metoder er inkjet printing en kandidat med højt potentiale.  

Inkjet printing er en aflejrings teknik baseret på skud af meget små dråber blæk (ca. 10-12 l) mod et 

substrat. Den er en maskeløs og kontaktløs mønsterdannelses teknik som muliggør aflejringen af 

komplekse mønstre med høj nøjagtighed af dråberne (typisk i mikrometer størrelse/afstand) med høj 

hastighed og lav omkostninger. På grund af dette kan tekniken have stærkt potentiale som tyndtlags 

fabrikationsmetode. I løbet af de sidste årtier er inkjet prining af funktionalle materialer blevet 

udviklet og studeret som alternativ metode til spin coating, litografi, ætsning eller damp aflejring 

(f.eks. Pulse Laser Deposition) til fabrikation af metal-oxid baseret tyndfilm. Et kritisk aspekt af 

inkjet printing er blæk design og blækkets stabilitet over tid. Ustabilitet kan medføre uønsket 

tilstopning af printerhovedet og defekter i det printede lag, som vil reducere den samlede 

virkningsgrad.   

Denne afhandling præsenterer udviklingen og karakteriseringen af tre blæk design med forskellig 

metal-oxid kilde: en suspension af kolloide partikler, en partikel fri opløsning baseret på 

organometallisk reaktant, og en kombination af suspension og opløsning, benævnt hybrid blæk. 

Hovedmålet med denne afhandling er at evaluere blæk ”printability” og stabilitet af forskellig blæk 

design til ”inkjet printing” samt deres fordeler/ulemper. Blæk ”printability” og stabilitet bliver 

evalueret, især gennem reologi, kemisk karakterisering og observation af dråbedannelse. Film 

baseret på relevante funktionelle keramiske materialer, såsom zirconium-, cerium- og titaniumoxid 

baserede materialer, er med succes fabrikeret på printere som har forskellige dråbe-udskydnings 

principper, for at vise blæk alsidighed. Film mikrostruktur og virkningsgrad efter varmebehandling 

er karakteriseret og viser forbedret virkningsgrad sammenlignet med film fabrikeret med andre 

metoder.  
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 : Thesis introduction  Chapter 1
 

 Inkjet printing of thin film functional materials: Status, progress and 1.1

challenges 

Energy production and storage is one of the major challenges in modern society. Research and 

development of highly-performing, reliable and inexpensive systems has been the focus of research 

institutes and companies throughout the world in the past half-century. Oxide-based materials are 

used in the majority of these technologies, from Solar Cells (SC) to Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

(SOFCs). One aspect shared by these technologies is their design, which often consists of 

multilayer systems, either composed of stacked layers, complex patterns or both.  

In the past decades, energy converters and harvesters designs evolved towards miniaturization of 

the devices. Focus on device size reduction is set for several reasons. First, it leads to smaller and 

lighter devices, which is desirable in mobile applications such as in the automotive industry (SOFC, 

piezoelectric materials, batteries), laptops and mobile phones (batteries, circuits), or flexible 

electronics. Moreover the reduction of certain components of the device can improve the global 

performances. For example, SOFC performances and operating temperatures are strongly linked to 

the electrolyte thickness [1]. However the fabrication of thin films can become a technical 

challenge.  

Several processes have been considered and studied for the fabrication and miniaturization of oxide 

based thin films. While traditional processes such as tape casting, screen printing or spray are 

inexpensive and easy to scale up, the deposition of films thinner than 10 µm is technically 

challenging. On the other hand, more advanced techniques such as sputtering, pulse laser deposition 

(PLD), or atomic layer deposition (ALD) yield thicknesses in the nanometric range. They are yet 

very costly and difficult to scale up for industrial production. A process that interestingly combines 

economical and technical advantages of both traditional and advanced techniques is spin coating. 

However, complex geometrical shapes cannot be fabricated using this technique [2]; moreover a 

considerable quantity of product is wasted during the process, which is non-desired when working 

for example with expensive raw materials. Devices miniaturization requires the use of new shaping 

techniques that need to be economically viable so the industry will invest in them in the long term.  
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Inkjet printing is an alternative that meets the required criteria. This technique is based on the 

ejection and precise deposition of nano- to picoliter-sized droplets onto a substrate without contact. 

Both thin (<1 µm) layers and complex shapes can be deposited using this technique with high 

precision, hence without material waste. The process uses a wide range of solution-phase materials, 

such as solid material [3–5] (nano particles, colloids, nanowire, etc.) or metal-organic precursors for 

the sol-gel process in a specific solvent, generally water based [6–8]. Finally, inkjet printing has a 

high output and can be easily scaled up to large-area applications on different type of substrates 

(ceramic, polymer, metal). Inkjet shows however some drawbacks compared to other thin films 

deposition technologies such as a limited microstructural control or the lack of epitaxial growth as 

in pulse laser deposition.  

 

In the recent years, inkjet printing has been successfully used for the development of layered based 

energy devices and showed higher performances compared to classical processes. High 

performance of dye sensitized solar cells using an inkjet-printed ionic liquid electrolyte was 

demonstrated by showing a 6% enhancement of overall energy conversion compared to reference 

cells [9]. Complex patterning of ferroelectric materials such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and 

barium titanate (BaTiO3) were successfully deposited by inkjet printing [2,10–12]. Barium 

strontium titanate (BST) was also deposited by inkjet printing using sol-gel precursors, and the 

study demonstrated that this method uses 40 times less precursors than standard spin coating 

technique [13]. The fabrication of SnO2 and ZnO based gas sensing thin films by inkjet printing 

[7,14] showed that this technique is a suitable and low-cost method to prepare such thin films. 

Electrolyte for SOFC was deposited by inkjet printing using colloidal suspensions and performance 

improvements were recorded compared to standard tape cast electrolyte [15]. Finally titania (TiO2) 

photocatalytic layers were produced by inkjet printing of precursor solutions, and proved to be an 

efficient method for the development of such layers [16]. It is interesting to point out that a large 

variety of materials could be processed by inkjet printing by using either colloids or precursors. The 

resulting layers or patterns contributed to the improvement of several key technologies for energy 

production and storage.  

 

Inkjet printing is flexible, low cost and easily up scalable to the industrial level by for example 

increasing the number of nozzles. Inkjet printing can be distinguished in three different 

technologies: continuous, thermal and piezoelectric. These technologies and their principles will be 
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detailed in Chapter 2. Out of the three, piezoelectric inkjet is the most attractive for the high tech 

industry due to high precision and versatility in terms of ink composition and printing distance. In 

the past decades, several industrial fields have chosen inkjet printing for their products, divided in 

two categories: Macro- and micro-printing. Macro-printing consists of jetting droplets with volume 

between than 35 pl and 200 pl. Application includes wide-format printing, addressing and bar 

coding. It also covers new applications such as product decoration (tiles, wood panels, leather), 

protective layers (scratch resistant coating on eye lenses or mobiles) and conductive/non-conductive 

patterns. Micro-printing consists of jetting of droplet with a volume smaller than 35 pl and is used 

in the fabrication of flexible electronic circuits, DNA arrays and biologically sensitive sensors and 

papers. A survey conducted by Ceramic World Review [17] at seven manufacturers of digital 

printing machines for ceramics revealed that 1044 machines had been installed worldwide between 

2010 and 2011. Around 400 more were expected to be installed in the first semester of 2012, 

showing a growing interest of the industry for this technology. Continuous inkjet printing is also 

used in the industry, especially in labelling. However it is less and less desired due to a high 

quantity of wasted material.  

 

Inkjet printing technology is theoretically a simple process but in practice it suffers of several 

critical aspects, one of the most critical being the ink design. In most cases inks consist of particles 

suspended in a medium. This method allows reaching high solid loading to yield dense layer, or to 

introduce pore formers. A different approach is to use stabilized particle-free metal-organic 

precursors in water; the precursor is stabilized in water using a nucleophilic ligand, and once 

deposited, precursors polymerizes to form the particles. These two methods have both advantages 

and disadvantages. In this work, these designs and original ones inspired from them will be studied 

for specific materials.  

 

 Goals and objectives  1.2

Previous research on inkjet printing applied to energy conversion devices demonstrated its high 

potential as thin film deposition technique. While these studies focused mostly on the final 

application, very few discussed about the choice of oxide source (colloids, nanoparticles, 

organometallic precursors) or the inks printability and long-term stability (viscosity, particle size, 

surface tension, etc.). Inks properties of poorly optimized inks change with time: particle 

agglomeration can lead to nozzle clogging, instability of precursors to viscosity increase, affecting 
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the printability. These factors negatively alter the ink usability over time, making the process non 

reproducible and unattractive. 

The principal objective of this work is to study the printability and stability of different inks design 

for inkjet printing, both in terms of oxide source, materials and applications. Three ink designs were 

considered: colloidal based ink, i.e. containing particles between 1nm and 1µm of diameter; metal-

organic reactive inks using controlled sol-gel reactions; a “hybrid” ink combining colloidal 

particles suspended in a reactive ink. The chosen materials were zirconia and titania based, for their 

wide range of applications, e.g. in SOFC and photocatalysis/piezoelectricity. Moreover, several 

compounds and composites studied in the energy production and storage derivate from these two 

oxides, such as barium titanate BaTiO3, strontium titanate SrTiO3 or lead zirconate titanate 

Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 (0≤x≤1), also called PZT. These compounds can easily be developed by doping 

zirconium and/or titanium inks.  

Focus was set on inks preparation and characterization, especially their printability i.e. the ink 

ability to form reproducible droplets. A second aspect studied is the long-term stability of these inks 

in terms of printability and jettabilitty, especially in the case of reactive based inks. Finally the 

microstructure of the printed layers after heat treatment on various substrates was characterized, and 

film properties (conductivity, dielectric constant) were measured. To achieve these objectives, I 

defined the following list of milestones at the beginning of the project:  

1. Describe the type of inks (colloidal, sol-gel, hybrid) and the solvent system, and printing 

systems that will allow the deposition of thin films 

2. Define the studied materials and their final application, along with their oxide sources for the 

different type of inks 

3. Establish ink preparation protocols that produced reproducible inks 

4. Identify suitable methodology and tools to characterize inks printability and their long term 

stability 

5. Characterize quantitatively and qualitatively the deposited layers in terms of microstructure, 

phase composition and final dimensions (shrinkage) 

6. Use and test the performances of the fabricated layers in their relevant technologies. 
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This dissertation reports the work done on this project over a period of three years. Several peer-

reviewed papers on the topic were published during this period and were used as a support in this 

thesis. Paper III received the award of “Excellent paper award” at the 230th International Academic 

Conference on Engineering, Technology and Innovations (IACETI) in Bangkok, Thailand (2017). 

In addition other unpublished results are reported. During this period, several visits of the 

Laboratoire d’Electrochimie Physique et Analytique (LEPA), a group of the Ecole Polytechnique 

Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Sion, Switzerland were organized. A paper was published in 

collaboration with EPFL (paper II). Finally, results obtained during the three years were presented 

in several international conferences:  

• Oral presentation at the Pacific Rim Conference on Ceramic and Glass Technology (PacRim 12) 

in Waikoloa Village, HI, USA (May 2017) 

“Inexpensive thermal inkjet printing of sol-gel based YSZ layer on dense and porous substrates” 

• Oral presentation at the International Conference and Exposition on Advanced Ceramics and 

Composites (ICCAC’16) in Daytona, FL, USA 

”Fabrication of titania nano layer by inexpensive inkjet printing via sol-gel route” and 

“Fabrication of thin yttria-stabilized-zirconia dense electrolyte layers by inkjet printing for high 

performing solid oxide fuel cells 

• Oral presentation at Conference on Ceramic Materials and Components for Energy and 

Environmental Applications (CMCEE’11) in Vancouver, Canada 

“Fabrication of thin yttria-stabilized-zirconia dense electrolyte layers by inkjet printing for high 

performing solid oxide fuel cells” 

 Layout of the thesis 1.3

The thesis is structured as follows: the thesis opens by giving the reader some basic knowledge 

about inkjet printing technology (Chapter 2), followed by the ink designs, including the studied 

materials (Chapter 3). The characterization tools used to help understand observed phenomenon are 

presented (Chapter 4) as introductive background to the results (Chapters 5-7). Particularly, the 

results part starts with a presentation of the work done on colloidal ink design, where advantages 

and disadvantages are listed (Chapter 5). The author would like to stress that chapter 5 reports work 

performed before the PhD project started. As such, it serves only as an historical basis for chapters 

6 and 7 and should not be considered for examination. The obtained results lead to designing a 
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second type of ink, reactive ink (Chapter 6). Finally, a third design combining the first two, called 

hybrid ink (Chapter 7), closes the result and discussion part of the thesis before the conclusion and 

remarks section (Chapter 8). Publications are inserted as appendices at the end of the thesis for 

more information about the results. Each chapter is described below:  

 

• Chapter 2 introduces inkjet printing technology, the working principles and 

presents the systems used in this thesis. The concept of ink printability is defined 

and the considered ink types are presented.  

• Chapter 3 focuses on the materials studied and the concept behind each ink 

designs. The various studied phases are described along with some basic 

properties which are relevant for this work. The chemical principle of each ink is 

detailed, along with the raw materials and the substrates used. 

• Chapter 4 gives a description and working principle of the characterization 

methods used in this thesis, both on the inks and the final layers. Equipment and 

measurement parameters are detailed.  

• Chapter 5 presents the work performed on colloidal inks and specifically on yttria-

stabilized-zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte for SOFCs. The ink composition and 

preparation is described, along with the layer microstructural and electrochemical 

characterization. The advantages and challenges of such type of ink for inkjet 

printing are discussed.  

• Chapter 6 introduces the concept of reactive inks, i.e. sol-gel based ink using 

titania- and zirconia- based materials. Inks compositions and preparation are 

detailed and a particular attention is given to long-term stability of the inks in term 

of printability. Resulting layers are characterized and their performances are 

evaluated. The advantages and disadvantages of this type of ink are discussed.  

• Chapter 7 deals with hybrid ink i.e. suspension of colloidal particles in a reactive 

ink using titania- and zirconia based materials. Inks compositions and preparation 

procedure are detailed. Preparation methods of the inks and ink printability are 

analyzed, and performances of resulting layers in relevant technologies are 

described.  

• Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this thesis and open discussions for further 

work to be performed in this field. 
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The following appendices are placed at the end of the thesis for further reading: 

• Paper I: C. Gadea, D. Marani, V. Esposito, “Nucleophilic stabilization of water-

based reactive ink for titania-based thin film inkjet printing”, J. Phys. Chem. 

Solids. 101 (2017) 10–17. 

• Paper II: C. Gadea, Q. Hanniet, A. Lesch, D. Marani, S.H. Jensen, V. Esposito, 

“Aqueous metal-organic solutions for YSZ thin film inkjet deposition”, J. Mater. 

Chem. C. 5 (2017). 

• Paper III: N. Phatharapeetranun, C. Gadea, B. Ksapabutr and V. Esposito, 

“Assembly three dimensional bismuth titanate (3D-bit) by extrusion-based fuse 

deposition modeling technique”, as proceeding paper for “the 230th International 

Academic Conference on Engineering, Technology and Innovations (IACETI), 

Bangkok, Thailand” 2017 

• Paper IV: C. Gadea, N. Phatharapeetranun , B. Ksapabutr, J.-C. Grivel , V. 

Esposito, “Stoichiometric control in Bi4Ti3O12 synthesis by novel hybrid solid 

state reaction”, submitted in “Materials Letters” (moderate revision) 

• Addition to Chapter 5: V. Esposito, C. Gadea, J. Hjelm, D. Marani, Q. Hu, K. 

Agersted, S. Ramousse, S.H. Jensen, Fabrication of thin yttria-stabilized-zirconia 

dense electrolyte layers by inkjet printing for high performing solid oxide fuel 

cells, J. Power Sources. 273 (2015) 89–95. 
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 : Inkjet printing technology Chapter 2
This chapter deals with inkjet printing technology from a technological point of view. The main 

working principles of inkjet printers are described, together with their respective advantages and 

inconvenients. The droplet ejection principle and printability are defined together with a description 

of the ink-substrate interaction upon printing. Finally the printers used in the thesis are presented 

along with the choice of printing parameters.  

As a general definition, inkjet printing is the generic name for non-contact dot matrix deposition 

technique based on droplet ejection. Figure 2.1 shows a detailed division of the various forms of 

inkjet processes. 

 

Figure 2.1:Overview of inkjet technologies (borrowed from [1]). 

In this technique, small quantities of ink are drawn from a reservoir and jetted through micron-sized 

nozzles as ultrafine droplets, typically in the order of picoliters. Droplets are deposited with high 

precision onto a substrate situated a few millimeters from the nozzles in a specific position to create 

a pattern or an image [2]. This technique is simple, cheap and allows using a large variety of inks 

and substrates not only for documents and photos printing (in households and offices) but also for 

the development of advanced technologies.  
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 Overview of inkjet printing technologies and their principles 2.1

As seen above on Figure 2.1, several technologies were developed and regrouped as inkjet printing. 

Industrial inkjet printers are broadly divided in two main categories, continuous (CIJ) and Drop-on-

Demand (DoD) printers with sub categories within each branch. The main difference between the 

main categories is the droplet production: while CIJ produces droplets as a continuous stream, DoD 

printers jet droplets when required. As previously described in Chapter 1, CIJ is mainly used in the 

labeling industry and very rarely in R&D due to the waste of ink. On the other hand DoD printers 

are very attractive for the industry owing to their high resolution (720x720 dpi for piezoelectric, 

360x360 dpi for thermal) and printing speed. Several industrial players are using such printing for 

traditional ceramics (tiles decorations) and more advanced ceramic based products (sensors, oxide 

based thin films). In this work, I have focused my attention on DoD printers as their utilization in 

the industrial world is constantly growing. This chapter describes the working principles of the 

main printing technologies and lists their advantages/disadvantages.  

 Continuous inkjet printing (CIJ) 2.1.1

This technology is mainly used in the labeling and packaging industry and is the most mature 

technology due to its simple design. In CIJ printers a continuous stream of electrically charged 

droplets is generated from a biased nozzle without interruption. Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of a 

CIJ printer.  

 

Figure 2.2: Continuous inkjet printing principle. 
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These droplets are generated either by using a piezoelectric crystal [3] or by Plateau-Rayleigh 

instability [4], or both. At any moment the stream can be suspended by deflecting the droplets into a 

collector using an external electric field. For applications such as labeling or graphics, the unused 

ink is recycled. For applications in material science the collected droplets are too exposed to 

environment and the risk of ink contamination is high. This leads to a large amount of ink wasted, 

in addition to the requirement of using electrically charged particles. These limitations made CIJ 

incompatible with research and development, opening the path to DoD printers, for which such 

limitations are irrelevant.  

 Drop-on-Demand (DoD) inkjet printing 2.1.2

Unlike CIJ DoD printers generate droplets when required and are therefore more economical than 

CIJ printers. Droplet formation is performed by the propagation of a pressure pulse in the ink 

contained in the reservoir or cartridge. When the pulse exceeds a threshold at the nozzle a droplet is 

jetted. Below that threshold or in absence of pulse the ink stays on the nozzle plate by surface 

tension. Droplet size and velocity can be controlled by adjusting the pressure pulse. This pulse can 

be generated by two different methods: either by using a thermal element or a piezoelectric crystal. 

2.1.2.1 Thermal inkjet printing (TIJ) 

Figure 2.3 shows the working principle of a thermal inkjet printer.  

 

Figure 2.3: Thermal inkjet printing principle. 

In TIJ printers a small amount of ink in a closed reservoir is heated in a few µs thanks to a thin 

resistor. The reservoir is connected to a series of nozzles. The nozzle size is typically of 20µm. As 
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the ink is warmed up (350-400 °C), the ink vaporizes and forms a bubble inside the reservoir. By 

overpressure (>1MPa), the bubble pushes the ink out of the reservoir through the nozzle as a small 

droplet. The resistor cools down rapidly and is ready to jet another series of droplets. Drop 

frequencies are typically in the 5-8 kHz and, depending on the droplet volume, powerful systems 

can reach resolution up to 600 x 600 dpi (23pl). Historically this system has been developed in 1965 

by Sperry Rand Company [5], who did not use it further. In 1979, Hewlett Packard (HP) and Canon 

both developed this system. Both companies introduced their respective printers to both households 

and offices in the 1980’s. An advantage of this technique is the relative cheapness of its components 

(transistor and reservoir) easily fabricated with low cost components. Therefore TIJ are implanted 

in the market as common household printers as the printer itself and the printheads, sold as 

cartridges, are inexpensive. A disadvantage of this technique is the incompatibility of certain 

component with such system, especially some polymers and biomolecules that could be degraded 

during the warm up of the ink.  

2.1.2.2 Piezoelectric inkjet printing (PIJ) 

Figure 2.4 shows the working principle of a piezoelectric inkjet printer. 

 

Figure 2.4: Piezoelectric inkjet printing principle. 

Droplet formation in piezoelectric printers is induced using a piezoelectric crystal, usually lead 

zirconate titanate (PZT) which is a material that deforms upon the application of an electric 

potential. When an electric signal is send to the piezoelectric crystal situated in the ink reservoir, it 

deforms and squeezes the ink out of the reservoir through the nozzle, jetting droplets. The size, 
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volume and velocity of the droplet can be adjusted by tuning the electrical signal sent to the 

piezoelectric material. Figure 2.5 shows a typical signal used in piezoelectric systems.  

 

Figure 2.5: Typical waveform used in piezoelectric inkjet printing.  

The signal can be decomposed in 2 steps: first voltage is lowered from a baseline value to a 

negative voltage. This negative voltage leads to piezoelectric material to retract, opening and filling 

the nozzle with ink. The voltage is then increased to a value higher than the baseline and the 

piezoelectric material squeezes the ink out of the nozzle. Typical resolution with piezoelectric 

printers is 720x720 dpi, which is higher than for thermal inkjet printers.  

2.1.2.3 Comparison between thermal and piezoelectric inkjet printing 

Since the utilization of DoD printers, PIJ has had the preference of the industry for its features 

compared to TIJ. The main advantages of this technique are the broader range of ink composition 

and materials that can be chosen due to the absence of heating step, the finer control over the 

volume/size of the droplet and better resolution. Moreover, PIJ units have other interesting features 

compared to TIJ, such as nozzle temperature control for viscous inks, substrate heaters, high 

frequency vibration in the reservoir to avoid ink drying, leading to nozzle clogging. Most of the 

systems also contain a camera to observe droplets jetting thus making waveform optimization easier 

(Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6: Observation of droplet jetting from nozzle plate 

Moreover a second camera is usually included for quality control observation of printed surface in 

between prints, or for measurements. While these features could be implemented into a TIJ printer, 

no commercial TIJ printing unit has them. It is believed that the reason is purely economical, as 

these printers are mainly used for households and companies to print on paper. However A 

drawback of PIJ is that the manufacture of piezoelectric crystals is considerably more expensive 

than TIJ components.  

Despite that PIJ seems to be the ideal method to study ink development and formulation for thin 

film deposition, both DoD techniques were explored in this thesis. As will be discussed in Chapter 

3, the developed inks are water based and their components are not sensitive to local warming. 

Hence it was the perfect opportunity to explore both system with the same ink and demonstrate that 

these inks can be used with both systems. To do so, a customized thermal inkjet printing unit was 

used along with two piezoelectric inkjet printers: one located in our laboratory at DTU Energy, the 

second one at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Sion, Switzerland. While 

the printer systems utilize different principles to eject droplets, the droplet formation phenomenon is 

purely physical and needs to be understood before developing inks for inkjet printing. 

 

 

 

 

100 µm 
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 Fluid dynamics in DoD inkjet printer 2.2

 Droplet formation and printability number 2.2.1

Droplet formation in general is a complex process that is still under investigation [6]. However the 

behavior of such droplets in inkjet printing can be described and modelled via fluid dynamics 

equations. The first studies on the topic were conducted by Fromm [7] and he identified the 

Ohnesorge number (Oh) as the most relevant number to describe droplet formation. Fromm defined 

and used the parameter Z=1/Oh .This dimensionless number is described as a combination of the 

Reynolds number (Re) and the Weber number (We): 

 �� � �. �. ��  Equation 2.1 

 	� � �
. �. ��  Equation 2.2 

 � � √	���  Equation 2.3 

 � � 1� � ��. �. ��  Equation 2.4 

where � is the dynamic viscosity, � the surface tension, � the density,	� the velocity and � a 

characteristic length, typically taken as the nozzle diameter [8]. Figure 2.7 shows droplets being 

jetted from a piezoelectric DoD printer at different distances from the nozzle plate.  

 

Figure 2.7: Droplet at different nozzle distances on an X-serie Ceraprinter. 
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These droplets exhibits a head followed by an elongated tail, typically observed in DoD printing 

[8]. A thin liquid column is formed after ejection and forms a droplet (head) followed by a filament 

(tail) of several hundred micrometers. The shape of the tail is highly affected by ink viscosity and 

neither by the type of waveform nor the nozzle geometry while the head of the drop is highly 

affected by the driving amplitude. This means that long tails will be formed when the drop speed 

exceeds the speed of the tail. This is especially the case with inks of high viscosity. When the head 

of the drop has a higher speed than the tail, a long tail is formed which breaks up non-reproducibly 

into satellite droplets. In most cases these droplets catch up and merge with the head before impact 

with the substrate. But if satellites are still present at the impact phase then the quality of the 

deposition will be negatively affected by their presence on the precision, resolution and accuracy. In 

order to limit this effect a gap is set between the nozzle plate and the substrate, typically around 2-3 

mm. This distance is rather large compared to the droplet diameters (typically 20-30 µm) so the 

satellite droplets have enough time to merge with the head. However a too large gap also affects the 

accuracy of the print as drag of air currents can deviate the droplet trajectory. This effect is 

minimized by optimizing the distance and observing the jetted droplets prior to printing hence 

determining the minimal distance for the satellite droplets to merge.  

 Ideal range of printability 2.2.2

Fromm determined that stable droplet generation is obtained for Z > 2. This result was later refined 

by Reis & Derby [9] by using numerical simulations of droplet formation. They concluded that 

stable drop formation occurs in the range 10 > Z > 1. Jang et al. defined an interval between 4 and 

14 using experimental observations on jetting of solvent mixtures [10]. At low Z (high viscosity) 

viscous dissipation prevents droplet formation while at high Z (low viscosity) a large number of 

smaller droplets, called satellite droplets, surround the primary droplet, possibly due to a too low 

viscosity. The influence of the fluid/air surface tension at the nozzle is also a limiting factor for 

droplet generation and a sufficient energy to overcome this barrier for ejection is necessary. 

Duineveld et al. [11] computed that the energy barrier can be overcome when the droplet velocity is 

greater than  

 ���� � �4. ��. � Equation 2.5 
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By incorporating the definition of the Weber number (Equation 2.2), Equation 2.5 becomes 

 

 	� � ������. �� > 4 Equation 2.6 

Lastly the impact of the ejected drop on a substrate has to be taken into account to avoid droplet 

splashing upon contact. A well-established experimental threshold for the onset of splashing was 

first proposed by Stow & Hadfield [12] as  

 	��/����/� > �(�) Equation 2.7 

where f(R) is a function of surface roughness only. Further studies [8] showed that for flat and 

smooth surfaces. 

 �(�) ≈ 50 Equation 2.8 

By combining both previously defined printability limits and Equation 2.5 - 2.8, a 

��	�#		�	graphic can be plotted, as shown on Figure 2.8.  

 

Figure 2.8: Reynolds number vs Weber number plot illustrating printable and non-printable regions. 
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A map can then be defined and be used to determine the valid fluid properties that can used with 

DoD printing systems. The defined printability range has been validated through studies based on 

particle loaded inks and it proves to be a valuable guide for ink optimization [13].  

 Droplet/substrate interaction 2.2.3

The wetting behavior of a jetted droplet upon contact with a substrate can be described via Young’s 

equation (Equation 2.9). This equation describes a relationship between surface energy of the liquid 

composing the droplet ($%�&'�()*+,-.)	and that of the substrate ($/-%�()*+,-.)	and is written 

 

	 $/-%�()%�&'�( 0 $%�&'�()*+,-.. 12 � $/-%�()*+,-'.	 Equation 2.9	
  

Where 12 represents the contact angle between the fluid and the substrate. As an example, a 

measurement of the contact angle of water droplet on indium tin oxide (ITO) is shown on Figure 

2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9: Contact angle of a water droplet on an indium tin oxide substrate observed with a drop shape 
analyzer (EPFL LEPA, Sion, Switzerland).  

Due to their high flight velocity, deposited droplets deform upon contact and start to evaporate after 

relaxation. The composition of the ink, especially the solvent system (substrate wettability, boiling 

point and evaporation rate) and the printing parameters will play a critical role to yield a proper 

deposition.  

After hitting the substrate the droplet shape is deformed and its diameter increases up to several 

times its original diameter [14]. At this instant the droplet’s shape consists of thick edges and a thin 

center, as shown in 2) on Figure 2.10 (a).  
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Figure 2.10: “Coffee-ring” effect in case of (a) rapid drying after impact onto substrate and (b) uneven drying 
between the droplet edges and center; (c) “Coffee-ring” observed on YSZ droplets (profilometry measurement, 

credits: Massimo Rosa). 

If the solvent evaporation rate is too fast, the droplet will dry keeping a “doughnut-like” shape [15]. 

The thin center will dry faster than thick edges which results in a migration of particles from the 

center of the droplet to the edges (Figure 2.10 (a)). This affects particularly inks having low boiling 

point and high volatility. This phenomenon is better known as the “coffee-ring effect” [16,17]. This 

effect can happen following different mechanisms, specifically in the case of faster solvent 

evaporation at the edge than in the center of the droplet (Figure 2.10 (b)). As the droplet is thinner 

on the edge than in the center, the evaporation rate increases and the solvent will migrate from the 

center to the edge by capillary flow [18], dragging the particles from the center to the edge of the 

droplet. This migration of solvent, called Marangoni flow, causes the formation of a ring shaped 

droplet where active particles are only located on the ring’s edge and not in the center, as observed 

on 3D imaging of an YSZ ink shown on Figure 2.10 (c). This effect can be avoided by evening the 

evaporation rate on the entire droplet. This can be done for example by mixing several solvents 

having different boiling points such as water and alcohols.  

 

Substrate wettability and hence film quality are strongly influenced both by the ink surface tension 

and the substrate surface free energy. A poor wettability (high contact angle) leads to non-

continuous low quality film due to non-merging of adjacent droplets and cracks due to drying of 
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thick droplets. The value of the contact angle, formed by the three interfacial energies in Young’s 

equation, gives qualitative indication about the wetting quality. Figure 2.11 shows examples of the 

contact angle of water droplets on various substrates.  

 

Figure 2.11: Contact angle of water droplets on various substrates 

Contact angles values close to zero indicate full wetting and values below 90° a partial wetting 

while values above 90° indicate a partial non wetting. Some cases of complete non wetting (12 = 

180°) exists but are really rare (liquids on mercury for example). The contact angle value and its 

influence on wettability give indication about the quantitative relation between the liquid surface 

tension and the substrate surface free energy. A contact angle greater than 90° translates to 

$%�&'�()*+,-'. greater than $/-%�()*+,-'. i.e. a poor substrate wetting. This is the case for few 

liquids such as mercury (485 mN.m-1) and water (72 mN.m-1) which can only wet a few metals and 

solids, respectively. Substrate wettability is generally optimized following two strategies. The first 

method consists in adding a surfactant to the water based mixture. Surfactants are amphiphilic 

compounds; their chemical structure consists of a hydrophobic polar tail and a hydrophilic head 

(Figure 2.12 (a)). 

 

Figure 2.12: Graphical representation of (a) an amphiphilic molecule with a hydrophilic tail and hydrophobic 
head, (b) surface tension mechanism principle and (c) a spherical micelle. (Borrowed from  

(c)(a) (b) 
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The hydrophobic tail is typically a hydrocarbon chain of various lengths, a fluorocarbon, or a 

dimethylsilohexane chain. The hydrophilic head is an anionic-cationic-ionic- or polar group. 

Surfactants decrease surface and interfacial tensions and work of adhesion by absorbing on liquid-

air and oil-air interfaces. Upon addition of a surfactant in water, the hydrophilic head enters in the 

liquid while the hydrophobic tail sticks out in between water molecules, breaking the intermolecular 

forces between them hence and reducing the surface tension (Figure 2.12 (b)). This decrease is 

observed until a certain critical concentration, called critical micelle concentration (CMC). Above 

this concentration the liquid surface is saturated in surfactant, and the excess in solution reduces its 

energy by creating a spherical liquid-like nanometric aggregate, called micelle. The micelle consists 

of the hydrophobic tails pointing to the center of the micelle and the hydrophilic head pointing at 

the micelle surface (Figure 2.12 (c)). The micelle formation phenomenon is a disadvantage in using 

this method for surface tension lowering. Such agglomerate can affect the solution/suspension 

properties such as rheological behavior, reactivity and stability. Moreover surfactants have to be 

burnt off during heat treatment and hence contribute to reducing the total concentration of the 

suspension/solution. The second strategy to reduce surface tension (and thus the contact angle) is to 

add low surface tension solvents such as alcohols to the mixture. Water molecules then interact (less 

strongly) with alcohol molecules and the resulting surface tension is lowered. The effect increases 

with the alcohol chain length; however alcohols having more than 4 carbons (butanol) are not fully 

miscible in water, and methanol boiling point is very low, therefore ethanol and propanol are 

usually chosen as surfactants. The water-to-alcohol ratio has to be carefully optimized. While a too 

low alcohol addition will not sufficiently reduce the surface tension to yield a proper wetting, an 

excess of alcohol will dramatically affect the drying behavior of the droplet and lead to either 

clogging at the nozzle plate or to coffee ring effect described earlier.  

The substrate surface free energy can also be controlled. Flat and low roughness oxide based 

substrates have high surface energies and yield high quality films; but the cleanliness of substrates 

is a crucial parameter to consider. As dust or dirt in general is composed of hydrocarbons, they 

lower the surface free energy of a substrate thus increasing the contact angle.  
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 Printers description 2.3

 Thermal inkjet printer 2.3.1

The thermal inkjet printing unit used in this work is a widely commercially available thermal printer 

(HP Deskjet 1010). The main function of this printer is to print black and colored text or pictures in 

households or offices, and it possesses the simplest design available on the market. This printer has 

been chosen for its simplicity, cheapness but mostly for the design of the printheads. On this model 

the nozzles are mounted on a separate cartridge (HP 301) and the ink is only stored inside the 

cartridge and never goes through the printer into tubes or channels. This design limits the risk of 

pollution when printing inks with different compositions, as a single cartridge can be allocated to a 

specific ink composition and cleaned in between prints. The printer possesses two slots for 

cartridges and uses the CMYK color system: one for black ink (HP 301 black) and one for colored 

inks (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, HP 301 tricolor). Each cartridge provides a 600 x 300 dpi resolution 

and contains 336 nozzles each having a diameter of 20µm.  

Prior to printing, the brand new cartridge is emptied by printing out the black ink onto sheets of 

paper. Once emptied the cartridge is opened, cleaned, and wiped using millipore water and refilled 

with clean water. That water is then printed out on some paper to remove the remaining original 

black ink. At that point, the cartridge is ready to be used for printing ceramic based inks.  

The HP Deskjet 1010 was originally designed to print on flexible A4 sized sheets of paper. 

However substrates used to deposit thin films are smaller and not as flexible as paper (glass, metal 

plates, single crystals). Hence the design of the printing unit had to be remodeled in order to print 

onto such substrates. Figure 2.13 shows the HP Deskjet printer 1010 after modification. After 

modifications flat substrate holders, such as alumina plates (16x16x0.1 cm, see Figure 2.13) could 

be used to support the substrate during printing.  
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Figure 2.13: Modified HP Deskjet 1010 printing unit. 

 Piezoelectric based printers 2.3.2

Two piezoelectric printers were used in this thesis: The first one was a Pixdro LP50 located in our 

laboratory at DTU (Figure 2.14 (a)) and the second a X-serie CeraPrinter (Ceradrop) is owned by 

the Laboratoire d’Electrochimie Physique et Analytique (LEPA), a group of the Ecole 

Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Sion, Switzerland. Unlike the thermal inkjet printer 

described earlier, Pixdro LP50 is a 3D printer i.e. the printheads can move both horizontally (327 x 

227 mm) and vertically (maximum 25 mm) allowing the deposition of layered structures onto any 

type of substrates with an accuracy lower than 20 µm. Compatible materials include solvent based 

(including nanoparticles) aqueous and UV curable inks. Two independent printhead slots are 

available, making it possible to deposit two different inks during the same process. The printer was 

acquired with industrial printheads called Spectra SL128. However these printheads are quite 

expensive and there was a high risk of clogging due to the experimental nature of the inks. 

Therefore the printheads slots were modified to install disposable printheads. In this project 

disposable DMP cartridges DMC-11610 (Fujifilm Dimatix) were used with a custom-made jetting 

waveform (Figure 2.14 (b)) 
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Figure 2.14: (a) PixDro LP50 printing unit and (b) disposable Dimatix DMP cartridges DMC-11610.  

The cartridge has a volume of 1.5 ml and can be filled and refilled with all type of inks. Each 

cartridge contains 16 individually addressable nozzles (nozzle diameter = 21.5 µm, nozzle spacing 

= 250µm) and can jet droplets of 10 pl. According to the manufacturer ideal viscosity and surface 

tension are 10 mPa.s and 30 mN.m-1, respectively. Droplets shape, diameter and velocity can be 

controlled by adjusting the waveform applied to the piezoelectric crystal. The printing patterns 

consisted in image files which had to be edited externally, and only their size and resolution can be 

modified inside the built-in software. Two cameras are installed in the printer: a fiducial camera 

allows for setting the print coordinates and observation of the printed patterns for quality control, 

while a second one gives a live view of the droplets during jetting. This second camera is a 

powerful tool to characterize the droplets prior to printing and to determine if nozzles are clogged. 

Waveforms can then be optimized while monitoring drop jetting. Several other interesting features 

are implemented in the printer’s design such as temperature control of the substrate holder and of 

the nozzles (only for industrial printheads) and a suction system to prevent ink dripping when 

printing is idle. The printer also features an automatic maintenance system with three main parts: 

unclogging of the nozzles by suction, printhead purging by applying a large overpressure up to 250 

mbar to the prinhead, and nozzle plate wiping on soft paper. Figure 2.15 shows a schematic of the 

printer [19].  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.15: Schematic view of the PixDro LP 50 printer (borrowed from [19]) 

The second piezoelectric printer, X-serie CeraPrinter (Ceradrop), was used during visits at LEPA 

during the three years period. Figure 2.16 shows a picture of the X-serie printer.  

 

Figure 2.16: X-serie Ceraprint printing unit 

 

These printers function with the same working principle than the Pixdro LP 50 printer and 

disposable DMP cartridges DMC-11610 could be used. The X-Serie Ceraprinter offers more 

features than the Pixdro LP 50. The printer can use three independent printheads (against two for 

the pixdro), has a high printing resolution (<5 µm x 5 µm) and stage accuracy both in x /y (+/- 1.5 

µm) and z (+/- 2 µm). The maximum printing size is 305 x 305 mm, with a velocity up to 500 
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mm.s-1. Moreover extra features are available such as photonic curing, and more advanced software 

to edit printing designs, which allows the user to choose the droplet spacing and the number of 

droplets. Table 2.1 makes a comparison over the main features of both printers:  

Table 2.1: Comparison of the main features between Pixdro LP 50 and X-serie Ceraprint. 

 Pixdro LP 50 X-Serie Ceraprint 

Number of printheads 2 3 

Printing directions x,y,z x,y,z 

Accuracy < 20µm X,Y: < +/- 1.5 µm 

Z: +/- 2µm 

Stage repeatability < 5µm X,Y: < +/- 1.5 µm 

Z: +/- 2µm 

Print resolution 20 µm x 20µm < 5µm x 5 µm 

Dropview camera Yes Yes 

Fiducial camera Yes Yes 

Printing pattern edition Limited to resolution 

and final size 

Advanced (droplet spacing, droplet 

numbers, print shape) 

Maximum substrate size 327 mm x 227 mm 305 mm x 305 mm 

Maximum substrate thickness 25 mm 10 mm 

Maximum printing velocity 500 mm.s-1 500 mm.s-1 

Printhead heating Up to 50°C Up to 60°C 

Weight 90 kg 1500 kg 

Automated cleaning procedure Yes Yes 

 

Table 2.1 shows that the X-serie offers many more advantages in terms of printing quality than the 

Pixdro LP 50. Another point of comparison is the quality of the camera for droplet observation. 

Figure 2.17 shows a droplet jetted by the Pixdro LP 50 (a) and the X-serie Ceraprint (b).  
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Figure 2.17: Jetted droplet observed with dropview camera on (a) the Pixdro LP 50 and (b) the X-serie 
Ceraprint (b). 

Figure 2.17 shows that Pixdro LP 50 display a better image quality for dropview analysis making 

the droplet features (volume, diameter, velocity) calculation more accurate. The fluidity of the 

droplet observation in real time is however faster on the X-serie. Both printing units have 

advantages and disadvantages and their use depend on the final goal. The Pixdro is a small tabletop 

machine mainly conceived for R&D development, while the X-Serie can, in addition to utilization 

in R&D, be implemented in an industrial process.  
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 : Materials and chemical processing Chapter 3
This section focuses on the materials studied and the concept behind each ink designs. The various 

studied phases are described along with some basic properties which are relevant for this work. The 

chemical principle of each ink is detailed, along with the raw materials and the substrates used.  

 Studied phases 3.1

In this work, focus was set on the development of titania (TiO2) - and zirconia (ZrO2)-based thin 

films by inkjet printing. These two materials have been extensively studied as thin films for 

application in diverse key technologies (e.g. solar cells and solid oxide cells) and were the ideal 

material to demonstrate the potential of thin films designed by inkjet printing.  

 Titanium-based compounds 3.1.1

Titanium dioxide TiO2, or Titania, is found in nature as minerals rutile, anatase and brookite, as 

well as two high pressure forms: a monoclinic baddeleyite-like form and an orthorhombic α-PbO2-

like form. Anatase and rutile are the most abundant polymorphs, and are widely used in industry. 

Figure 3.1 shows the structure of the two compounds.  

 

Figure 3.1: Structure of anatase and rutile (borrowed from [1]). 

Anatase is metastable and transforms to rutile at high temperatures [2]. This phase transformation 

occurs because rutile is thermodynamically more stable than anatase [3]. The phase transition 

normally occurs between 600 and 800 °C but the exact temperature depends strongly on the system 

(presence of impurities, particle size, etc.). Particularly, titania-based thin films have been in the 

center of interest in the past decades for their interesting application as photocatalytic layer [4] 

(self-cleaning glass, solar energy harvester), in precision optics [5], high-temperature gas sensing 

devices [6] and thin film capacitors [7]. 
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Titania can be easily doped to form phases with enhanced or even new properties. These phases 

include materials such as barium titanate BaTiO3, lead zirconate titanate Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 (0≤ x ≤1) 

both used for their ferroelectricity,  strontium titanate SrTiO3, or bismuth based compounds such as 

Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3 (BNT) and Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT). The latter is a particularly interesting material as 

piezoelectric material. Discovered by Aurivillus in 1949 [8], BiT has been studied for its excellent 

properties such as ferroelectricity, high dielectric constant, and high breakdown stress [9,10]. 

Because of its high Curie temperature  (675°C) and electro-optical properties [11], BiT is a 

potential candidate for high temperature piezoelectric applications, optical displays, and memory 

storage. It belongs to the group of ferroelectric materials with a perovskite structure and is a 

bismuth-based layered ferroelectric oxide [12]. The structure of these phases named “Aurivillius 

phases” can be described by the general formula (Bi2O2)
2+ (Mn-1RnO3n+1)

2- (1< n < 6). The structure 

consists of n pseudo perovskite (Mn-1RnO3n+1)
2- units sandwiched in between two (Bi2O2)

2+ layers. 

M is a rather large mono-, di- or trivalent cation (e.g. Na+, Pb2+, Bi3+) and R a smaller cation in size 

and either a tri-, tetra-, penta-or hexavalent cation (e.g. Fe3+, Ti4+, Ta5+, W6+) [13]. BiT is obtained 

with n = 3, M = Bi3+ and R= Ti4+. Figure 3.2 shows the structure of BiT. 

 

Figure 3.2: Structure of Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT) (Borrowed from [14]). 

Bi4Ti3O12 is monoclinic at room temperature, and very–high–resolution powder diffraction data 

suggest that powder samples of Bi4Ti3O12 are actually orthorhombic at room temperature [15].  
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 Zirconia-based compounds 3.1.2

Zirconium dioxide ZrO2, or Zirconia, is a well know material for its high temperature stability and 

corrosion resistance [16]. It is also broadly studied as structural and functional material 

characterized by good ionic conductivity, large band gap and wide spectral transparency range in 

both visible and near-infrared bands [17]. As a thin film zirconia has been the focus of many studies 

for its application in oxygen sensors [18] and thermal barrier coating [19]. Zirconia naturally occurs 

as mineral baddeleyite, with a monoclinic crystalline structure. This monoclinic phase is stable at 

temperatures below 1170°C. At higher temperature two more phases will form: tetragonal (1370-

2320°C) and cubic (T > 2320°C) zirconia. Figure 3.3 shows the crystal structure of the different 

zirconia phases and their transition temperature. 

 

Figure 3.3: Structure of zirconia at different temperature (borrowed from [20]). 

Phase transformation from monoclinic to tetragonal is accompanied by an important volume change 

(≈ 3-4 vol %), leading to instability and cracks, complicating the manufacture of sintered zirconia in 

that temperature range. The suppression of such phase transformation is done by stabilizing 

Zirconia via the substitution of Zr4+ atoms (0.82 Å) in the crystal lattice by slightly larger atoms. An 

example of such dopant is yttrium ions Y3+ (0.96 Å) [21], which stabilize the structure at 

temperature higher than the monoclinic/tetragonal transition temperature. Figure 3.4 shows the 

structure of YSZ.  
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Figure 3.4: Doping of zirconia by yttria and YSZ structure (borrowed from [20]). 

This substitution has another effect on the properties of zirconia. Indeed the substitution of valence 

(IV) by valence (III) ions leads to the creation of oxygen vacancies	34̈, which in this case can be 

noted in Kröger-Vink notation: 

6
�7 8.49:;<268.> 0 3�4@ 0 34̈ 

These created oxygen vacancies make yttria-doped-zirconia (YSZ) a good oxygen conductor. As 

such YSZ is nowadays the reference material as electrolyte for solid oxide fuel cells [22]. Zirconia 

is also used to enhance the dielectric behavior of many oxides such as barium (BaZrO3), strontium 

(SrZrO3) and lead (PbZrO3).  
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 Gadolinium doped ceria 3.1.3

Cerium oxide CeO2, or ceria, is a widely studied material as fuel cell electrode, for hydrogen 

production by water splitting and is also one of the most important catalysts. Ceria has a fluorite 

structure, showed on Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: Structure of ceria (borrowed from ([23])). 

Ceria releases oxygen at high temperature and a non-stoichiometric, anion deficient form is formed. 

This material has the formula CeO(2−x), where 0 < x < 0.28 [24]. The value of x depends both on the 

oxygen partial pressure and the temperature. 

Similarly to zirconia, ceria can be doped with trivalent ions, such as gadolinium ion, to substitute 

Ce4+ with Gd3+. Due to the Gd ions lower valence compared with Ce, the doping creates oxygen 

vacancies in the structure making doped ceria a good oxygen ions conductor [25]. Gadolinium 

doped ceria (CGO) exhibits a higher ionic conductivity than YSZ at low temperature (< 600°C) and 

ceria thin films are considered as a solution for intermediate temperature SOFC electrolyte. 

However ceria based electrolyte can lead to stability issues during operation of SOFCs due to 

partial reduction of Ce4+ in Ce3+ in reducing conditions; Mixed ion electrical conduction is 

developed and can result in an internal short circuit and degrade cell performance [26]. To avoid 

this, mixed CGO/YSZ structures are studied to increase the ionic conductivity of SOFC electrolyte. 

However these material react at high temperature to form an insulating phase ((YSZ)1−x(CGO)x, 

 0 < x < 1) as solid solution so heat treatment should be optimized below that critical temperature. 
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 Ink design and raw materials 3.2

 Colloidal ink 3.2.1

3.2.1.1 Ink formulation and processing 

The first type of studied ink consisted in a suspension of colloidal oxide particles. Figure 3.6 shows 

an icon that represents the ink.  

 

Figure 3.6: Graphical icon of the colloidal ink. 

Colloidal inks are widely used in ceramic processing and are formulated as typical ceramic 

suspensions for other ceramic processes like tape casting, dip coating, or spraying. High solid 

loading can be used and viscosity adjustments can be easily performed for these processes. 

However, it becomes more complicated with inkjet printing due to the restrictions in terms of 

particle size and viscosity values.  

A critical aspect in the design of such ink is their stabilization. Stabilization of suspension results 

from the control over various physical and electrochemical forces. Generally speaking, a suspension 

consists of two phases: a dispersed phase and a dispersion medium, also called vehicle. The 

dispersed phase can be solid particles (colloids, nanoparticles), liquid droplets (emulsion) or gas 

droplets (foam). In the current discussion, we will focus on colloidal particles as the dispersed 

phase, but the description is also valid for liquid or gaseous dispersed phases. The dispersion 

medium can be either aqueous or non-aqueous. 

An important parameter that influences the stability of a suspension is the particle size distribution 

(PSD). This parameter is particularly critical in the case of inkjet printing. To avoid clogging of the 

nozzles, synonym of process failure, PSD of 2% of the nozzle diameter is recommended by most 

inkjet printer manufacturer, which corresponds to 400 nm for most of the printheads available on 
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the market (nozzle diameter: 21µm). Moreover the PSD is an indicator of settling properties and 

rheological behavior. Suspensions are fundamentally unstable and will agglomerate or aggregate 

through random motion over time. This is due to the tendency of particles to lower their excess 

surface energy by lowering their surface area. This phenomenon is gradually particularly important 

the smaller the particle size, and becomes especially relevant for colloidal particles (particle size 

below 1 µm). Over time, the particle size will always incline to increase unless the particles are kept 

separated from each other by some “chemical obstacle” and stay stable for a long period of time. 

We define then the suspension stability by the resistance of the dispersed phase to agglomerate. It is 

also relevant to precise that the definition of stability depends on the time scale observation of the 

product. For commercial and industrial applications, the stability is measured in years while an 

intermediate product in a process line only need to stay stable for a few hours. There are two types 

of interaction between two particles - attractive and repulsive [27,28]. Depending on the potential 

energy barrier between them, the particle will agglomerate or not. The potential energy barrier is 

calculated as the magnitude difference between the repulsive and the attractive forces. When 

attractive forces are stronger than repulsive ones particles agglomerate while if repulsive forces 

predominate the particles are suspended (Figure 3.7). 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Description of particle-particle interaction energy (borrowed from [29]). 

Figure 3.7 describes the different types of interactions. Attraction forces, called Van der Waals 

forces are always attracting the particles close to each other even in completely non polar systems 

and also at large distance of separation. Moreover the magnitude of the attractive forces increases as 

the polarity of the dispersion medium decreases. Hence stability will be preserved by (1) keeping 
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the attraction forces as low as possible and (2) counter these attractive forces with sufficient 

repulsive forces. This objective can be reached by two different methods – electrostatic and steric 

stabilization. Figure 3.8 shows a graphical sketch of both methods.  

 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of electrostatic and steric stabilization (borrowed from [29]). 

 

• Electrostatic stabilization consists in placing an ionic charge at the particle surface so the 

particles repulse each other. Maximum stability is reached for large electrostatic force of 

repulsion, which means that the particle surface charge should be as high as possible. 

Repulsion forces become weaker as the ionic strength of the medium increases, thus the 

lowest electrolyte concentration has to be used. Several methods to electrostatically stabilize 

exist. A common one is through the physical adsorption of ionized surfactants and 

polyelectrolytes, or the dissociation of ionogenic surface hydroxyl or carboxyl groups. The 

surface charge of the particle is evaluated by measuring the zeta potential [30].  

• Steric stabilization consists in adding long-chained molecules to the surface of the particle 

that will act as a mechanical barrier, preventing collision between them. The dispersion 

solvent and the macromolecule should be compatible so the macromolecule will extend at 

its maximum length, and the surface coverage must be total.  

As described in the previous chapter, viscosity is one of the major ink properties that control the 

printability of the fluid for inkjet, and as such it should be easily tunable. With that in mind, I 
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decided to use the second stabilization method, i.e. steric. I chose this method because the steric 

stabilization gives a better control over viscosity, compared to electrostatic stabilization. The 

dispersant used is polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), which is a water-soluble polymer made from the 

monomer N-vinylpyrrolidone. PVP is often used as a binder in ceramic processing but it is also a 

very efficient dispersant for oxides. The amount of PVP is important for several critical aspects. 

Primarily optimal PVP amount is necessary to fully cover the particles surface to optimize the 

suspension stability by steric effect and avoid particle agglomeration, leading to nozzle clogging. 

However a too high amount of PVP can significantly increase the suspension viscosity and thus 

compromise the ink printability.  

The solid loading is also an important aspect of colloidal inks. It is clear that the higher solid 

loading will lead to more efficient printing process. However the viscosity of the suspension 

changes with increasing the solid loading. For dilute systems, i.e., < 2vol%, Einstein’s generalized 

equation [31] illustrates the viscosity behavior with solid loading (Equation 3.1):  

 

 � � �A. (1 0 B. C), Equation 3.1 

 
where � is the suspension viscosity, �A the viscosity of the dispersion medium (without particles), C 

the volume fraction of particles in suspension and B is a particle shape-dependent constant. 

Equation 3.1 shows that in that domain viscosity increases linearly with solid loading. At higher 

solid content there is an increase of particle-particle interaction that cannot be modeled by Equation 

3.2 anymore and empirical relations are used to describe the  viscosity behavior. The behavior is 

generally described using a modified Krieger-Dougherty equation (Equation 3.2) [32]:  

 

 � � �A. D1 − CC�+@F
)�

 Equation 3.2 

 

where C�+@ is the maximum volume fraction of solids in suspension, and G an empirical constant. 

The maximum fraction is reached when the suspension behaves like an elastic solid due to the direct 

contact between the particles (typically 50-60 vol %). Equation 3.2 illustrates the problematic one 

faces when developing suspensions for inkjet printing. It is desired to increase the solid loading as 
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much as possible but at the same time viscosity should not exceed a certain value for the droplet to 

be ejected. For typical DoD inkjet printers, this value is around 20 mPa.s. Figure 3.9 illustrates the 

problematic using the example of the relative viscosity of a colloidal ink (alumina, borrowed from 

[33]) versus the apparent particle volume fraction. 

 

Figure 3.9: Example of the viscosity of a colloidal alumina in paraffin as a function of solids loading 
(experimental points) fitted with a modified Krieger–Dougherty mode (dotted line) (borrowed from [33]). 

Figure 3.9 shows the trend in viscosity follows the behavior described in Equation 3.2. The figure 

shows clearly that developing ink with sufficiently high solid loading and suitable particle is one of 

the challenges in colloidal inkjet printing. 

 
Finally the interaction between the ink and the substrate is important to obtain continuous layers, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. An issue with aqueous systems is the high surface tension of water, which 

leads to high contact angle between the droplet and the substrate. Surface tension is usually 

decreases via the addition of either a surfactant or a second solvent with a lower surface tension. 

This matter has been described in section 2.2.3 (p.20). For this work, I have decided to add ethanol 

to the formulation in addition to particles, water, and dispersant (PVP). In addition to being a 

suitable surfactant to reduce water high surface tension, ethanol allows a better control of the ink 

drying rate.  

Using suspended colloidal particles has both advantages and disadvantages: On one hand colloidal 

inks are easy to process, cheap, and their solid loading and thus the final film thickness can be 

easily controlled. On the other the risk of nozzle clogging is high, the drying behavior of such an 
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ink critical to avoid “coffee ring effects” leading to non-continuous films, and the consolidation of 

ceramic-powder based layers occurs at high temperatures (e.g. 1300°C for ca. 100–500 nm YSZ 

powders),which can be incompatible with other components (substrates for example). 

3.2.1.2 Studied materials and substrates for colloidal inks 

In this work the colloidal inks of YSZ were developed to fabricate thin electrolyte film for SOFC. 

Colloids were commercial 8YSZ powder (TOSOH). The substrates consisted in thin green 

NiO/YSZ functional anode layer deposited onto a thicker NiO/YSZ anode support. The ratio 

between Ni and YSZ was 40/60 vol.% both for the support layer and the active electrode layer [34] . 

ZrO2 stabilized with 8 mol.% Y2O3 was used for the anode layer while ZrO2 stabilized with 3 

mol.% Y2O3 was used for the support layer. The layer produced by tape-casting and co-laminated as 

green materials at ca. 150°C [34]. The substrates had a 10-15 µm thick anode of Ni/ YSZ cermet 

laminated to a ~300 µm thick Ni/YSZ support layer. Figure 3.10 shows a graphical description of 

the substrate. 

 

Figure 3.10: Structure of the NiO/anode substrate. 

During heat treatment at 1300 °C, the green substrate will undergo a lateral shrinkage of typically 

20%. During the shrinkage, the particles in the printed layer will come closer to each other and the 

sintering of the particle will be favored, leading to better densification. However, as the substrate is 

still flexible and very porous and be the time of deposition, it absorbs a lot of the solvent upon 

printing. After a certain number of depositions, the substrate deforms due to the high quantity of 

water absorbed. This can lead to non-flat layers after sintering and many undesired microstructural 

effects (cracks, delamination) on the film.  
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 Reactive ink 3.2.2

3.2.2.1 Ink formulation and processing 

The second type of studied ink consisted in a solution of precursors. Figure 3.11 shows an icon that 

represents the ink.  

 

Figure 3.11: Graphical icon of the reactive ink. 

Alternative to colloidal suspensions, reactive inks are particle-free, chemically reactive solutions 

containing dissolved precursors, such as metal alkoxide molecules in alcoholic solution [35,36]. 

After printing, the precursors are converted into solid particles based on thermal, chemical or 

photochemical post-processing steps. Reactive inks can be found in various forms [37,38]. The sol–

gel process consists of a combination of reactions (hydrolysis and condensation) of the metal 

alkoxide which leads to the formation of a homogeneous oxo/hydroxopolymeric matrix at room 

temperature [39].  

Hydrolysis 

 H − �� 0 I
�	 															:;;;< 	H − �I 0 � − �I Equation 3.3 

Condensation  

Dehydration 

 H −�I 0 I� −H	 															:;;;< 	H − � −H 0I
� Equation 3.4 

Dealcoholation 

 H −�� 0 I� −H	 															:;;;< 	H − � −H 0 � − �I Equation 3.5 
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where M is a metallic cation (ex: Si, Ti, Zr, etc) and R an alkyl group. Due to the presence of such a 

structure, sol gels do not need mass diffusion steps such as sintering at high temperatures to become 

dense; the precursor only requires a calcination step (400-700°C) to remove by-products and 

additives and to crystallize the phase from the polymeric form. Finally the final oxide phase can be 

easily doped via the addition of ions from nitrates (yttrium, gadolinium, etc.), widening the list of 

potential materials that can be synthetized by reactive inks.  

However alkoxide precursors are highly reactive towards water, leading to an unavoidable 

premature gel formation. Therefore, full control of the sol gel precursor reactivity is crucial, 

especially for inkjet, where inorganic polymerization can lead to irreversible clogging of the nozzle 

or the reservoir before printing. A fine control over the sol-gel process can be achieved by 

nucleophilic ligands, also called chelating agents [40]. These stabilize the alkoxides by coordinating 

the metallic center and forming more stable molecular complexes precursors [40]. Figure 3.12 

shows a representation of such chelation.  

 

Figure 3.12: Illustration of the chelation of metal alkoxide by MDEA. 

The hydrolysis/condensation reactions are thus inhibited and tolerance towards water is then 

achieved. Among the most used ligands there are carboxylic acids (e.g. acetic acid) [40] and 

alkanolamines (e.g. triethanolamine and methyldiethanolamine) [41,42].  

An important parameter to consider is the pH of the solution, which will be determined in this case 

by the ligand nature. In the case of material having different possible phases, the pH will play an 

important role into the formation of a specific phase. An example is the synthesis of titania by sol 

gel, which can be either as anatase or rutile. Studies showed that low pH environment leads to rutile 
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formation while high pH leads to anatase formation. This mechanism can be described by the 

concept of partial charge model [43]. This model shows that titanium cation hydrolysis happens at 

low pH. In this condition, a stable [Ti(OH)(OH2)5]
3+ will form, but these species cannot condense 

due to the positive charge of the hydroxo group. When the pH is not low enough, 

[Ti(OH)2(OH2)5]
2+ will form by deprotonation. Similarly these species cannot condense. Anatase 

and rutile are condensed when the solution activity permit a further deprotonation to 

[TiO(OH)(OH2)4]+, which can withstand de-oxolation of [TiO(OH)3(OH2)3]
+. In the high acidity 

region (low pH), de-oxolation cannot happen and linear growth happens along the equatorial plane 

of cations by oxolation, leading to rutile formation. In lower acidity conditions (high pH), de-

oxolation happens and the condensation occurs along all directions and leads to the branch-like 

chain of anatase structure. Figure 3.13 summarizes this mechanism and demonstrates the 

importance of pH in titania formation 

 

Figure 3.13: TiO2 rutile and anatase formation from different octahedral configurations (borrowed from [44]). 

A fine control of the precursors' reactivity towards water is thus critical for the printability. An 

insufficient amount of chelating agent leads to premature hydrolysis/condensation reactions and 

particle formation. On the other hand, since chelating agent introduces electrostatic attraction in the 

solution, an excess of ligands can change the rheological properties, modifying the printability 

properties of the reactive inks.  

In this work the amine N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) is chosen as basic nucleophilic ligand. 

This choice was firstly motivated to promote branch-like anatase polymerization in titania thin film 

development [45]. Moreover MDEA has a low viscosity at room temperature and is 

Low pH 

High pH 
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environmentally friendly. While this strategy has several advantages (particle-free, doping 

possibility, low processing temperature) reactive inks contain a large amount of water and organics 

that evaporate at low temperature. The resulting shrinkage of such inks is thus very high, potentially 

leading to film cracks and defects. Moreover a stable printability over time can be complicated to 

reach. 

3.2.2.2 Materials and substrates 

Two materials were considered in the development of reactive inks to demonstrate the versatility of 

the ink design. The materials, titanium- and zirconium- based, were chosen for their interest in thin 

film technologies.  

• Titania thin films were fabricated using an aqueous titanium isopropoxide based ink 

stabilized with MDEA. Titania was chosen for its well-known chemistry to understand the 

mechanism behind precursor chelation. The printing of these films was performed on 

several flat and dense substrates with different surface free energies. These substrates were 

chosen to (1) demonstrate the ability to deposit the ink on substrates having various free 

surface energy, (2) to verify that crack free film can be obtained in quasi ideal surface 

conditions (flat and dense). Substrates used in this study are soda lime glass (Sigma 

Aldrich), indium tin oxide (ITO, Sigma Aldrich) and polycrystalline alumina (Keral 96, 

Kerafol).  

• YSZ thin films were deposited using reactive inks on dense and porous substrates. Similarly 

to the colloidal ink, these films are developed for utilization as electrolyte for SOFC. The 

aqueous ink was based on zirconium propoxide and yttrium nitrate, and stabilized with 

MDEA. The ink was first deposited on flat, dense and insulating substrates such as Si(100), 

quartz (Crystal GmbH) and polycrystalline alumina (Keral96, Kerafol) to (1) demonstrate 

the ability to deposit in quasi ideal surface conditions (flat and dense) and (2) to measure the 

electrical conductivity of the films. Insulating and dense substrates are necessary for these 

measurements to remove any contribution of the substrate to the measurement. Lastly, films 

were deposited on usual nickel oxide/yttria-stabilized-zirconia (NiO/YSZ) anodes for SOFC 

made in-house. For the latter, the layers have a similar preparation and composition than the 

one described in section 3.2.1.2 (p.43). However green tapes could not be used in this case, 

unlike colloidal inks. As mentioned previously, reactive inks are processed at low 

temperature (400-700°C). In this range of temperature, NiO/YSZ anodes made by tape 
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casting are not mechanically stable enough to be manipulated for further observation or 

testing. Therefore the substrates were sintered at 1300°C prior to deposition. Using sintered 

substrates bring however a series of disadvantages: the substrate are not as flat as a tape cast 

green layer, due to previous processing and heat treatment at high temperatures. Moreover, 

as the substrate is already sintered, it cannot contribute to the densification of the layer 

thanks to lateral shrinkage (section 3.2.1.2, p.43).  

 Hybrid ink 3.2.3

3.2.3.1 Ink composition and processing 

The third and last ink design consists in a mixture of the 2 first, i.e. a suspension of particles into a 

stabilized reactive ink. Figure 3.14 shows an icon that represents the ink.  

 

Figure 3.14: Graphical icons for the three inks. 

This ink type was designed with the idea of countering the principal disadvantages of the colloidal 

and reactive inks while keeping advantages of both. Similarly to reactive inks, the calcination of the 

sol gel part at low temperature will yield a matrix of crystalline nanometric particles, surrounding in 

that case much bigger particles. The final microstructure after calcination should look like a wall 

made of bricks (particles) surrounded by mortar (sol-gel). Figure 3.15 illustrates the final 

microstructure.  
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of the hybrid ink morphology after calcination (circular inset: SEM picture of TiO2 
particles made from calcination of reactive ink at 400°C). 

As previously explained, reactive inks undergo a high shrinkage during heat treatment due to the 

high amount of organics. Crystalline particles in hybrid inks are then replacing some volume 

fraction of the liquid phase by a solid phase, reducing the shrinkage of the film during heat 

treatment, preventing the formation of defects and cracks.  

Several sources of particles can be used such as commercial colloidal particles or synthetized 

nanoparticles. The environment of these particles in a hybrid ink, compared to a classic colloidal 

design, is very different, particularly in terms of pH, due to the presence of alkoxides, nitrates and 

chelating agent. Particles surface and stability will be affected by this change of environment to 

keep a stable and printable ink. Stabilization of such particles, independently from their source, will 

be the key in depositing the ink. This conceptual system can also be enlarged to more than a single 

material system:  

• Multi-material systems: different combinations of materials can be arranged in order to 

elaborate composite films with enhanced properties. One can imagine for instance a 

combination of various materials as nanoparticles in a matrix of another different material 

made from sol-gel. These architectures can be used to improve existing properties of the 

layers, add functionalities to the film or create porosity by suspending pore formers. The 

case of CGO nanoparticles stabilized in an YSZ reactive ink is treated in this thesis (Chapter 

7) to develop a composite electrolyte for SOFC operating at lower temperature. 

• In-situ solid-state reaction: this ink concept can also be considered to synthetize a solid 

phase from two starting materials (one as nanoparticles and one as sol-gel) in a solid state 

reaction at high temperature following the equation: 
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 JB	(#) 0 	KL	(M) 	 															:;;;<	B@LN	(#) Equation 3.6 

In this study, bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 was synthetized at 750°C by suspending bismuth oxide 

nanoparticles into a stabilized Ti-based reactive ink. 

To the knowledge of the author, no studies were performed on such systems in literature. An 

objective of the thesis is to explore the possibilities, advantages and limitations of such systems for 

the development of thin films for inkjet printing.  

3.2.3.2 Materials and substrates 

Two materials systems were studied in the development of hybrid inks: 

• YSZ-YSZ: this basic system was used as a starting point in the development of hybrid inks. 

The YSZ particles were the same as those used in the development of colloidal inks, i.e. 

commercial 8YSZ (TOSOH). The aim of this ink was to study the effect of ink preparation 

on the final ink properties and the influence of solid loading on the shrinkage of the film. 

The shrinkage was measured using 3D profilometry in which the thickness and lateral 

dimensions of the films are optically measured at different calcination temperatures. As 

reference for thickness measurement, it is ideal to use a surface as flat as possible. As such 

YSZ-YSZ inks were deposited on flat dense glass substrates.  

• YSZ-CGO: were deposited using hybrid inks. CGO nanoparticles were synthetized by 

hydrothermal synthesis, the aqueous ink based on zirconium propoxide and yttrium nitrate, 

and stabilized with MDEA. Similarly to YSZ reactive inks, the ink was first deposited on 

flat, dense and insulating substrate such as  quartz (Crystal GmbH) and alumina single 

crystal (sapphire, Crystal GmbH). Films were also deposited onto polished sintered nickel 

oxide/yttria-stabilized-zirconia (NiO/YSZ) made in-house, already described in section 

3.2.1.2 (p.43), to see the effect of particle addition on the film quality when depositing onto 

porous substrate.  

• Bi2O3-TiO2: This system was used as demonstration of the utilization of hybrid inks as an 

in-situ synthesis method. In this commercial bismuth oxide (III) particles (Bi2O3, Alfa 

Aesar) were dispersed in a stable aqueous titanium isopropoxide based ink, described in 

section 6.1 (p.99). Bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 was synthesized by calcining the ink. Due to 
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dispersion issues described in Chapter 7, the ink could not be inkjet printed. However the 

material was deposited by 3D printing to demonstrate the possibility of adapting the ink to 

other deposition processes.  
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 : Characterization tools and experimental  Chapter 4
 

Different methods were applied to characterize the inks before printing (printability, particle size 

distribution, etc.), during printing (droplet analysis), and at high temperatures (thermal analysis). 

Crystallographic phase determination at different temperature was also performed on inks to 

confirm the formation of the desired phases, assess possible phase transformations, or to identify the 

presence of secondary phases. The printed patterns were also observed before and after printing as 

well as after heat treatment to estimate the film thickness, shrinkage, and the surface quality. 

Finally, characterization methodologies, specific to a certain applications, were used to demonstrate 

the efficiency of the thin films. 

In this chapter, the principle of these techniques is described, with their advantages and limitations. 

Additionally the parameters used experimentally are listed for each technique.  

 Ink characterization 4.1

 Printability 4.1.1

Printability � of an ink for inkjet printing has been previously defined (Equation 2.4) as a 

relationship between nozzle diameter (�), viscosity (�), surface tension (�), and density (�) : 

 

 � � ��. �. ��  Equation 4.1 

Prior to printing, the printability of the inks was assessed through various measuring methods of 

those parameters.  

4.1.1.1 Rheology 

Rheology describes the flow and deformation behavior of liquid based media (ink, pastes, slurries, 

etc.) when external forces are applied. The measured responses can be divided into several 

categories: viscous, elastic, and viscoelastic. Inks for inkjet inks are quite diluted and thus are 

characterized by the viscous behavior. Suspensions can exhibit Newtonian or non-Newtonian 

behaviors. The viscosity of Newtonian fluids is constant and independent of the applied force. On 
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the other hand, viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids is shear rate-dependent: viscosity can either 

decrease (shear thinning) or increase (shear thickening) with shear rate. Most non Newtonian fluids 

exhibit shear thinning behavior, only a few cases of shear thickening have been observed. Figure 

4.1 shows examples of the three described behaviors.  

 

Figure 4.1: Flow behaviors of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. 

Viscosities are estimated differently for both types of flows, as shown on Figure 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2: Viscosity measurement method for (a) Newtonian and (b) non Newtonian (here shear thinning) 
fluids. 

The viscosity of Newtonian fluids is calculated by measuring the shear stress O (Pa) at different 

shear rates PQ  (s-1). Ink viscosity R (mPa.s) is described by the generalized Newton’s law (Equation 

4.2):  
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 O � R. PQ  Equation 4.2 

Viscosity R (mPa.s), defining the material resistance to flow is then calculated by plotting shear 

stress O (Pa) versus shear rates PQ  (s-1) and calculating the slope (Figure 4.2 (a)). Viscosity curves of 

non-Newtonian fluids are obtained following the same measuring protocol than Newtonian fluids. 

As the ink undergoes high shear rate during printing, it is considered that fluid viscosity 

corresponds to the one measured at the plateau reached at high shear rates (Figure 4.2 (b)). The 

characteristic flow behavior (Newtonian/Non-Newtonian) can be quantitatively evaluated via the 

estimation of the flow index. This parameter is mathematically determined via the analysis of 

rheological data using the logarithmic form of the power law (Equation 4.3) [1]: 

 log(V) � log(W) 0 G. log	($)Q  Equation 4.3 

where is G the flow index and W the consistency coefficient. This equation has a linear form in 

which the flow index G is the slope identifying the character of the fluid: Newtonian when n=1, 

shear-thinning when n < 1 and shear-thickening when n >1.  

Viscosity is the parameter that has the most influence on ink printability. Its value can span over 

very wide intervals and the term is not under a square root (unlike the three other terms) so its 

weight on the printability is higher than the other parameters. As viscosity is very sensitive to slurry 

preparation and external environment (temperature, hydrometry, etc.) it thus should be measured 

thoroughly after ink preparation and before each printing session to ensure printing reproducibility. 

In this study, ink viscosity was measured using an Anton Paar Rheometer (MCR 302) at a constant 

temperature of 21°C in rotational mode. A parallel-plate measuring system was chosen, using a 

50mm diameter plate and a gap distance of 0.5mm. A solvent trap was placed over the measurement 

plate to avoid solvent evaporation. Figure 4.3 shows the equipment used and the PP50 measurement 

plate.  
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 Figure 4.3: Picture of (a) the Anton Paar Rheometer (MCR 302) and (b) the PP50 measurement plate. 

Prior to measurement, inks underwent a pre-treatment procedure that removed any effects due to the 

sampling and loading of the inks. This procedure consisted of three steps: the first one at a shear 

rate of 1 s-1 for 1 min followed by 1 min at rest (shear rate = 0 s-1), and the third one at 1 s-1 for 1 

min. Flow curve measurements were conducted in the step mode using 60 steps with a waiting time 

of 10s in the shear rate range 1 s-1-1000 s-1. 

4.1.1.2 Surface tension 

The last crucial parameter that influences printability is ink surface tension. Not only is this 

parameter important to control droplet jetting, its value also affects the interaction between the ink 

and the substrate. When ink surface tension is higher than the substrate surface free energy, jetted 

droplets do not fully cover the substrate and form a discontinuous film (Figure 2.11). This 

instrument allows determining the dynamic surface tension by measuring the internal pressure of a 

gas bubble (here air) which is formed in a liquid using a capillary. The surface tension of the liquid 

phase is then measured using the Laplace equation (Equation 4.4), which links internal pressure,X, 

surface tension, �, and the radius of curvature, Y: 

 X � 2. �Y  Equation 4.4 

(a) (b) 
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When the gas bubble is produced at the tip of the capillary its curvature increases, reaching a 

maximum, and then decreases. The maximum curvature is reached at a maximum pressure X�+@ for 

which the radius of the curvature is equal to the capillary radius. Surface tension can then be 

calculated from the pressure maximum X�+@, capillary radius	Y.and hydrostatic pressure resulting 

from the immersion depth and the density of the liquid (Equation 4.5):  

 � � (X�+@ − XA). Y2  Equation 4.5 

 

It is important to precise that the measured surface tension is dependent of the surface age, i.e. the 

time between the beginning of the bubble formation and the occurrence of the pressure maximum. 

Figure 4.4 summarizes the measurement process by plotting the evolution of pressure versus time.  

 

Figure 4.4: Evolution of pressure during measurement time (borrowed from [2]). 

The dependence of surface tension on surface age can be evaluated by measuring surface tension at 

various surface ages. At low surface age the bubble reaches its maximal curvature in a short time, 

so short that the surfactant does not have time to reach the liquid-air interface to decrease the 

surface tension. This results in a high value of surface tension. As surface age is increased, 

surfactant will have more time to reach the interface, lowering the surface tension before reaching a 

plateau corresponding to the considered surface tension for our studies. In this work, dynamic 

surface tension was measured using a bubble pressure tensiometer (BP 50, Krüss), shown on Figure 

4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: (a) Picture of the BP 50 bubble tensiometer and (b) a close-up picture of the equipment. 

4.1.1.3 Density 

Density was evaluated by weighing 10 ml of ink. Figure 4.6 shows a picture of the measurement. 

 

Figure 4.6: Picture of the density measurement. 

Although this method is not exactly precise, density does not strongly affect the printability.  

(a) (b) 
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 Particle size measurement 4.1.2

Traditionally particle size measurement is performed through laser diffraction. In this technology, a 

laser beam passes through any object ranging from nanometers to millimeters in size. Resulting 

diffraction patterns are used to evaluate the geometrical dimensions of a particle and give a 

distribution of particle size. The analysis is based on the Fraunhofer diffraction theory which states 

that the intensity of light scattered by a particle is directly proportional to the particle size [3]. 

Figure 4.7 summarizes the working principle of such technology. 

 

Figure 4.7: Principle of particle size measurement by laser diffraction scattering (borrowed from [4])  

This technology has however some critical limitation, especially in terms of low limit size 

measurement. This technology cannot measure with precision particles below 0.1 µm, making 

characterization of nanoparticles challenging. Another technology patented by the manufacturer 

Malvern allows the measurement of particle size down to 0.3 nm using non-invasive backscattering. 

(NBIS). This technology measures the light scattered by the sample at a backscattering angle of 

175º which yields many advantages. The volume of irradiated sample is increased, which improves 

sensitivity. Moreover, backscattering detection is less sensitive to larger particles, which primarily 

scatter at forward angles. Figure 4.8 summarizes the working principle of NBIS. 
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Figure 4.8: Principle of particle size measurement by NBIS (borrowed from [5]). 

In this work, particle size was measured using both methods based on laser diffraction. A Beckman 

Coulter LS 13320 located at DTU Energy was used in this work to measure the particle size 

measurement of colloidal particles. Measurement of nanoparticles was performed using the NBIS 

technology using a Zetasizer ZS (Malvern) located in the laboratory of EPFL in Sion.  

 Fourier Transformed InfraRed spectroscopy (FTIR) 4.1.3

Fourier Transformed InfraRed spectroscopy (FTIR) is s a measuring technique used to obtain the 

absorption or emission infrared spectrum of a solid, liquid or gas. This technique is particularly 

widely used in organic chemistry to determine the bonding of chemicals. Figure 4.9 illustrates the 

working principle of FTIR. 

 

Figure 4.9: Working principle of FTIR (borrowed from [6]). 

In this technique a light source (4000 cm−1 to 600 cm−1) is sent first through an interferometer and 

then through the sample. The interferometer is composed of a several pieces of equipment: the light 
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goes through a beam-splitter that sends the light in two different directions: One goes to a stationary 

mirror and back to the beam-splitter while the other one goes to a moving mirror. The movement of 

the mirror makes the total path length of the beam variable compared to the one obtained by the 

stationary-mirror beam. The two beams recombined at the beam-splitter and the difference in path 

length creates an interferogram due to constructive and destructive interferences. The recombined 

beam is then sent through the sample. The sample absorbs the entire wavelength and the detector 

detects variation of energy versus time simultaneously for all wavelengths. Energy versus time is 

recorded and converted to an intensity vs frequency spectrum using a Fourier transformation: 

 B(Y) � 	Z[(\) . �JX(−2]. ^Y\_ ) Equation 4.6 

where A(r) and X(k) are the frequency domain and time domain points, respectively, for a spectrum 

of N points 

An example of a spectrum is shown on Figure 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10: Example of typical pattern recorded with an FTIR spectroscope (borrowed from [6]).  

The peaks observed on Figure 4.10 correspond to bonding vibration during irradiation. Each 

wavenumber position corresponds to a specific type of bonding (C-H, O-H, etc.). This technique 

permits to identify chemical bonding in molecules and to identify the chemical structure of a 

compound. The main advantage of this technique over classical spectroscopy is that the sample gets 

all the source energy, improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, this technique is fast and 

several scans can be run and collected, further improving the signal ratio. However the data 

treatment, and especially bonding and chemical structure determination, can become a very 

complicated task even with the help of peak position databases.  

In this work, interactions between ligand and alkoxides in reactive inks were studied using FTIR. 

Measurements were performed on a Bruker Tensor 27 (Bruker, Germany) on liquid and gelified 
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Nozzle plate 

inks in the 4000-400 cm-1 region at room temperature. Figure 4.11 shows a picture of the 

equipment. 

Figure 4.11: (a) Picture of the FTIR measurement equipment and (b) close up picture of the measurement plate. 

 

 Droplet analysis 4.1.4

Prior to printing,  the ability of the ink to be jet is verified via a so-called drop-view camera. The 

camera observes the droplets ejection at the nozzle plate to detect the presence of satellite droplets, 

droplet deviation and clogged/deflective nozzles. In addition to check that the process is functioning 

before the deposition, this analysis is helpful to understand the ink behavior under jetting using a 

defined waveform and how to optimize such waveform to obtain reproducible and stable droplets. 

Droplet diameter, volume and velocity at different distances from the nozzle plate can be precisely 

measured with this method, as shown on Figure 4.12.  

 

Figure 4.12: Droplet observation and characterization with the drop-view camera (X-serie Ceraprint). 

(a) (b) 
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 Thermal analysis 4.1.5

After deposition inks will undergo a heat treatment to evaporate solvents, burn-off organics and 

calcine/sinter particles. It is fundamental to determine a suitable heat treatment cycle that will lead 

to the right material phase and without compromising the film integrity (cracks, pin holes) and 

microstructure. Moreover phase transformations can occur during the heat treatment cycle; their 

identification is crucial to detect the formation of secondary phases that can alter the material 

properties. Thermal analysis methods are powerful tools to determine at which temperature the inks 

undergo changes such as evaporation or binder burn off. Two methods were used in this study: 

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). These techniques 

are usually coupled and complementary.  

Differential thermal analysis (or DTA) is a thermoanalytic method in which the material under 

study and an inert reference undergo similar thermal cycles, any temperature difference between 

sample and reference is recorded [7]. This differential temperature is then plotted against 

temperature or time (DTA curve, or thermogram). Changes in the sample visible as peaks, either 

exothermic or endothermic (depending on the change in the sample), are detected relative to the 

inert reference and give information on the transformations that have occurred, such as solvent 

evaporation, crystallization, glass transitions or melting. Thermogravimetric analysis or thermal 

gravimetric analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis method which consists in measuring the mass of a 

sample as the temperature changes over time. This measurement gives information about chemical 

phenomena, such as thermal decomposition or solid-gas reaction; as well as physical phenomena 

like absorption and desorption [8]. Both techniques have to be used simultaneously to thoroughly 

identify each physical and/or chemical phenomenon happening during the heat treatment. In this 

study, thermal analysis (TG-DTA) were performed on inks and powders using an STA 409 PG 

(Netzsch) at a constant rate of 10 K.min-1 under air between 25 and 700 °C using alumina crucibles. 

Figure 4.13 shows a picture of the equipment. 
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Figure 4.13: (a) Picture of the DTA/TG measurement equipment and (b) close up picture on the alumina 
crucibles (left: sample, right: reference). 

 

  Characterization of printed layers 4.2

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 4.2.1

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of microscope using a focused beam of electrons 

to produce images of a solid sample. Upon interaction, electrons interact with atoms in the sample, 

and produce several signals that contain information about the sample's composition microstructure 

and topography. Moreover as the electron beam is scanned along the surface, its position and the 

detected signal are combined to create an image of the sample. Resolution around 1 nanometer can 

be obtained with this technique. SEM offers a wide range of magnifications from about 10 times to 

more than 500,000 times. This technique is powerful for material observation and is the standard in 

material science. Figure 4.14 shows the different signals that can be produced and analyzed with a 

SEM.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.14: Signals generated upon interaction between the electron beam and the sample in an SEM (borrowed 
from [9]). 

The usual SEM signal used to observe a sample in an SEM is the “secondary electrons” (SE) 

emitted by excited atoms. The amount of detected secondary electrons depends greatly on specimen 

topography. The secondary electrons are collected during scanning using specific detectors, creating 

an image of the sample topography. Other types of signals are produced, among them reflected or 

back-scattered electrons (BSE) and characteristic X-rays.  

Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are beam electrons reflected from the sample by elastic scattering. 

Compared to SE, they are produced deeper in the sample and images produced with this type of 

signal have then a lower resolution than SE. However, BSE images provide information about the 

nature and distribution of elements in the sample. Characteristic X-rays can also be detected during 

observation. Upon interaction, the electron beam interacts with the atoms in the sample and 

removes electrons from the inner shell. This causes an electron from a higher energy level to fill the 

shell, producing X-rays. These characteristic X-rays are used to identify the elemental composition 

in the sample. 

However, this technique has some limitations: the technique is limited to solid samples that can fit 

into the chamber, usually around 10 cm (horizontal) and 40 mm (vertical) maximum. Moreover, in 

the case of insulating samples, an electrically conductive layer (usually carbon or gold 

nanoparticles) must be applied on the surface to avoid accumulation of electrons on the surface, also 

called charging. This effect results in an unresolved image, making observation impossible. The 
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addition of such conductive layer can be problematic for the observation and composition 

identification of nanoparticles in the samples.  

In this work, structure and morphology of the calcined and sintered layers by inkjet printing were 

examined in a Merlin electron microscope (Zeiss, Germany). Prior to observation carbon 

nanoparticles were sputtered onto the sample surface to reduce electron charging due to the high 

dielectric constant of the substrates. Secondary electrons are used to observe the topography of the 

films and detect any crack or delamination.  

 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 4.2.2

The phase characterization of a synthetized material is a crucial step to validate the process. The 

phase composition is determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD). XRD is a technique used to 

determine the chemical structure of a crystal. By definition, a crystal consists of regular arrays of 

atoms and X-rays are considered as waves of electromagnetic radiation. Figure 4.15 illustrates the 

interaction between the X-ray beam and the atoms in the crystal 

 

Figure 4.15: Interaction between an atom array in crystals and X-rays (borrowed from[10]). 

Upon interaction, atoms’ electrons scatter X-ray waves, producing secondary spherical waves 

emanating from the electron, known as elastic scattering. The electron is called the scatterer. A 

regular array of scatterers produces a regular array of spherical waves. Although these waves 

produced by the array of electrons cancel one another out in most directions (destructive 

interference), they will add constructively in a few specific directions established by Bragg's law: 
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 2. sin 1 � G. c Equation 4.7 

where d is the spacing between diffracting planes, 1 the incident angle, n an integer, and λ the 

wavelength of the beam. These specific directions, named reflections, appear on the diffraction 

pattern as spots or peaks. The pattern can be seen as a fingerprint for each material, and the material 

composition is determined by identifying the position of the peaks. XRD permits also to determine 

the crystallite size of particles using the Scherrer equation [11] (Equation 4.8): 

 V � W. cd. cos	(1)	 Equation 4.8 

 

where V is the mean size of the ordered (crystalline) domains which may be smaller or equal to the 

grain size, W a dimensionless shape factor with a value close to 1 (typical value is about 0.9 and 

varies with the crystallite shape), c the X-ray wavelength, d the Full Width at Half Maximum 

(FWHM), after subtracting the instrumental line broadening, in radians and 1 the Bragg angle. The 

value of the Cu Kα radiation		c used for determination is 0.15406 nm and the W value is equal to 1. 

XRD has many advantages. It is a powerful and quite fast method to identify unknown materials, 

and in most cases the determination is unambiguous and relatively straightforward. Moreover a 

minimal sample preparation is necessary. However, as any technique, XRD has some limitations. 

For mixed materials, the detection threshold is below 2%, making the detection of minor secondary 

phases complicated. Usually other measurements are coupled to X-ray for secondary phase 

detection, such as thermal analysis or SEM.  

The evolution of the crystallographic phase for each material was investigated by X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) using a solid state detector, 0.011 step size, and 0.5 s step time (Bruker D8, Cu Ka 

radiation). Diffraction patterns of powder resulting from the ink calcination at various temperatures 

were recorded.  

 Measurement of print dimensions and shrinkage  4.2.3

Precursor based inks such as reactive inks developed here are mostly composed of solvents. Upon 

heat treatment, the solvent evaporation will lead to high shrinkage, which is critical for the resulting 

film. Such size reduction can create cracks and delamination that can compromise the film integrity 

and properties. The measurement of film volumetric shrinkage here was determined by using 3D 
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profilometry. A 3D profilometer is a non-contact profiling system where a laser beam sweeps the 

surface of the sample and records the distance difference between the source and the sample. The 

sweep can be performed as a line (2D measurement) or a quadrilateral (3D measurement) and 

profiles/mapping can be obtained. This technology allows measuring the thickness of films and 

surface characteristics (roughness, waviness etc.) with high resolution (0.01 µm). Figure 4.16 shows 

example of profiles obtained with a 3D measurement.  

 

Figure 4.16: 3D profilometry mapping of a layer deposited by screen printed. 

This method is fast, non-destructive, and reliable and micro-scale objects as wet, fragile, pliable or 

highly contoured can be characterized. One limitation of this technique is in the thickness 

measurement of the film. The film must be deposited on a flat substrate that is used as a reference 

for thickness evaluation which limits the choice of substrates for measurements. In this work, 

shrinkage of the films deposited by inkjet has been estimated by measuring the film dimensions (x-

,y- and z-axis) by profilometry after heat treatment at different temperatures. Film surface and 

thickness characterization was carried out by using a high resolution 3D profilometer (Cyberscan, 

Vantage, using an LT9010 detector, a non-contact laser based method to analyze surfaces), shown 

of Figure 4.17 
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Figure 4.17: Picture of the Cyberscan Vantage profilometer. 

The measured film dimensions were 5x5 mm2 and the measurement step size was 50 µm for both x- 

and y-axis.  

 Applied characterization 4.3

 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy  4.3.1

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a measurement technique for the characterization 

of electrochemical systems. EIS permits with a single experimental procedure in a broad range of 

frequencies to isolate the influence of the governing physical and chemical phenomena at a given 

applied potential. Impedance is, similarly to a resistance, defined as the measure of the ability to of 

a circuit to resist to an electrical flow. Unlike resistance, it is not limited to an idea transistor. EIS 

consists in applying an alternative current (AC) at fixed frequency to a material, as bulk or thin 

film. The response is measured and the resulting impedance is computed at each frequency 

according to the following relation (Equation 4.9) 

 �f � gfhf , Equation 4.9 

 

where gf is the frequency-dependent potential and hf the frequency-dependent current. This 

method, though theoretically complex, is very powerful to characterize materials properties. EIS is 

able to distinguish several electrochemical reactions that take place at the same time, to give 

information about the capacitive behavior of the system or test components of an assembled system 

device using the electrode of the device.  
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As the measurement is performed using an alternative current, the excitation signal gj as a function 

of time is expressed by (Equation 4.10) 

 gj � gA. sin	(kl) Equation 4.10 

 

where gj 	is the potential at time t, gA is the amplitude of the signal, and k is the radial frequency in 

rad.s-1(k � 2. ]. �, with f the frequency in Hz). The current signal obtained during the measurement 

is shifted (m) and is expressed by (equation) 

 hj � hA. sin	(kl 0 m) Equation 4.11 

 

By reporting Equation 4.10 and Equation 4.11 in Equation 4.9, we obtain 

 �j � gjhj � gA. sin	(kl)hA. sin	(kl 0 m) � �A sin	(kl)sin	(kl 0 m) Equation 4.12 

 

With Euler’s equation, we have  

 exp(qm) � cos(m) 0 ^. sin	(m) Equation 4.13 

 

Where m is a real number and ^ is imaginary unit. By expressing the imdepdance as a complex 

function we obtain 

 gj � gA. �JX	(qkl) Equation 4.14 

And 

 hj � hA. �JX	(qkl − m) Equation 4.15 

 

The impedance can then be represented as a complex number 

 �(k) � gh � �A. �J X(qkl) � �A(cos(m) 0 ^. sin(m)) Equation 4.16 
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From Equation 4.16, the impedance can be plotted using the imaginary part ��� vs the real part 

�.r+%	part of the impedance expression. Such diagram is called a Nyquist plot, and is shown on 

Figure 4.18 (a). Impedance can also be represented as the absolute value of impedance versus 

frequency. This plot is named Bode plot, and is shown on Figure 4.18 (b) as an example from [12]. 

 

Figure 4.18: Representation of impedance by (a) Bode plot and (b) Nyquist plot (borrowed from [12]). 

EIS is a powerful tool in to characterize the conductive properties of materials in an easy, 

nondestructive one time measurement. Application of this technique will be further developed with 

two examples of measurements that are discussed in this thesis: the measurement of a thin film 

electrical conductivity and of a dielectric constant.  

4.3.1.1 Electrical characterization of thin films (Film conductivity) 

The thin film conductivity is usually performed using in a symmetric 2-electrode configuration in 

which 2 conductive electrodes, usually silver, are painted on the surface of the considered film 

material. Such a configuration, showed on Figure 4.19 can be used to characterize the in-plane ionic 

conduction at the thin film samples on dielectric substrates [13,14].  

 

Figure 4.19: Setup of the symmetric 2-electrode configuration with gemometrical factors. 
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The substrate supporting the film needs to be dielectric to prevent measuring any extra contribution 

to the resistance of the film. An alternative current is applied and the impedance is measured 

between the two electrodes at different temperatures. The resulting conductivity �	is then calculated 

using the geometrical factor of the film (Equation 4.17). 

 � � M�. �. l Equation 4.17 

 

where M is the length of the electrodes, � is the gap distance between the electrodes, � is the 

resistance of the film measured by EIS and l is the thickness of the film. � is evaluated by plotting 

the Nyquist plot obtained by EIS. The response observed in thin films is a semicircle, due to a 

single contribution. The resistance of the film is the value of ���at low frequencies. Conductivity at 

different temperatures is usually represented as a plot named Arrhenius plot which consist of 

Mst�A	(�)	versus 1000 uv , u being the temperature in Kelvin. An example of such diagram is 

showed on Figure 4.20. 

 

Figure 4.20: Example of Arrhenius plot of log w vs 1/T for 8ScZr and 8YZr thin films and the corresponding 
bulk materials (borrowed from [15]). 

Finally, the activation energy (g+)	 is measured by EIS. The activation energy is defined by the 

minimum quantity of energy which the reacting species must possess in order to undergo a 

specified reaction. This value is specific to every material. However values can slightly differ for 

the same material depending on the material (bulk, thin film) and the microstructure. The activation 

energy is calculated using a different form of the Arrhenius equation described in Equation 4.18 

 \ � B. �x)yz{.|} Equation 4.18 
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Where	\ is a rate constant (here �), � the gas constant (8.314 J⋅mol−1⋅K−1) and T the temperature 

(in K). By taking the natural logarithm of Equation 4.18 we obtain Equation 4.19 

 ln � � ln(B) − g+�. u Equation 4.19 

 

Equation 4.19 is plotted as ln	(�) vs. 1000 uv 	. A linear regression on such plot will give the slope 

that corresponds to 
yz{.| and thus yields the value of	g+. An example is shown on Figure 4.21. 

 

Figure 4.21: Example of activation energy calculation using EIS (borrowed from [16]). 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed on thin films deposited by inkjet 

printing in a symmetric 2-electrode configuration by using a Solartron 1260 frequency response 

analyzer over the frequency range of 1 Hz–86 kHz. Due to the high impedance of the thin films in 

the lateral direction, 200mV AC voltages were used for the acquisition. Symmetric silver electrodes 

were painted on the surface to measure the lateral conductivity of the calcined samples, and gold 

wires were inserted in the electrodes before drying. Figure 4.22 shows a picture of the sample 

holder for the measurement along with a picture of the sample after electrode deposition.  
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Figure 4.22: (a) Picture of the sample holder for EIS measurement and (b) close up picture of the sample before 
measurement. 

The electrode dimensions were measured to be ca. 1 mm in distance and 2 mm in width. EIS 

measurements were performed in the temperature range of 525–750 °C in synthetic air flow (10 

sccm). 

4.3.1.2 Dielectric spectroscopy  

Dielectric spectroscopy is determined by impedance spectroscopy measuring the dielectric 

properties of a material as a function of frequency [17,18]. The principle is based on the interaction 

between an external field and the electric dipole moment of the sample, often expressed by 

permittivity.  

The capacitance of a material is defined Equation 4.20 

 �, � − 1]. �. ��� Equation 4.20 

where � is the frequency (Hz) and ��� the imaginary part of the impedance. The impedance is 

measured at room temperature at different frequencies. The dielectric constant is then calculated 

with Equation 4.21. 

 �> � �,. lB. �A Equation 4.21 

Where l is the thickness of the sample (m), B the electrode area (m2) and �A the vacuum 

permittivity (�A = 8.85E-12 F.m-1). 

Sample holder 

Gas inlet 

Gas outlet 

Sample  

Electrodes  

Gold wires  (a) 

(b) 
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In this work, the dielectric constant of bismuth titanate was measured with this technique. The 

dielectric constant of pellets sample was measured with an Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer 

(Solartron 1260A, Solartron Analytical, UK). Pellets were fabricated by pressing powder by 

uniaxial hydraulic press and sintered. Symmetric silver electrodes were painted on the surface to 

measure the dielectric constant. All measurements were carried out in air at room temperature, in 

the frequency range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz and applied biasing voltage of 0.5 V. 

 Cell test 4.3.2

4.3.2.1 Gas leak testing 

The leak testing system used in this study works by sealing a cell of 5.3 x 5.3 cm2 in area. The half-

cells, including the sintered ink-jet printed YSZ electrolyte, were tested before cathode deposition 

over a manifold connected to a vacuum system. In the test, the space beneath the cell was evacuated 

and the pump closed off. The flow of gas into the system was measured from the rate of pressure 

increase, measured by a barometric gauge. The test returns a measured vacuum leak as a pressure 

drop slope, which was compared with a fully dense reference. Leak measurements were also carried 

out by monitoring the cell voltage during electrochemical single cell testing as a function of the fuel 

flow rate, and are described below. 

4.3.2.2 Test fixture 

The electrochemical tests were carried out using an alumina test fixture with 0.8 mm and 2.1 mm 

recessions on the anode and cathode side, respectively. The recessions were 40 mm wide and 40 

mm long. The cathode side was contacted using a custom alumina flow-field with 19 gas channels 

(1 mm wide) and 20 contact ribs (1 mm wide, except the outermost ribs which were 1.5 mm wide) 

clad with gold strip current collectors and fine gold meshes. The anode compartment seal was made 

using a thin (0.08 or 0.1 mm) Au foil cut into a frame and two alumina frames were placed on top 

of the cells (on the cathode side) to press the cell down onto the gold seal. The anode contact 

component was a flat Ni-mesh resting on a Ni flow field of the same design as the cathode alumina 

flow-field. Figure 4.23 shows an illustration of the gas distribution and sealing. 
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Figure 4.23: Illustration of the gas distribution and sealing (borrowed from [19]). 

4.3.2.3 Electrochemical measurements 

The electrochemical test was performed in a FuelCon test rig. Figure 4.24 shows an illustrated 

description and a picture of the rig.  

 
 

Figure 4.24: (a) Description of the rig and (b) picture of the sample holder with a fuel cell. 

The sample is placed in the alumina membrane holder (Figure 4.24 (a) and (b)) sealed and placed 

into a furnace. Air is sent to the cathode side of the fuel cell and fuel is fed to the anode side. The 

impedance was recorded using a Solartron 1255B unit with amplitude of 60 mA (rms). The 

impedance data was collected from 96.9 kHz to 96.8 MHz with 12 points per decade. The cell 

voltage and voltage across the current shunt resistor (reference channel) were compensated (set to 

(a) 

sample 

(b) 
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zero) with custom-built electronic circuitry in order to maintain maximum resolution of the 

Solartron unit. I-V curve measurements were carried out using current steps with variable step 

lengths and step duration of 10 s. The leak testing system used in this study works by sealing a cell 

of 5.3 x 5.3 cm2 in area. The half-cells, including the sintered ink-jet printed YSZ electrolyte, were 

tested before cathode deposition over a manifold connected to a vacuum system. In the test, the 

space beneath the cell was evacuated and the pump closed off. The flow of gas into the system was 

measured from the rate of pressure increase, measured by a barometric gauge. The test returns a 

measured vacuum leak as a pressure drop slope, which was compared with a fully dense reference. 

Leak measurements were also carried out by monitoring the cell voltage during electrochemical 

single cell testing as a function of the fuel flow rate. 
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 : Preliminary research on colloidal inks Chapter 5
 

The work described in this chapter was performed before the PhD project started and 

was used as a background work for the research described in chapter 6 and 7. As 

mentioned in chapter 1, this work should not be considered for examination. Here, 

the fabrication and development of these inks for inkjet printing was demonstrated 

through the fabrication of thin dense electrolyte layers for SOFC based on YSZ. In a 

first part the Ink printability and stability at different solid loadings were assessed by 

rheological characterization and particle size measurement. The inks were then 

deposited on porous NiO/YSZ substrates and the performances of the HP thermal inkjet printer (HP 

Deskjet 1000) as a printing unit were assessed. Layers microstructure at different temperatures was 

studied by SEM. Finally electrochemical performances of a fuel cell using such electrolyte are 

detailed. This chapter contains results and discussions of a paper published in “Journal of power 

sources” before the PhD project started. The article can be found in the appendix section for further 

reading (p.223). 

 Ink fabrication and characterization 5.1

Colloidal inks present several advantages for the deposition of films. In addition to being easy to 

process and cheap, the starting material is already crystalline, particles can cover substrate porosity 

to yield a defect-free film, and the final film thickness can be easily controlled by changing the solid 

loading. However these inks can be problematic to process with inkjet printing. The first main issue 

is the particle size distribution. To avoid clogging of the print head nozzle the particle size should 

preferably be less than 10% of the nozzle diameter, while the optimal value has been estimated to 

be around 2% [1]. For instance, The cartridges used in the HP-Deskjet 1000 having a nozzle 

diameter of around 20 µm diameter, the ink particle size has  to be less than (20 . 2%) = 400 nm and 

show stability over time not to clog while printing. Particle stabilization has to be achieved through 

addition of a dispersant in the suspension. These chemicals are usually the most viscous component 

of the mixture, and their content will strongly affect printability. Finally, the ink solid loading is a 

crucial factor to consider. Not only the solid loading influences the printability through rheological 

behavior, it also affect the continuity of the film after drying and sintering.  
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 Ink fabrication 5.1.1

An ink was prepared using commercial 8YSZ (8mol % Yttria, TOSOH) nanometric powder. The 

powder was suspended in a mix of 80 wt.% water and 20 wt.% ethanol. The powder was added to 

the liquid medium at two concentrations: 3.7 vol% (20 wt%, called “concentrated ink”) and 0.9 

vol% (6 wt%, called “dilute ink”) of YSZ. Typical solid loading concentrations in colloidal inks for 

inkjet applications are below 10 vol.% [2]. The dilution in these inks was kept high with the aim to 

produce thin layers. Small particles are ideal for such diluted inks and small particles are usually 

easily dispersed in the liquid media. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), dissolved in 53% weight ratio in 

pure ethanol, was used as dispersant and added into the YSZ suspension at ca. 8 mg/m2 of solid 

surface area. All constituents were then milled in a rotational mill in a PET flask at 100 rpm using 

zirconia milling balls for 10 days.  

 Particle size measurement 5.1.2

After preparation, inks particle size distribution was characterized. Figure 5.1 shows the particle 

size of both inks after milling for 9, 10 and 100 days.  

 

Figure 5.1: Particle size distribution for the YSZ ink at low (3.7 vol. %) and high dilution (0.9 vol.%) after 
milling for 9 and 10 days, and after 100 days of storage. 

Figure 5.1 shows the typical particle size distribution within the range of 0.06 and 0.34 µm with a 

max at around 100 nm. Such nanometric powders exhibited high stability with no precipitation and 
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preserving the same distribution even after 100 days of storage. Figure 5.1 show that the measured 

particle size for both inks is compatible with optimal recommendations for inkjet printing to avoid 

clogging, estimated to be around 2% of the nozzle diameter. Cartridges for HP-Deskjet 1000 have a 

nozzle diameter of around 20 µm diameter which for a maximum particle size of 0.34 µm 

corresponds to (0.34 µm /20 µm) = 1.7 %. However a small peak around 1 µm is visible after 9 

days of milling. This peak disappears after an extra 24 hours of milling (10 days) and does not 

reappear after 100 days. While this peak is still in the optimal printing zone, these particles around 1 

µm diameter are a threat to proper printing and can lead to clogging. While the obtained inks have a 

satisfactory particle size for inkjet printing, these measurements highlight a clear disadvantage of 

using colloid, i.e. a long and intense milling is necessary to obtain suitable particle size distribution 

for inkjet printing.  

 Printability 5.1.3

The ink printability was assessed by measuring inks viscosity, surface tension and density. Figure 

5.2 shows the flow curves for the two inks with the correspondent viscosity curves (inset). 

 

Figure 5.2: Flow curves and viscosity curves (inset) for the two YSZ developed inks. 

Both inks exhibit Newtonian behavior with a constant viscosity independent of the shear rate 

(inset). The viscosity values were calculated from the slope of the flow curves. The values obtained 

were 4.28 mPa.s for the 3.7 vol% ink and 2.63 mPa s for the 0.9 vol % ink. These values are usually 

considered suitable for a thermal DoD inkjet system [2]. The surface tension of the ink was 
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measured using a bubble pressure tensiometer and yielded a value of 36 mN.m-1. The inks density 

was measured and the value was close to 1 for both solid loadings. The properties of the developed 

inks are summarized in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: Inks properties. 

 Loading η σ ρ Z 

 Vol% mPa·s mN.m-1  g.cm-3 - 

20 wt% 3.7 4.28 36.4 1.14 6.73 

6 wt% 0.9 2.63 36.2 1.01 10.28 

 

A Re vs We graphic (as described in section 2.2.2, p.18)  was plotted for both inks. As the velocity 

of the droplets could not be measured on the HP printer, The We and Re numbers were calculated 

within the typical reported range of values for the drop velocity (1-30 m.s-1) [3]. 

Such a diagram is displayed in Figure 5.3 and shows that the We and Re values calculated for the 

two developed inks are within the identified printability region defined by Derby (1<Z<10) and 

Jang (4<Z<14). The properties of both inks are compatible with inkjet printing requirements and 

inks are thus ready to be deposited.  

:  

Figure 5.3: Weber-Reynolds numbers diagram defining the regime for ink properties which ensure good 
printing characteristics. This diagram has been proposed by Derby [4]. 
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 Characterization of inkjet printed layers 5.2

 Inkjet printing of the YSZ electrolyte 5.2.1

The ability of the low-cost printing unit to reproducibly deposit droplets was investigated using the 

optimized inks developed in the previous part. The use of a low-cost inkjet process for the 

fabrication of a continuous layer can lead to formation of some critical flaws. Particularly, since 

each single layer is formed drop by drop, any alignment errors and/or lack of deposition (missing 

drops) during the printing create discontinuity in the layer. For this purpose two printing procedures 

were used for the printing:  

• “Single Droplets” printing (SD), consisting in printing isolated droplets using a square-chess-

like pattern, it was aimed to control the quality of the single droplet or presence of flaws in the 

DoD printing; 

•  “Continuous Printing” (CP), consisting in printing droplets one after the other sequentially in 

lines, it was used to print a continuous layer. Additive depositions were carried out on the CP 

pattern, depositing a layer on top of the other, up to 5 times.  

The patterns were created on the software Microsoft Word and are showed on Figure 5.4. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.4: (a) “single droplets” and (b) “continuous printing” patterns used for deposition of colloidal inks. 

After deposition the resulting patterns (SD) and layers (CP) were sintered at 1300°C. This 

temperature is the classical sintering temperature used to obtain dense YSZ layers [5] and was 

chosen so the printed patterns and layers would become dense. As such the presence of any 

“defects” such as cracks, pores, pinholes would then be due to the printer and not the film.  
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Figure 5.5 (a)-Figure 5.5 (d) show the typical flaws observed by SEM after printing and sintering of 

the diluted and concentrated YSZ inks.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: SEM observations of the YSZ printings, after sintering at 1300 °C for 5 minutes. (a) 0.9 vol% ink 
printed as single droplets, (b) continuous print using the 3.7 vol% ink. (c) high magnification of printing flaw 

shown in (b). (d) typical defect on a two layer deposition. 
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Figure 5.5 (a) shows the typical alignment of the droplets obtained by inkjet (SD) of the highly 

diluted ink (0.9 vol% of YSZ loading) after sintering at 1300 °C for 6 hours. The SEM observations 

on the layers produced using single droplet printing (SD) indicated that, although the droplets were 

designed in an ordered pattern, a certain misalignment in the range of few micrometers occurred for 

some of the droplets (see white squares superimposed in Figure 5.5 (a)). This effect is possibly 

associated with the lack of precision in the mechanical movement system. This misalignment can 

lead to discontinuous single layer. Figure 5.5 (b) and (c) show the results of continuous printing 

(CP) of a single layer of the concentrated (3.7 vol% of YSZ loading) ink. The figures show 

evidence of missing droplets in several areas of various sizes and shapes, probably caused by an 

imprecise impact of the droplets on the substrate, a defective droplet formation at the nozzle or 

presence of imperfections at the substrate surface (red circles). The bright area in Figure 5.5 (c) 

corresponds to the slightly porous surface of the substrate and red lines are superimposed to 

highlight the edges of the defect. Presence of porosity around the edge could be observed, 

suggesting an excessive dilution of the ink at the boundary between the drops. Covered areas 

however showed homogeneity and a high degree of packing of the particles which led to 

densification of the layer after sintering at 1300 °C. No coffee-stain rings or other particle 

agglomeration effects were detected in the samples, which confirm the suitable printing 

characteristics of the developed inks. However, the presence of several defects detected at the CP 

single layer highlights the need for using a multiple-printing approach to fabricate a gas-tight 

electrolyte with the present printing technology. To verify this hypothesis, a layer consisting of two 

printing passes was made with the same ink (3.7 vol%) and sintering condition than layer showed 

on Figure 5.5(b)-(c). A waiting time of around 15 seconds between each print was necessary to 

allow the solvent in the ink to evaporate and the print to dry. Figure 5.5 (d) shows a typical SEM of 

the 2-layer deposition by the 3.7 vol% ink after sintering at 1300 °C for 6 hours. Particularly, the 

picture shows the filling-in of a small defect in the first layer by the second print-pass. The particles 

in the flaws exhibited sintering with presence of residual porosity. This effect can possibly be 

attributed to an excessive dilution on the solid, where the low concentrations of the material can 

only partially cover the defect. This effect generated porosity and resulted in a discontinuous layer. 

Increasing the number of print-passes (depositions) should minimize this issue. 
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 Sintering of the layers 5.2.2

As shown in Figure 5.1, the printed layers are made of submicronic particles. Such particles have a 

high surface area and it results that their sintering temperature can be lower than the one usually 

used for larger particles, i.e. 1300°C. By lowering the sintering temperature, a larger choice of 

substrates could be available for the deposition of the electrolyte. The microstructure of the printed 

layer (CP) of concentrated ink after exposition to various sintering temperature was studied by SEM 

to determine the sintering temperature for which dense films are obtained. Figure 5.6 (a) - (c) show 

the particles sintered at 1000 °C, 1150 °C and 1300 °C for 6 minutes.  

 

Figure 5.6: SEM observations of the YSZ printings by the 3.7 vol% ink. (a) Continuous printing sintered at 1000 
°C for 6 minutes, (b) 1150 °C for 6 minutes, (c) 1300 °C for 6 minutes. 

Figure 5.6 (a) shows that, at 1000 °C, the YSZ particles in the deposit are of a round shape and with 

a homogenous size of ca. 100 nm. The packing is rather high with no agglomeration. Figure 5.6 (b) 

shows that at 1150 °C the YSZ particle are connected by the typical necking, indicating an incipient 

sintering at the layer with formation of small and larger porosity (below 1 µm), where the latter 

probably was due to the voids as shown in Figure 5.6 (a) . The result after sintering at 1300 °C is 

shown in Figure 5.6 (c). The figure clearly shows that the treatment led to a full densification and 

grain growth. The original particles grew to the micrometer range and the resulting layer was rather 

dense with annihilation of all the porosity, including the voids in Figure 5.6 (b).  

Figure 5.7 (a) and (b) show the cross-section at the half cells, after sintering at 1300 °C for 6 hours, 

for 2-layer and 5-layer depositions using the 3.7 vol% ink.  
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Figure 5.7: SEM observations of the YSZ printings cross section pictures of the half cells made by of (a) 2-layer 
and (b) 5-layer depositions after sintering at 1300 °C for 6 hours. 

Both resulting layers are dense and homogenous and typical thicknesses of app. 0.6 µm and 1.2 µm 

were estimated for the 2-layer and the 5-layer samples, respectively. The relation between the 

thickness and number of depositions/print-passes was found to be non-linear. This was attributed to 

heterogeneous roughness of the substrate surface and to the lack of deposition of the continuous 

printing. 

To further characterize the tightness of the printed layers leak tests were carried out with the 

sintered 5x5 cm2 half cells. Table 5.2 shows that leak test performed on the 2-layer electrolyte 

exhibits a measured pressure slope value similar to the reference pressure slope, indicating 

insufficient electrolyte gas tightness.  

Table 5.2: Leak test results and thickness measurements of 2-layer and 5-layer electrolyte half cells. 

 Number of 

printed 

layers 

Sintering conditions Reference 

pressure slope 

Measured 

pressure slope 

Electrolyte 

thickness 

 - mPa·s mN.m-1  g.cm-3 µm 

2-layer 2 1300°C /6h 0.460403 0.460339 0.6 

5-layer 5 1300°C/6h 0.460403 0.079086 1.2 

 

The pressure slope measured with the 5-layer electrolyte was very low compared to the reference 

(sheet of steel), indicating a high tightness of the electrolyte.  
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 Performance 5.3

Two SOFCs with a 2-layer and a 5-layer electrolyte, respectively, were manufactured with a 4x4 

cm2 active area defined by the cathode. The cathode ink was deposited by screen printing onto the 

electrolyte. The cathode ink was a mixture of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3-δ (LSM) and YSZ (LSM/YSZ=50/50 

vol. %). The printing speed used was 60 mm/s, the printing gap was 1 mm and the squeegee 

pressure was 7 bar. The printed cathode layers were then sintered at 1050°C for 2 hours. A LSM 

cathode contact layer has then be screen printed on top of the cathode layer using the same printing 

described above and sintered at 1000°C for 5 hours.  

The cell produced with the 2-layer electrolyte was not leak tight and open circuit voltages of less 

than 0.7 V were observed in dilute (9%) hydrogen. Moreover, the electrolyte gas tightness 

decreased rapidly during the test, most likely due to re-oxidation of the Ni-cermet anode. This is in 

agreement with the ex-situ leak testing that was carried out and reported in the previous section. 

The cell with the 5-layer electrolyte was significantly more leak tight. Open circuit cell voltages in 

the range 1.07 – 1.15 V were observed in dry hydrogen fuel at flow rates in the range 6.7 – 31.7 ml 

min-1 cm-2, as can be seen in Figure 5.8.  

 

Figure 5.8: Observed open circuit cell voltage (open circles) and calculated total leak current density (according 
to Rasmussen et al., filled triangles) of 5-layer electrolyte SOFC operates with dry hydrogen supplied as fuel at 
the indicated flow rates and air as the oxidant. The dotted horizontal line represents the average leak current 

density (0.044 A.cm-2), calculated using the active area of the cell (= 16 cm2). 
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The leak was quantified by calculation of a total leak current, a measure of the total leak, both 

external (e.g. through seals and anode support) and internal (electrolyte pinholes, cracks), using the 

relations derived by Rasmussen et al. [6]. No systematic variation of the leak current with the fuel 

flow was observed, indicating the absence of large cracks or holes in the cell or the sealing gasket 

used on the anode side. Polarization curves were recorded at operating temperatures in the range 

from 850 °C down to 650 °C with 50 °C increments. Figure 5.9 shows polarization and power 

curves for the 5-layer electrolyte SOFC.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Polarization curves recorded for the 5-layer electrolyte SOFC (active area = 16 cm2) which was tested 
with a composite LSM-YSZ cathode and a LSM current collection layer. The fuel was 96% H2 and 4% H2O 
supplied at a total flow rate of 26 ml.min-1.cm-2. The lower voltage limit was set to 0.6 V and the maximum 

current limit to 2.5 A.cm-2 (40 A). 

At 750 °C the area specific secant resistance was 0.26 Ω·cm2 (0.21 Ω·cm2 after correction for fuel 

utilization) and the observed power density at 0.6 V was 1.2 W·cm-2 [7].The theoretical area 

specific resistance contribution from a 1.2 µm thick 8YSZ layer is 0.004 Ω·cm2 at 750 °C based on 

bulk conductivity data for 8YSZ [8]. An ohmic resistance of approximately 0.05-0.06 Ω·cm2 was 

observed at 750 °C (see Figure 5.10).  
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Figure 5.10: Nyquist plot of the electrochemical impedance spectrum recorded with the 5-layer electrolyte SOFC 
at 750 °C and with 96% H2 + 4% H2O as fuel and air as the oxidant. The impedance data was collected with 12 
points per decade, indicated in the figure by filled symbols (also marked with the logarithm of the frequency), 

starting at 96.9 kHz (at low Zreal values). The dashed grey line indicates the theoretical resistance of the 1.2 µm 
thick 8YSZ electrolyte based on bulk conduction properties. The data in the plot was corrected for lead 

inductance. 

This is more than ten times greater than the theoretical resistance expected from the electrolyte 

layer in the tested cell, but on the other hand a quite similar offset of 50-60 mΩ·cm2 is often seen 

and has previously been reported with a 10 µm thick ink-jet printed YSZ electrolyte [9]. 

Additionally, the cathode deposition method was reported to affect the series resistance [9]. 

Explanations to the observed high series resistance could be limited measurement range (the 

maximum frequency was 96.5 kHz). Other contributions to the observed ohmic resistance could be 

imperfect contacting of the electrolyte by the cathode layer, current constriction, or secondary 

phases formed at the interface [10]. Significant current collection losses are deemed unlikely as a 

sufficiently conducting current collection layer was used.  

The ohmic resistance observed in electrochemical impedance spectroscopy can be assigned to the 

electrolyte, if it is measured to sufficiently high frequency, and assuming that there are no 

additional contributions to the ohmic resistance from current collection and the porous composite 

electrodes. Sufficient conductivity in the cathode current collection layer was confirmed by in-plane 

van der Pauw conductivity measurements [11]. Even though the observed ohmic resistance was 

much higher than the theoretical value, most of the impedance of this cell is related to the 

electrodes, and by improving the electrodes and ensuring a better contact to the electrolyte, a 

significant reduction in both ohmic and polarization resistance can be expected. This highlights the 

potential performance gain of cells with thin electrolyte, and further supports the feasibility of ink-

jet based printing techniques for production of solid oxide cell components. 
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 Conclusion 5.4

In this work, we present how a low-cost thermal HP Deskjet 1000 inkjet printer was used to 

fabricate a 1.2 µm thin, dense and gas tight 16 cm2 solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) electrolyte. The 

electrolyte was printed using a colloidal ink made of highly diluted (<4 vol.%) nanometric yttria 

stabilized zirconia (YSZ) powders (50 nm in size) in an aqueous medium. The ink was designed to 

be a highly dispersed, long term stable colloidal suspension, with optimal printability 

characteristics. Missing droplets and imprecise impact on the anode substrate were observed to 

produce areas with lack of deposition when printing single layers. Inks with low dilution and 

nanometric particles improve printability and stability, however printing of multiple layers seems 

necessary to cover the defects formed during single layer printing. 2 layers were insufficient, but 5 

layers resulted in a gas tight electrolyte. Together with an optimized sintering procedure this 

resulted in good adhesion and densification of the electrolyte. The SOFC exhibited a close-to-

theoretical open circuit voltage and a remarkable peak power density above 1.5 W cm-2 at 800°C. 

This work showed the interest of designing colloid inks, but also brought their weaknesses to light, 

such as a restrictive particle size, long processing time and high sintering temperature to reach full 

densification. To solve these issues, a different type of ink, based on free-particles solutions were 

designed and are presented and discussed in the next chapter.  

Moreover the results showed that while the customized inkjet printer allows the deposition of thin 

layers, it suffers from several limitations: droplet deposition misalignment was observed, probably 

due to its low cost, and multilayer printing was necessary to overcome this misalignment. Another 

drawback from this printer is the lack of control of droplet ejection and of drop-view camera to 

detect clogged nozzles. As thermal printers are generally designed for paper printing in households 

and offices, it is not surprising that these expensive features are not available. However these tools 

are essential to have more control over the process and optimizing it and are available on 

piezoelectric based printers. In the rest of the studies, piezoelectric printers will be used to study the 

ink in more details. The thermal printer will still be used as printing unit to demonstrate the ink 

versatility in terms of droplet ejection.  
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  : Reactive inks Chapter 6
 

In the previous chapter, a 1.2 µm thick YSZ electrolyte layer was deposited by 

inkjet printing of a colloidal based solution (i.e. a stabilized oxide particles 

suspension in an aqueous medium) on a 9×9 cm2 porous nickel oxide/yttria-

stabilized zirconia (NiO/YSZ) anode [1]. The YSZ printing showed a high 

potential in terms of both processing flexibility and electrochemical performance 

of the cell [1]. Despite successful results, limitations in the use of this ink design 

were put in evidence. Indeed, the minimum layer thickness depends on the 

particle size in the colloid as the total thickness is the result of the particles’ packing and the number 

of layers needed to achieve a full coverage of the substrate [1]. The limitations in particle size to 

avoid nozzle clogging (2% of nozzle diameter) can be quite challenging to fulfill. Moreover, 

stabilizing nanoparticles below 100 nm to achieve thinner films is challenging due to the large 

amount of stabilizers and additives needed to cover the particles´ high surface area [2]. Finally, the 

consolidation of ceramic-powder based layers occurs at high temperatures (e.g. 1300 °C for ca. 100-

500 nm YSZ powders [3]). This step imposes limitations on the substrates selection to be used, 

excluding silicon, metals, and nanostructured substrates. Alternatively to colloidal suspensions, 

particle-free, chemically reactive solutions contain only dissolved precursor salts or molecules, such 

as metal alkoxide molecules in alcoholic solution [4–6]  

This chapter describes the work performed on the development of two metal-organics, or reactive, 

inks for inkjet printing based on titanium and zirconium precursors, respectively. The chapter is 

thus divided in 2 sections, with 1 material per section, and contains results and discussions of paper 

I and II in addition to unpublished results.  

 Nucleophilic stabilization of water-based reactive ink for titania-based thin 6.1

film inkjet printing 

Some of the results described in this section were published in the “Journal of Physics and 

Chemistry of Solids” and can be found in the appendix (paper I). 

An alternative to using colloidal suspensions for inkjet printing deposition is to use reactive inks, 

starting from chemically reactive solution such as sol gel. This technique is one of the most often 
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used methods for the synthesis of metal oxide thin films and nano materials at low temperature and 

it permits obtaining structured nanoparticles at low temperatures [7]. Metal oxides are prepared via 

sol-gel by a combination of reactions such as hydrolysis of metal alkoxide to form intermediate 

oxo-polymers. These materials then condensate by either dehydration or de-alcoholation into an 

oxide network [8]). The metal precursor, or alkoxide, is generally extremely reactive towards water 

at room temperature, depending on the metal oxide, and will quickly react with water to produce the 

final oxide. Zirconium, titanium and tungsten based alkoxides are examples of such high reactivity 

in aqueous media. Dry conditions or specific atmospheres (argon, for instance) are required to 

manipulate such alkoxides to avoid uncontrolled hydrolysis and condensation. This strong reactivity 

is an obstacle to the development of sol-gel ink for inkjet printing in a water based system, due to 

the ink instability which could prematurely react at the nozzle or even in the ink reservoir, leading 

to severe clogging of the printer.  

In this work, a chemical strategy has been elaborated to formulate reactive ink based on alkoxide 

able to be tolerant to water presence and suitable for a printable ink. The elaborated reactive ink is 

based on the optimized use of a nucleophilic ligand which promotes a temporary inhibition of the 

hydrolysis/condensation reaction via an electrostatic shielding of the metal center at the alkoxide 

molecules. Particularly, the use of nucleophilic-chelating agent promotes the nucleophilic attack 

from water at the solution level, allowing a safe storage of the reactive ink and during the printing 

operation. After printing the ligand is quickly disintegrated by the solvent evaporation and by 

condensation and polymerization the inorganic M-O-network is formed [9]. Few studies described 

the elaboration and deposition of sol-gel based ink using either commercial or laboratory drop-on-

demand (DoD) printers [7,10]. Although these studies show the feasibility of developing suitable 

sol-gel based inks for inkjet printing, the impact of the chelating agent on the printability and the 

long term stability of the ink was not studied. In this chapter, the stability of printable reactive inks 

and the chelation mechanism is studied through the example of titanium based inks, using titanium 

isopropoxide as alkoxide. Titania was selected for various reasons: it has a high relevance in a 

variety of strategic technologies, a strong potential as thin film material by inkjet printing (either as 

colloidal or sol-gel ink) and because the chemistry of titania is well known and extensively studied 

[11–13], which makes this material a suitable case-study to understand nucleophilic stabilization 

mechanisms. Finally, titania can be easily doped to form new materials and phases. The importance 

of the sol-gel pH on the final titania phase and the potential of inkjet printing for deposition of water 

based sol-gel was demonstrated [7]. Indeed acidic conditions will favor the formation of linear 
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chain of rutile while a branched-like morphology of anatase will be obtained in basic conditions [9]. 

Here focus was set on the formation of the anatase phase for its applications such as photocatalytic 

active layer [7,14] or solar hydrogen production [15]. As such, N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) 

was selected during the early stages of the ink development as a nucleophilic ligand. Apart from its 

suitable basic pH, MDEA is soluble in water and ethanol, has a rather low viscosity at room 

temperature and is environmental friendly. The key to printing such type of reactive ink solution is 

to determine the optimal amount of ligand to stabilize the precursor while keeping the ink printable. 

To do so, series of inks having different concentrations of ligand have been prepared and the 

evolution of their viscosity/printability over time were studied.  

 

 Ink fabrication and characterization 6.1.1

Titanium (IV) isopropoxide (Ti(OPr)4, hereafter TiTIP) (Sigma- Aldrich) and MDEA were mixed 

under argon to avoid uncontrolled reactions (i.e. hydrolysis and condensation) between air moisture 

and the metal precursor. TiTIP and MDEA were mixed and stirred for 5 min. Ethanol-water 

solution was separately prepared and slowly added to the TiTIP/MDEA blend and mixed for 5 min. 

Ethanol is added to the suspension to reduce the high surface tension of water (72.8 mN.m-1). 

Decrease in surface tension results in better coverage of substrates, and opens the possibility of 

using a larger choice of substrates. However, while increasing the volume of ethanol can be 

beneficial for droplet formation and wettability, the water/ethanol ratio can also have a strong 

influence on the drying, where too fast drying can lead to clogging at the nozzle. Particularly 

clogging due to drying for water volume < 40 vol% ink (i.e. inks with more than 60 vol% ethanol) 

was observed. On the basis of these observations a 40-60 vol% ethanol-water ratio was chosen. 

To study the effect of MDEA on the final ink properties, inks at different molar ratio of 

complexation (i.e. J = [MDEA]/[TiTIP]=2, 4, 6, 8 and 10) have been prepared. The titanium 

concentration in the ink was kept at c = 0.1 mg.l-1. The inks at different J are hereafter indicated as 

InkJ, where J refers to the molar ratio complexation and thus varies from 2 to 10. 

The printability of the inks developed in this work was estimated with respect to both printability 

ranges defined in section 2.2.1 (p.17). Viscosity, surface tension, and density and the corresponding 

Z number were calculated for all considered complexation ratio. 
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Figure 6.1 shows the flow curves for the five prepared inks 4 h after the preparation, while the inset 

plot shows the corresponding viscosity curves.  

 

Figure 6.1: Flow curves and viscosity curves (inset) for the five inks developed (4 hours after preparation). 

All the prepared inks exhibited a Newtonian behavior with constant viscosity independent on the 

shear conditions (inset). Accordingly, the viscosity values were simply determined from the slope 

of the flow curves. The obtained values together with the measured values of the surface tension 

and the derived Z values for all the inks are reported in Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1:Inks printability after 4 hours. 600 hours and 1200 hours of aging (ρ=0.95.cm-3, a=20 µm for all 
measurements). 

 t=4 hours t=600 hours t=1200 hours 
 η(mPa.s) σ(mN.m-1) Z η(mPa.s) σ(mN.m-1) Z η(mPa.s) σ(mN.m-1) Z 

Ink2 6.22 27.01 3.64 36.50 27.43 0.63 66.5 27.3 0.34 
Ink4 4.79 27.38 4.76 22.20 26.87 1.02 27.1 26.9 0.83 
Ink6 6.47 28.77 3.61 44.91 28.13 0.51 56.4 28.3 0.41 
Ink8 10.13 29.79 2.35 126.00 30.09 0.19 262 29.9 0.09 

Ink10 14.64 30.48 1.76 145.00 30.94 0.17 421 30.9 0.06 
 

The role of the MDEA is thus to “shield” the alkoxide from water, preventing the premature and 

uncontrolled ink gelation. As the most viscous component, its amount should be limited to an 
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optimal value for which the ink viscosity (and printability) is not compromised. A trend as function 

of the MDEA amount can be identified with the Ink4 possessing the lowest viscosity. The 

corresponding MDEA amount can be then recognized as the optimal amount that minimizes the 

interactions between the alkoxide and water, thereby hindering the hydrolysis/condensation process. 

At lower amount of ligand (e.g. Ink2) a slightly higher viscosity value is obtained likely as a result 

of an inefficient “shielding” of the alkoxide towards water. Interestingly, when the amount of the 

ligand exceeds the optimal value (e.g. Ink6, 8, 10), even higher viscosity values are observed and 

likely associated with polycondensation of the alkoxide-ligand complexes [41]. However, the 

increments of MDEA content does not impact on the surface tension (see Table 6.1) as the observed 

values only vary in a range of few mN.m-1. For the printability, while all the inks (four hours after 

the preparation) possess a Z number within the printability domain defined by Derby et al. [16]  

(1 < Z < 10), only ink4 is within the domain defined by Jang et al. (4 < Z < 14) [17]. The long-term 

stability of the prepared inks was then evaluated following the evolution of the rheology behavior 

over time. Except for the ink4 that maintained its Newtonian behavior on long-term, the other inks 

exhibited a transition to shear thinning flow, with a deviation from the Newtonian behavior that 

varies depending on the MDEA content. The shear thinning character of the inks was evaluated via 

the estimation of the flow index. Figure 6.2 (a) shows the obtained values as function of the ageing 

time for all the developed inks.  
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Figure 6.2: Inks flow index measured over resting time (a) (inset: aspect of the inks after 1200 hours of storage) 
and inks viscosity (�Q  = 100s-1) at 3 different resting time versus complexation ratio (b). 

A slight and slow decrease of the flow index from the unit to around 0.93 and 0.98 was observed for 

the Ink2 and Ink6 respectively, whereas a rapid and marked variation down to 0.76 and 0.67 was 

obtained for the Ink8 and Ink10, respectively. An increment over time of the viscosity was also 

observed for all the inks as indicated in Figure 6.2 (b), where the viscosity at 100 s−1 for each ink is 

plotted as function of the MDEA concentration for three selected ageing times: 4 h, 600 h, and 1200 

h (see also Table 6.1). Ink4 is characterized by a slight variation of the viscosity values (less than 30 

mPa.s), whereas larger increments are detected for the other inks. Specifically, after 1200 h the 

viscosity values of Ink2 and Ink6, with a similar trend, increases of around 50–60 mPa.s, while for 

Ink8 and Ink10 variation within a range of hundreds of mPa.s is observed. Interestingly, all the inks 

after 1200 h are still transparent solutions and no sign of TiO2 precipitation could be detected as 
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indicated in the inset picture. This experimental finding is consistent with the formation of clear 

monolithic gels when a ligand is used with an alkoxide (titanium alkoxides) [18]. The rheological 

analysis clearly indicates a superior stability for the Ink4. The persistence of the Newtonian 

character over a long period indicates that the interactions among the components are efficiently 

and fully minimized and minimal alteration of this stable state occurs (e.g. small increasing of the 

viscosity). For Ink2 and Ink6 only slight differences from Ink4 are observed. By contrast, 

significant deviations are observed for Ink8 and ink10 [18]. The resulting increment of the viscosity 

can be explained as an effect of the increased internal interactions among the constituents that also 

cause the shear thinning flow behavior. Remarkably, no variations in the surface tension over time 

at fixed amount of MDEA are observed for all the inks (see Table 6.1). This designates the viscosity 

as the only physical property changing and affecting the printability of the developed inks. After 

600 h of ageing, Ink4 is the only ink still within the printability domain defined by Derby, whereas 

after an ageing of 1200 h none of the inks exhibits a Z number value within such a domain. 

Interestingly, none of the inks exhibit a printability number within Jang's domain even after 600 h. 

To confirm the hypothesis of a polycondensation at the highest content of ligand and clarify the 

ligand interactions with the central atom (Ti), inks stored during 600 h were characterized by FTIR 

spectroscopy. Figure 6.3 (a) shows IR spectra for the two starting compounds (TiTIP and MDEA) 

and for the five developed inks in the entire range of frequencies explored.  
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Figure 6.3: FTIR spectra for the inks after 600 h resting (a), and detailed view of the pattern in the ranges 1500–
1000 cm−1 (b) and 3200–2500 cm−1 (c). 

For the five inks and for the MDEA, the broad bands attributed to the vibrational stretching of O–H 

bonds are observed in a wide range of frequency, centered at around 3350 cm−1. These absorptions 

are significantly intense for the developed inks because of the presence of water, responsible also 

for the absorption at 1650 cm−1, due to the H-O-H bending. The characteristics bands for the 

vibrational stretching (in the broad range of 2980–2780 cm−1) and bending (in the broad range of 

1450–1325 cm−1) for Csp3–H bonds can be identified for all the materials investigated. Eventually 

the stretching for the C-O, C-C, and Ti–O bonds are observed in the characteristic range of 

frequency (1110–600 cm−1). The stabilization of the alkoxide in the aqueous solution is here 

identified by following the variation of the bands associated with stretching υ(C-O) and υ(C-N). 
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Figure 6.3 (b) shows the same spectra in a narrower range of frequencies (1500– 500 cm−1). In the 

spectra of pure MDEA, the two bands are centered at 1076 (υ(C-O)) and 1028 (υ(C-N)) cm−1, 

respectively. Since titanium is less electronegative than O and N, both the υ(C-O) and υ(C-N) bands 

are shifted to higher frequency (see positions of the peaks in Table 6.2). 

Table 6.2:  υ(C-O) and υ(C-N) FTIR peaks position in MDEA and in the developed inks (600 hours of ageing). 

 υ(C-O) 
cm-1 

υ(C-N) 
cm-1 

MDEA 1076 1028  
Ink2 1088 1044  
Ink4 1085 1044 shoulder 
Ink6 1085 1044 1029 
Ink8 1084 1043 1029 
Ink10 1083 shoulder 1030 

 

The largest shift is obtained for the Ink2. As the amount of MDEA increases, the band associated 

with υ(C-O) is only slightly shifted to lower frequencies without reaching again its original 

positions. This likely indicates that the alcoholic functions of MDEA, from low to high 

concentrations, are not free but coordinated with Ti atom of the alkoxide. As further support for 

this, the stretching of the (Csp3–H) bonds next to the C-O functions coordinated with Ti, are also 

shifted to higher frequencies (2977 cm−1) with respect to the same bonds in free MDEA (see also 

Figure 6.3 (c)). By contrast, the band associated with υ(C-N) modes exhibits a splitting into two 

distinct absorptions. The additional band, located at lower frequency, initially appears as a shoulder, 

visible starting from Ink4. Its intensity and resolution increase with the content of MDEA until in 

Ink10 it is the main signals, centered at 1030 cm−1, corresponding to the frequency υ(C-N) in pure 

MDEA (see Table 6.2). The υ(C-N) band centered at 1044 cm−1 in Ink2 is observed to follow an 

opposite evolution with its intensity and resolution progressively weakening until it appears as a 

shoulder in Ink10. This likely indicates that, as the amount of MDEA increases, a growing fraction 

of amine functions are not involved in a coordination of the Titanium atom and thus they are free.  

In summary, according to FTIR spectra, different complexes are generated in the water/ethanol 

solution depending on the MDEA content. Possible coordination complexes are also represented in 

Figure 6.4.  
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Figure 6.4: Chemical structures of (a) Titanium isopropoxide (TiTIP), (b) MDEA, and (c), (d), (e) possible 
complexes formed at different [MDEA]/[Ti] molar ratio. 

Specifically, when the [MDEA]/[Ti] molar ratio is equal to 2, both the amine and alcoholic 

functions are involved in the coordination of the Ti central atom. In these conditions, MDEA acts as 

a tridentate ligand, favoring the coordinative saturation of the Titanium atoms [19] (Figure 6.4 (c)). 

Despite the high stability of the obtained species, over time the hydrolysis/condensation process is 

occurring (viscosity increases and the flow index deviates from the unit) as the solvent mostly 

consists of water. At higher complexation ratio (e.g. 6), an increasing fraction of amine functions 

are free, likely as consequence of a bridging coordination of MDEA via the alcoholic functions as 

indicated in Figure 6.4 (d) and (e). Accordingly, the absorption υ(C-N) due to free amine functions 

is dominant. Extended complexes are thus generated with a consequent increasing of the viscosity.  

These experiments showed the importance of controlling the amount of chelating agent to 

reproducibly produce stable inks. However other ink components can influence the ink stability. 
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After a deposition of ink4, I cleaned the cartridge for later re-use with ethanol, as it is the solvent 

usually used for this procedure. Upon cleaning, the ethanol and the rest of the ink left in the 

container reacted and formed a thick deposit. From this observation came the hypothesis that the 

water/ethanol ratio has an influence on the ink rheology and possibly on the gelation. Additional 

rheological measurements were performed on a stable ink (J = 4, c = 0.1 mg.l-1) with different 

water/ethanol ratio to demonstrate that hypothesis. Inks were stored in sealed glass bottles to avoid 

solvent evaporation and measurements were performed over 6 days. Figure 6.5 shows the obtained 

values as function of the ageing time for all the developed inks and some selected ink aspects after 

10 days of aging.  

 

 

Figure 6.5: (a) inks viscosity (at	�Q  = 100s-1) at different aging time versus ethanol content and (b) the inks aspect 
after 10 days aging.  

Figure 6.5 (a) shows the viscosity evolution with time over 6 days at different ethanol contents. The 

viscosity of all formulations increased with time until reaching a quasi-constant value, except for 

the ink having 60 vol % ethanol. The viscosity of this ink kept increasing in the whole measurement 

interval. Furthermore, Figure 6.5 (b) shows that after 10 days of aging, the ink gelified, while the 

other ones stayed in a liquid state. Moreover, the ink with 80 vol % was cloudy after 10 days, 

synonym of particles formation even though it was still in a liquid state. Interestingly particle 

ink ink ink 

ink 

ink ink 
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formation did not occur when using 100% of ethanol as solvent, or ethanol volumes lower than 40 

vol % in water. However the mechanisms behind this fast gelation were not fully understood, and 

additional measurements, such as FTIR would be necessary to fully understand the role of water 

and ethanol in this gelation process. These measurements were outside of the frame defined in the 

beginning of the thesis and hence not performed here. These observations show that certain 

water/ethanol ratios are triggering the sol gel process, and demonstrate the importance of a 

controlled solvent environment when designing reactive inks, at least for titanium isopropoxide. We 

will see later that it is not necessarily the case with other precursors.  

 Phase characterization 6.1.2

After deposition and drying, the ink condenses into an amorphous oxide network and a crystalline 

structure is obtained after heat treatment at a specific temperature, dependent of the material. 

Optimal calcination temperature needs to be determined. At this optimal temperature, the desired 

phase should be obtained and there should not be traces left of organics. The calcination 

temperature is determined using two measurements. First the minimal temperature to remove 

organics is determined by thermal analysis. In the case of the ink, the important organic part to look 

at is the burn-off temperature of MDEA. Figure 6.6 shows the thermal analysis performed on the 

MDEA.  

 

Figure 6.6: Thermal decomposition of MDEA measured by DTA (black) and TGA (red). 

Figure 6.6 shows a strong weight loss from 100 to 0 wt % between 200 and 350 °C, coupled with an 

exothermic peak. This weight loss and exothermal peak correspond to the decomposition of MDEA 

Endo 
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and shows that the chelating agent decomposition is completed at 350 °C. This temperature is then 

the minimum calcination temperature that should be considered for the film processing. Secondly, 

the minimum temperature at which the film becomes crystalline needs to be determined. X-ray 

diffraction is a powerful tool to identify the crystallization temperature threshold and the crystallite 

size. In the case of titania, thermal X-ray can give information not only on the minimum 

temperature to reach to yield a crystalline phase but also at which temperature the phase transition 

from anatase to rutile is occurring, usually between 600-700°C. The crystallization behavior for 

ink4 was explored by in-situ XRD experiments at different calcination temperatures. All 

characterizations have been performed on both fresh and aged inks. Figure 6.7 shows XRD patterns 

at increasing temperature on Ink4 sample deposited as drops on the holder sample (Pt wire, used as 

reference). 

  

Figure 6.7: XRD patterns of Ink4 (600 hours of resting) at different temperature (A=anatase; R=rutile, Pt= 
Platinum). 

In all the patterns the signals deriving from Pt are identified. The anatase crystallographic phase is 

already detectable at a temperature as low as 350 °C. At higher temperatures, the peaks associated 

with the anatase phase become sharper and more intense indicating an increase in the crystallite 

size. As expected, at 700 °C transformation from anatase to rutile phase occurs.  
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Based on these results, a crystallization temperature of 400 °C was then selected for the printings 

and crystallite size for the material treated at that temperature was estimated via the Scherrer 

equation (Equation 4.8) to be around 7 nm.  

 Printing and microstructure characterization 6.1.3

An optimal ink for inkjet printing has been designed through rheology analysis and optimal 

calcination temperature was determined. Before depositing the ink its printing ability is checked via 

observation of jetted droplet from the nozzle plate. Drop view cameras are generally mounted on 

piezoelectric printers to perform such droplet analysis. This observation permits to determine the 

droplet shape, volume, velocity and to detect the presence of tails or satellite droplets. Finally this 

observation permits to determine what the minimum gap between the nozzle plate and the substrate 

is to deposit reproducible droplets. Such type of observation is usually not possible on thermal 

printers as they are primarily used as household printing units. Figure 6.8 (a) shows the typical 

shape of the Ink4 ejected droplet, as observed using the fiducial camera mounted on the Pixdro 

printer. Remarkably the droplet exhibits a sphere-like shape with diameter of ca. 35 µm. The 

snapshot is taken at ca. 530 µm from the nozzle where the droplet does not exhibit any presence of 

satellite droplets. This result is consistent with the ability to print as indicated by the printability 

domain 1 < Z < 10, which for Ink4, is Z = 1.02. 

From that point the ink was ready to be deposited. To demonstrate the ink substrate versatility, 

optimized Ink4 was printed on three substrates with different surface energies, i.e., ITO (36 mJ 

m−2), polycrystalline alumina (65 mJ m−2) and soda lime glass (70 mJ m−2). Figure 6.8 (b)-(e) shows 

a selection of features at the printing.  
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Figure 6.8: (a) Droplet ejected from Pixdro nozzle, (b) as deposited “DTU” and “TiO2” letters onto alumina (HP) 
, (c) as deposited number “61” onto ITO (Pixdro), (d) letters printed (HP) onto alumina and calcined at 400°C, 
(e) chessboard pattern printed (HP) onto ITO and calcined at 700°C. 

 

Figure 6.8 (b) and (c) show complex as deposited printings and defined shapes, such as letters and 

numbers on different substrates: Figure 6.8 (b) shows the printed “DTU” letters (Danmarks 

Tekniske Universitet) and “TiO2” with different size on alumina substrate. This is done by using an 

inexpensive HP printer which indeed has a limited resolution and quality of the printing, as 

observed in Chapter 5. However, while letters and numbers appear rather clear in millimeter scale 

(first raw at the top) the precision is lost at the micron scale (last raw at the bottom). Angles and 

lines in the print resulted rather homogeneous and continuous in large size printings. On the other 

hand, Figure 6.8 (c) shows a rather small printing, i.e. the number “61”, on ITO using the Pixdro 

printer. The higher quality of this printing with respect of the HP lays on the size of the characters 

with typical size between 100 and 400 µm as well as on complexity of the shape, e.g. sharp corners 

and smooth bending in the numbers. Similar results were observed on the soda-lime glass 

substrates, indicating a good coverage of the ink on substrates with surface tension in the range 36–

70 mJ m−2. Ink4 was thus successfully deposited using both printing techniques (thermal and 

piezoelectric) despite the different requirements for the techniques. Figure 6.8 (d) and (e) show the 

effect of calcination at 400 °C for 1 h after printing. In Figure 6.8 (d), the “DTU” letters deposited 

are still perfectly visible and recognizable. However the prints definition is not as sharp as in the as 

printed material (compare Figure 6.8 (b) and (d)). Possibly, this is due to shrinkage of the ink as 
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well as to possible wetting issues developed during the calcination. Similar features were also 

measured on a chessboard pattern in Figure 6.8 (e). In this case, the printing was stable and 

exhibited continuous squares connected at each corner. The continuity at the printing, e.g. at the 

letters (d) and the squares corners (e), indicates that a relatively low shrinkage in the plane 

directions occurred after calcination. This is a remarkable result for the reactive ink, especially 

considering that large mass loss (∼80%), measured by TG. Considering the TiO2 theoretical density 

(4.23 g ml−1) and the other organic components of the solutions, such a loss corresponds to a large 

change of volume in the printing after calcination. Such a large shrinkage is indeed critical and 

these results confirm the importance of controlling the printability parameters. For the 

microstructural features of the printing, Figure 6.9 shows SEM images after calcination.  

 

Figure 6.9: SEM images of the printed layer surface at low (a) and high ((a) inset) magnification, followed by the 
layer cross section (b) together with a broken piece of thin film (c). 
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Particularly, Figure 6.9 (a) shows the top view of an Ink4 layer deposited on ITO coated glass by 

inkjet printing and calcined at 400 °C for 1 h. The resulting films  is continuous and homogeneous 

on the substrate and microstructural features could be observed only at nanoscale at high 

magnification (inset Figure 6.9 (a)), showing a dense polycrystalline deposition. Average particle 

size is estimated by picture analysis at 11 nm ± 1 nm (based on 30 measurements from 2 different 

locations along the sample). Figure 6.9 (b) and (c) show the printed layer at a cold fracture: in 

Figure 6.9 (a), a typical thickness of a single deposition by the HP was estimated to be around 480 

nm, while, in Figure 6.9 (c), high resolution at the cross section reveals a dense and polycrystalline 

morphology of the film. This is kept throughout the deposition without any detectable flaws. 

 Results summary of titanium based reactive inks 6.1.4

In conclusion, this study demonstrated the efficiency of MDEA as nucleophilic ligand to design 

alkoxide based solutions. A stable aqueous sol-gel based ink for inkjet printing using MDEA to 

delay hydrolysis and condensation reactions was successfully designed by rheology. Printability and 

stability were optimized by varying the amount of MDEA and measuring ink viscosity over time. 

The use of MDEA to achieve the proper printability is a balance between an effective coordination 

of the metal center in the metal alkoxide, at low concentration, x < 2, and an early organic-inorganic 

polymerization of TiTIP and MDEA at high concentrations, x≫2. An optimized ink at x=4 was thus 

proven by printing small complex shapes (e.g. letters) and thin dense layers of ca 500 nm in 

thickness, on various substrates with surface tension in the 36–70 mJ m−2 range. The ink is purified 

from the organics at ca. 400 °C while phase transitions from amorphous titania to anatase, and from 

anatase to rutile, occur at 400 °C and at 700 °C, respectively.  

It was demonstrated that MDEA can bind and stabilize an alkoxide such as titanium isopropoxide in 

a highly reactive water environment. The amount of MDEA is a corner stone in reactive ink 

formulation, along with solvent composition. This study served as a benchmark to understand such 

stabilization mechanisms and permitted to elaborate preparation procedures, measurement protocol 

and methodology to efficiently design reactive inks. From this study, the focus went back to the 

development of YSZ thin film for SOFC electrolyte such as the one discussed in the previous 

chapter about colloidal inks.  
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 Aqueous metal–organic solutions for YSZ thin film inkjet deposition 6.2

Some of the results described in this section were published in the “Journal of Material Chemistry 

C” and can be found in the appendix (paper II). 

In the previous chapter, colloidal based YSZ inks were designed and deposited by inkjet printing, 

and demonstrated a promising potential as electrolyte for SOFC. However they also showed some 

limitations, especially in terms of ink preparation, particle size, and sintering temperature. 

Previously, TiO2 films were inkjet printed by designing aqueous particle-free solutions in which a 

nucleophilic ligand (MDEA) stabilizes metallic precursors. This system showed promising results 

in the design of particle free suspension. In this study, the same ink design was applied to yttria-

stabilized zirconia as an alternative to colloidal based inks (see Chapter 5) for fabrication of an 

SOFC electrolyte. While several studies describing the deposition of sol-gel based YSZ electrolytes 

for SOFC are reported in the literature using other processing methodologies such as spin coating 

[20,21] or dip coating [22], no research on inkjet printing of YSZ sol-gel based ink with nanometric 

features has been reported this project started. The use of reactive inks for SOFC electrolytes was 

solely done by Wang et al. [3] for the deposition of Gadolinium-doped Ceria (CGO) thick layers 

(10 µm and thicker) on porous NiO/YSZ and YSZ/CGO substrates and no analysis of inks rheology 

and stability of YSZ reactive inks are available in the literature. In this work, this gap is filled for an 

environmental-friendly water-based reactive YSZ ink, demonstrating its long term stability, suitable 

printability and versatility in depositing on several substrates by using both thermal and 

piezoelectric DoD inkjet printers [23] by following preparation protocols and measurement 

described in the titania study.  

 Ink fabrication and characterization 6.2.1

The YSZ ink formulae were elaborated to produce 8 mol% YSZ (i.e. 0.08Y2O3-0.92ZrO2) starting 

from zirconium (IV) propoxide (Zr(OPr)4, 70 wt.% in propanol, Sigma Aldrich) as zirconium 

precursor and yttrium (III) nitrate hexahydrate (Y(NO3)3,6H2O, 99.8% trace metals basis, Sigma 

Aldrich) as dopant. MDEA was used as the nucleophilic agent. Ink preparation was carried out 

under argon atmosphere to avoid any undesired reactions between zirconium alkoxide and ambient 

water. MDEA and Zr(OPr)4 were mixed to chelate alkoxide molecules, followed by the addition of 

ethanol. In a separate reactor, yttrium nitrate salt was dissolved in water and kept under stirring until 

complete salt dissolution. The aqueous yttrium salt solution was then slowly and dropwise added to 
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the solution containing the chelated propoxide and mixed for 5 min. To screen the ink properties 

and identify an optimized formulation for printing, several parameters were varied: the 

water/ethanol volume ratio from 100/0 to 0/100, molar ratio r = [MDEA]/ [Zr(OPr)4] and the 

concentration c of zirconium from 0.1 to 0.2 g.ml-1. The hydrolysis ratio h = [H2O]/ [Zr(OPr)4] was 

kept constant for all inks (h = 8). Herein, inks are labeled as Ink r-c-X, where r refers to the molar 

ratio of complexation, c to the zirconium concentration, and X to the water volume percentage. It is 

important to precise that, unlike titania based inks, the water /ethanol ratio was not fixed, as 

zirconium isopropoxide is diluted into propanol, which acts as a surfactant the same way ethanol 

does.  

To identify the optimal MDEA content required for stability, the physical properties that define the 

printability number were investigated for a series of ink samples having different molar 

complexation ratios r = [MDEA]/[Zr(OPr)4] from 9 to 15. Preliminary tests with r < 9 (results not 

shown) exhibited extremely quick gelation of the inks, and were not investigated further. Too high 

concentration of MDEA, e.g. r > 15, was not considered to avoid excessive shrinkage of the final 

printed pattern and polymerization of the ligand [24]. Moreover, inks having only water as the 

solvent system were investigated in a first instance, i.e. ink r-0.1-100, to understand the water–

precursor interaction, avoiding any possible effects of the co-solvents on the ink stability as 

observed in the case of titania (Figure 6.5). Figure 6.10 shows the flow curves of four such water-

based inks, 1 h after their preparation. 

 

Figure 6.10: Flow curve and viscosity curves (inset) of the four developed inks measured 1 h after preparation. 
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The corresponding viscosity curves are presented in the inset. All prepared inks showed a 

Newtonian behavior, i.e. a constant viscosity value for the considered shear rate range [24]. Table 

6.3 lists the viscosity values calculated from the slope of the flow curves in Figure 6.10, along with 

the measured surface tensions and printability.  

Table 6.3: table viscosity and printability values (η in mPa.s and σ in mN.m-1). 

  t=1h   t=48h   t=192h   t=360h  

 η σ Z η σ Z η σ Z η σ Z 

Ink 9-0.1-100 9.4 33.4 2.83 11.5 33.6 2.32 37 33.5 0.72 148 33.3 0.18 

Ink 10-0.1-100 10.6 33.1 2.50 13.1 32.9 2.02 18.3 33.4 1.45 25.9 33.2 1.02 

Ink 12-0.1-100 15.2 31.4 1.70 16.7 31.1 1.54 16.7 31.7 1.55 18 31.2 1.43 

Ink 15-0.1-100 28.1 31.3 0.92 29 31.5 0.89 26.5 31.2 0.97 28.9 31.6 0.90 

 

This analysis clearly indicates that viscosity values increased with the amount of MDEA in the ink 

as a possible effect of polycondensation of the alkoxide-ligand complexes [18,24]. However, 

increasing the amount of MDEA did not affect the surface tension of the inks, which fluctuated by a 

few mN.m-1. The calculated printability numbers of inks aged for 1h from Table 6.3 indicate that all 

inks except ink 15-0.1-100 exhibited a printability number within the 1 < Z < 10 range [16].  

The long-term stability of the inks at different concentrations was evaluated following the evolution 

of printability over time. Figure 6.11 shows stability tests carried out with the ink samples and 

reported as printability as a function of r at different ageing times, from 1 to 360 h.  

 

Figure 6.11: Inks printability at different concentrations and aging time versus complexation ratio. 
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A green area in the plot represents the printable zone, which corresponds in this study to the 

viscosity range of inks having a printability number equal or lower than 1, while a red area 

represents the viscosity range where inks are theoretically not printable (Z < 1). In this long-term 

stability study, the decrease in Z value is strongly linked to a viscosity increase caused by a less 

effective hydrolysis/polymerization inhibition over time. The frontier viscosity value between the 2 

zones (Z = 1) is based on typically observed values for surface tension (31 mN.m-1) and density (1 

g.cm-3) for this type of inks (see also Table 6.3). As the hydrolysis ratio h was kept constant for all 

the inks, different complexation ratio intervals were studied for each concentration. For the inks 

with c = 0.2 g.ml-1 (blue dots in Figure 6.11), ink 4-0.2-100 was in the printability range for ca. 1 h, 

before going out of it with a too low Z after 24 h of aging. Despite being all the time outside of the 

printability range, the ink 6-0.2-100 gave a very stable Z value. For inks with c = 0.15 g.ml-1 (red 

dots in Figure 6.11), ink 6-0.15-100 was printable for approximately 24 h before its printability 

number dropped below 1. On the other hand, Ink 8-0.15-100 exhibited a stable printability number 

> 1 over 120 h. For c = 0.1 g.ml-1 (black dot in Figure 6.11), data showed that inks made with low 

MDEA content (r = 9 and 10) exhibited a rapid decrease of printability number after a few days of 

aging. Finally, at higher MDEA content (r = 12 and 15), ink viscosities showed a remarkable long-

term stability but only ink 12-0.1-100 remains printable after 360 h.  

In the previous section, the same study was performed on titanium isopropoxide and showed that 

stability was reached at a complexation ratio of 4. In the case of zirconium, the necessary amount of 

MDEA to stabilize the alkoxide is three times higher at the same propoxide concentration than for 

titanium. This method allows quantifying the reactivity of alkoxides towards water, with zirconium 

being more reactive than titanium.   

In summary, these observations indicate clearly that long term-stability was more difficult to 

achieve at high concentrations of zirconium in the solution. The reason is as the complexation ratio 

is reduced due to concentration increase, the alkoxide is less and less “protected” towards water, 

leading to YSZ polymerization which increases viscosity over time [24]. However, improved 

stability might be reached by increasing the complexation ratio r, and decreasing the hydrolysis 

ratio h. At low concentration (c = 0.1 g.ml-1), the same effect is observed for low complexation 

ratios (r = 9 and 10), which resulted in unstable inks. On the other hand, high MDEA content in ink 

15-0.1-100 had the undesirable effect to decrease the printability. As also observed and 

demonstrated for Ti-based inks, the increase of viscosity for high MDEA concentrations can be the 
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consequence of alkoxide-ligand complex polycondensation [18,24]. As a result of this detailed 

analysis, we defined a proper long-term stabilization for the complexation ratio with an optimal r of 

12. As a consequence ink 12-0.1-100 achieved a suitable chelation effect on the alkoxide and 

preserved the printability in the long term.  

It is worth noticing from Table 6.3 that ink surface tension σ was very slightly affected by MDEA 

content over time, making viscosity the main physical property controlling the printability. Another 

important feature of such inks is that the printability can be further refined and improved by diluting 

the solvent with a less viscous compound. We proposed ethanol, which not only reduces viscosity 

but also can improve the ink drying rate and reduce the surface tension. Such a use of alcohols in 

general is crucial in surface chemistry, especially when depositing water based inks. For example, 

the inks developed in this study contain propanol from the alkoxide, which reduces the high surface 

tension of water (72.8 mN.m-1 at 20 °C) to much lower values (ca.31 mN.m-1, see Table 6.3). Such 

decrease improves the substrate wettability to maximize the substrate coverage, leading to 

homogenously printed continuous thin films [25]. The key point in tailoring the solvent 

composition is then not only in the ink jetting process, but also in depositing the ink on substrates 

with different surface free energies and in improving the drying rate. 

As result of such an analysis, a series of optimized inks with r = 12 and c = 0.1 g.ml-1, with different 

water/ethanol ratios (from X = 0 to 100) were synthesized to evaluate the most promising ink for 

inkjet printing. The measured physical properties of the inks at different aging times are reported in 

Table 6.4.  

Table 6.4: viscosity/printability of ethanol diluted inks for ink 12-01-X   ((η in mPa.s, σ in mN.m
-1, 

and ρ in g.cm
-3

). 

 t=1h t=360h 

X 

 (vol%) 

η σ ρ Z η σ ρ Z 

100/0 15.2 31.4 1.06 1.70 18 31.7 1.06 1.43 

80/20 15.1 30.3 1.03 1.65 17 30.1 1.03 1.47 

60/40 14.9 29.5 1.01 1.64 16.7 29.1 1.01 1.46 

40/60 12.8 27.3 0.99 1.82 14.8 27.8 0.99 1.57 

20/80 12.5 26.1 0.96 1.79 11.3 26.4 0.96 1.98 

0/100 7 24.5 0.94 3.07 8.01 24.8 0.94 2.68 

 

Such values indicate that all the inks were within the defined printable range in the considered aging 

time frame. As expected, both viscosity and surface tension were significantly decreased as the 
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ethanol content increases, rising up the inks printability after 360 h of aging from 1.4 for X = 100 to 

2.7 for X = 0. Moreover, the surface tension of the ink spans from 31 to 24 mN.m-1, when X is 

reduced. As mentioned in the previous chapter, a too high amount of ethanol can lead to 

uncontrolled drying and ultimately to nozzle clogging. Finally, it is worth to notice that, unlike the 

case of titanium based reactive ink (Figure 6.5), no uncontrolled gelation and particle formation and 

thus change in viscosity were observed when for different water/ethanol ratio. This observation 

demonstrates that the gelation triggering observed on Figure 6.5 is case specific and not a general 

tendency for reactive inks, as the only changed parameter between both cases in the precursor 

source.  

Based on these observations we conclude that from the presented matrix of inks, the ink with 

formula ink 12-0.1-60 is the most suitable ink for printing.  

 Ink jettability 6.2.2

The jettability of ink 12-0.1-60 was studied first by using the piezoelectric printer. Figure 6.12 (a) 

shows a droplet of fresh ink 12-0.1-60 after ejection at a firing frequency of 1 kHz at different 

distances from the nozzle, observed with the camera mounted on the printer.  
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Figure 6.12: Droplet at different nozzle distances (frequency=1 kHz) of ink 12-0.1-60 as prepared (a), aged for 
48h (b), and aged for 1200h (c), followed by droplets of fresh ink 12-0.1-60 (frequency = 10 kHz) (d) and optical 

pictures of an array of fresh ink 12-0.1-60 printed on NiO/YSZ (e) and alumina (f). 

At a distance of 100 µm, a filament with a round head is formed, due to the ejection process and the 

surface tension difference between the ink and the nozzle plate. The droplet was not completely 

spherical at this stage. However, in the range 200-1000 µm, the ejected droplet exhibited a 

remarkable stable spherical shape in the considered nozzle-droplet distance range. Moreover, no 

satellite droplets could be observed in the whole distance range, indicating high quality printability. 

Such a result is in accordance with the ability to print when the printability (here, Z = 1.7) is in the 

range 1 < Z < 10. Figure 6.12 (b) shows the result of the same analysis carried out with ink 12-0.1-

60 aged for 48 h on the shelf (Z = 1.5) with similar results than for the fresh ink, verifying the 
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reliability of the 48 h-term stability and printability at the jetting. With the conditions of jetting used 

in the experiment, the fully formed droplets showed a stable diameter in the range of 30-32 µm up 

to 48 h. Finally, Figure 6.12 (c) shows the jettability of ink 12-0.1-60 aged for 1200 h (50 days). 

This latter ink required a minor adjustment of the waveform, where just the nozzle filling voltage 

was slightly modified from -10 to -7 V while keeping the general waveform shape and the firing 

voltage the same. A long tail, which was not observed for fresher inks, could be noticed above the 

droplet in the distance range 100-300 µm, followed by a breaking of the tail at 400 µm, resulting in 

a main droplet and satellite droplets. However, satellites merged at 500 µm to form again a 

spherical and stable droplet in the range 500-1000 µm. Such a change of the jetting was attributed 

to a slight viscosity increase in the long term (18.1 mPa.s, Z = 1.3 at 1200 h). Despite the presence 

of a long tail and satellite droplet in the first hundreds of micrometer from the nozzle, this 

observation demonstrates the outstanding stability of the ink after a long term aging of 50 days. Yet, 

the jetted droplet diameter was comparable to the one measured for the fresh inks and similar 

droplet shape stability was also observed in the 48 h aged ink at increased firing frequency, from 1 

kHz to 10 kHz (Figure 6.12 (d)).  

A series of droplets was deposited on two different substrates with different microstructures, i.e. 

dense alumina and porous NiO/YSZ anode, using a lateral droplet spacing (i.e., distance between 

the center of two adjacent droplets) of 100 µm. Figure 6.12 (e)-(f) shows the resulting patterns after 

deposition. For both substrates, the deposited droplets appear as circular dots and exhibited a 

reproducible diameter of ca. 52±2 µm. This further illustrates the versatility to deposit this ink on 

very different surfaces at the micrometric scale. 

 Phase and microstructure characterization 6.2.3

The deposition of reactive ink based on sol-gel leads to the formation of an amorphous polymeric 

matrix. This material results from the hydrolysis and condensation reactions of the zirconium 

alkoxide, the yttrium based dopant, as well as solvents and agents such as MDEA. Therefore, a 

calcination step is necessary to remove the organics and crystallize the deposited layer. Previous 

thermal analysis (TG/DTA) performed on the sol-gel system using MDEA showed that the mass 

loss relative to solvent evaporation and chelating agent were completed at 350 °C (Figure 6.6). 

Based on those results, the crystallization behavior of ink 12-0.1-60 was studied using thermal 

XRD at temperatures above 350°C. Figure 6.13 shows the XRD patterns performed on powder 

synthesized by calcining the ink at 400°C and 500°C for 1h.  
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Figure 6.13: XRD pattern of fresh ink 12-0.1-60 at different temperatures. 

The diffraction patterns show that no clear crystalline formation could be observed for the powder 

calcined at 400°C, while a well-defined pattern was observed at 500°C. The pattern observed at 

500°C indicates that the formed material is indeed 8YSZ [26], with a crystallite size evaluated at 15 

nm via the Scherrer equation. In the light of such results, the calcination temperature of 500°C was 

chosen for the firing of the printing. 

Figure 6.14 shows the microstructures of the film deposited with the thermal HP printer after 

calcination at 500°C. 
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Figure 6.14: SEM images of the printed fresh ink 12-0.1-60 on glass calcined at 500°C for 1h at low (a) and high 
(inset) magnification, printed and calcined on NiO/YSZ (b) (inset: cross section view), and 3D reconstruction of 
profilometry data at different temperatures (c).  

 

Particularly, Figure 6.14 (a) shows the surface of calcined ink 12-0.1-60 on dense glass substrate at 

low magnification after calcination. The resulting film is homogeneous and continuous, with a few 

defects probably due to the inaccuracy of the used HP printer [1]. Microstructural features could 

only be observed at very high magnification (inset Figure 6.14 (a)) and exhibits a very dense 

microstructure with very small grains of ca. 15 nm. The crystallite size estimation by SEM pictures 

was consistent with the crystallite size obtained from XRD measurements. The film thickness was 

estimated by SEM of sample cross sections while the evolution of the thickness with the calcination 

was measured by using 3D profilometry. The printing thickness was found slightly dependent on 

the substrate porosity with average values below 150 nm for one-layer printing. Figure 6.14 (b) 

shows the typical microstructure of the printed electrolyte layer on a porous NiO/YSZ SOFC anode. 

Some notable differences with the deposition on glass (Figure 6.14 (a)) are readily noticed. Due to 

the porosity of the NiO/YSZ surface, the resulting film after calcination shows a relatively high 
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number of cracks, all located above pores. The presence of such cracks can possibly be attributed to 

the following two effects: 

• First, the combination of large pores and very low film thickness, (measured on a cross section 

(inset Figure 6.14 (b)) at around 100 nm) might induce film cracks due to capillary forces. 

• Secondly, the film shrinkage during calcination could also induce these cracks. Sol gel based 

solutions contain a high amount of solvent and volatile elements and it results in very high 

volume shrinkage during heat treatment [27]. Note however, that the cracks were not observed 

with the flat, pore-free soda-lime glass substrate (Figure 6.14 (a)). 

The shrinkage of this ink has been estimated using 3D profilometry on a 5×5 mm2 print of fresh ink 

12-0.1-60 by measuring the print dimensions (length x, width y, and thickness z) at different stages 

of heat treatment. 3D images were then reconstructed and are shown on Figure 6.14 (c). No 

shrinkage was measured in the lateral (i.e. x- and y-) directions, even after calcination at 500°C. 

However, a remarkable shrinkage of 90 vol % volume reduction after calcination was measured in 

the vertical (z-) direction. Such a high shrinkage, along with capillary pressure effect, will strongly 

participate to the collapsing of the film through the pores of the substrate. Optimization of the 

substrate surface prior to printing and modification of the printing process (multilayer deposition, 

intermediate drying step for example) could help to enhance the quality of thin film electrolytes. 

Several different strategies were elaborated to avoid crack formation on porous substrates. The first 

one consisted in printing multiple layers on top of each other. This method was applied to colloid 

inks to tight the electrolyte, and it was showed that increasing the number of layers had a beneficial 

effect (section 5.2.1, p.89). Several printing iterations of ink 12-0.1-60 from 1 to 3 layers were 

deposited onto porous sintered NiO/YSZ, and each layer was dried for 15 min at 120°C to allow gel 

formation before the next printing. Resulting layers were then calcined at 500°C for 1h. Figure 6.15 

shows the surface of the different samples after calcination. 
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Figure 6.15: YSZ film surface after calcination at 500°C for 1h of (a) 1 layer, (b) 2 layers, and (c) 3 layers. 

Figure 6.15 shows that cracks increase both in number and size as the number of layer increases, 

unlike colloid inks where a higher amount of layers had a positive effect on the film surface and 

tightness. From this observation it is believed that cracks are formed during drying of the first layer, 

and they are bigger than the pores of the substrate, according to Figure 6.15 (1 layer); When the 

second layer is deposited on the cracked gelled film, the cracks act as pores and create larger cracks 

instead of filling them with materials. This is confirmed with the 3 layer picture in Figure 6.15, 

where the density and size of cracks is larger than on the 2 layer picture. It is interesting to point out 

that compared to colloidal inks printed with the same printer (Section 5.2.1, p.89), for which the 

printer was determining the print quality, the reactive ink seems to be more sensitive to the substrate 

surface. However, the colloidal ink and the reactive one were not deposited on the same type of 

substrate (green for colloids and sintered for reactive ink). It would be interesting in future work to 

deposit colloidal ink on sintered substrates to determine whether its final microstructure depends on 

the type of substrate.  

A second strategy was elaborated to avoid crack formation due to capillary pressure by depositing 

an intermediate dense film onto the porous anode prior to reactive ink printing. The film is made of 

a polymer that can be easily burnt off at temperatures lower than the ink calcination temperature 

(i.e. 500 °C in the case of YSZ). The purpose of this dense film is to clog the pores and level the 

substrate waviness (due to substrate fabrication by tape casting) so the ink is deposited onto a flat 

surface. Once the reactive ink has dried the temporary film is removed during thermal treatment. 
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Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) has been selected as a potential candidate, and inkjet as deposition 

method. The ink was prepared by dissolving PVP (Sigma-Aldrich, MW=10000 g.mol-1) in ethanol 

in different concentrations. As previously performed the printability of the ink was assessed by 

measuring inks properties.  

Table 6.5 lists the measured properties for the elaborated PVP inks.  

Table 6.5: viscosity and printability values of PVP inks. 

  η σ ρ Z 

 PVP wt% mPa·s mN.m-1 g.cm-3 - 

Ink_PVP_5 5 1,68 21.6 0.78 10.93 

Ink_PVP_10 10 2,62 21.4 0.8 7.06 

Ink_PVP_15 15 3,87 21.2 0.822 4.82 

 

Table 6.5 shows that inks with 10 and 15 wt% have a suitable printability number for inkjet 

printing; ink_PVP_5 has a printability number slightly above the range defined by Derby but was 

still considered printable. Inks were deposited onto a porous NiO/YSZ substrate and dried at 110°C 

for 1 hour to allow polymerization and stiffening of the film.  

Figure 6.16 shows the microstructure of the YSZ films deposited onto PVP films at different 

concentrations after calcination at 500°C.  
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Figure 6.16: High magnification images of YSZ film surface after calcination at 500°C when using a PVP 
sacrificial film with a weight percent equal to (a) 5%, (b) 10%, (c) 15% and (d) high magnification of the film 

when using ink_PVP_15. 

Particularly Figure 6.16 (a)-( c) show the surface of the YSZ film after using ink_PVP_5 

ink_PVP_10, and ink_PVP_15, respectively, as sacrificial film. Numerous cracks similar to the 

ones observed on Figure 6.14 (b) are visible on the surface in all cases, showing the inefficiency of 

the sacrificial film. However figures show that the increase of PVP concentration in the film 

reduces significantly the amount of cracks, especially in the case of ink_PVP_15 where cracks 

appear to be open porosity. However a lower magnification of the same microstructure, showed on 

Figure 6.16 (d) shows larger cracks all over the surface. It is believed that these cracks originated 

from the PVP burning off and that an optimization of the thermal treatment, not performed here, 

could improve the results.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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The last strategy to solve the cracking issue is to add particles to the reactive ink (hybrid inks). The 

aim of these particles is to work as a “patch” for the cracks by filling them up, reducing crack 

formation. Moreover the shrinkage of such ink will be reduced due to the particle loading. This ink 

design will be discussed in the next chapter.  

 Electrical characterization 6.2.4

For the electrical characterization, optimized ink 12-0.1-60 was printed onto quartz and alumina 

substrates using the thermal inkjet printer. The ionic conductivity of the calcined thin film was 

measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in air between 500-750 °C. The 

measurements were taken in the lateral configuration, i.e. in-plane electrodes deposited on the film 

surface (see drawings Figure 6.17 (a)). This is an optimal electrode/electrolyte configuration for 

nanometric thin films due both to the maximization of electrolyte impedance with respect of the 

geometrical features (thickness is below 150 nm) and to the minimization of the electrodes 

contribution to the total impedance [28,29]. Figure 6.17 shows typical Nyquist and Bode plots of 

the film on quartz taken at 750 °C in air (Figure 6.17 (a)) and the Arrhenius plot of the films on 

quartz and alumina calculated from the EIS data at different temperatures (Figure 6.17 (b)). 

Recorded Nyquist plots on quartz exhibited a single semi-arc due to a dominant grain boundary 

contribution, i.e. a single R//C Voight element. This is modeled by a typical RQ circuit (solid line in 

Figure 6.17 (a)) while the inset Figure 6.17 (a) shows a Bode plot of the same data. The RQ circuit 

resistance was 9.00 MΩ and the summit frequency 972 Hz. The n-value for the constant phase 

element Q was 0.892. The calcined films on quartz resulted crack-free and homogeneous. The 

results are consistent with the average grains size of 15 nm measured by XRD and SEM. This 

electrical behavior is typical of nanocrystalline thin films [28,29] and the electrolyte ohmic 

resistance (Reletrolyte in Figure 6.17 (a)) is calculated at the relaxation of the equivalent RQ circuit. 

Total conductivity and activation energy (Ea) were then calculated from the measured real 

impedance components (Rel) at different temperatures and normalized for the electrolyte/thin film 

geometry (Figure 6.17 (b)). 
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Figure 6.17: (a) Typical Nyquist and Bode plots of the film on quartz taken at 750 °C in air and (b) Arrhenius 
plot of the films on quartz and alumina calculated from the EIS data at different temperatures along with typical 
conductivity values reported for YSZ thin film (red line, *=[30]), and values reported for 8YSZ thin film 
deposited by sol gel spin coating (blue line, **=[31]) and PLD (black line, ***=[32]). 

For comparison typical YSZ thin film conductivity measured by EIS [30] is shown in Figure 6.17 

(b) (red line) as well as Arrhenius plots from previous studies of 8YSZ thin films deposited by sol-

gel (spin coating) (blue line) [31], and PLD (black line) [32]. The calculated conductivity and 

activation energy (1.03 ±0.08 eV) of our inkjet printed thin film, are consistent with typical values 

reported for 8YSZ thin films. The conductivity at 750°C (3.1.10-2 S.cm-1) is as expected for bulk 

YSZ [30] and the inkjet printed thin film shows performances comparable with other films 

deposited by PLD [32]. Figure 6.17 (b) also shows results collected on the alumina substrate. In that 

case the film was partially cracked, due to the roughness and asperities of the alumina substrates. 
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Despite the lower conductance, the inkjet layer showed comparable conductivity with PLD films, 

indicating an overall reliability of the deposited layers by inkjet on rough substrates.  

 Results summary of zirconium based reactive inks 6.2.5

Stable aqueous-based metal-organic solutions for inkjet printing were designed and demonstrated 

for printing of 8YSZ thin films and micrometric patterns. Ink printability and long term stability 

was optimized by the adjustment of the nucleophilic agent, metal oxide concentration and solvent 

composition. An optimized ink with c = 0.1 g.ml-1, [MDEA]/ [Zr(OPr)4] = 12 and water/ethanol = 

60/40 vol% shows remarkable long term stability of 360 h, with a printability Z number around 1, 

and an exceptional jettability after 1200 h of storage. Several factors were identified as source of 

instability of the reactive ink, such as the MDEA amount and the propoxide concentration.  

Nanocrystalline 8YSZ thin films of 100-150 nm were obtained after calcination at 500 °C on 

different substrates including Si, quartz, polycrystalline Al2O3 and tape cast NiO/YSZ SOFC anode 

substrate. The measured ionic conductivity agrees well with previously reported 8YSZ thin-film 

conductivity data. However, formation of cracks in the printed films mainly depends on the quality 

of the substrate and porous substrates lead to cracked films. 

 General conclusion 6.3

In conclusion, stable aqueous metal organic based inks for inkjet printing were successfully 

designed by rheology, and yielded crystalline phases, as single (titania) and doped (YSZ) materials. 

These inks were stabilized using a nucleophilic ligand to delay hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions, and optimal ligand amounts were determined for both cases to obtain a printable and 

stable ink. Bonding mechanisms were analyzed and described in a first study about titania based 

ink. The knowledge acquired in this study could be transferred to the development of zirconia-based 

inks. Crack-free films were obtained on dense and flat substrates for both inks. However crack 

formation could be observed when printing on porous substrates, due to either high shrinkage or 

capillary pressure effect. Several strategies were considered to solve this issue, i.e. multilayer 

deposition of reactive ink and using a polymeric sacrificial layer, but none of them solved the issue. 

A third option is to add stabilized particles to the reactive ink to reduce both shrinkage and block 

substrate porosity, like colloidal inks do. Such hybrid inks will be discussed in the next chapter.  
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  : Hybrid inks Chapter 7
In the previous chapters, two ink designs for inkjet printing were proposed to 

deposit oxide thin films. In chapter 5, we discussed colloidal based inks, in which 

stabilized particles in aqueous suspension are deposited onto a substrate and 

calcined at high temperature. These inks showed great potential to deposit thin 

dense layers onto porous substrates; however they showed some limitations such as 

a low particle size, achieved by long and intense milling and a high temperature heat 

treatment (1300 °C) to reach full density. As an alternative, metallic precursor based 

inks, called reactive inks were developed to solve issues observed with colloidal inks. Thin and 

dense films (100-400nm) were fabricated onto dense substrates after calcination at 400-500°C, 

depending on the deposited material. However crack formation was observed when the ink is 

deposited onto porous and irregular substrates, originating from high ink shrinkage during heat 

treatment and substrate surface (roughness and pores). To solve this issue, a third ink design, based 

on both colloidal and reactive ink is here proposed. This ink, called hybrid ink, consists in a 

stabilized suspension of crystalline colloidal particles into a reactive ink. After deposition and heat 

treatment, the microstructure of resulting layer is expected to be crystalline particles embedded into 

a nanoparticles network, formed by sol-gel. The starting colloidal particles have a double role in 

this design: first they will help reducing the high shrinkage by “replacing” a part of the solvent, and 

second they will fill up the substrate pores thus limiting crack formation. As the colloids are already 

crystalline at room temperature, a low temperature heat treatment will be sufficient to reach full 

density, similarly to reactive inks. Two types of particles were mixed with the YSZ reactive ink, 

and they differed by their composition (YSZ and CGO) and their size (colloidal YSZ and 

nanoparticles of CGO).  

The hybrid ink concept was pushed a little further and used as a material synthesis method using in-

situ solid state reaction. The concept was demonstrated here using the titania reactive ink developed 

in Chapter 6 and bismuth oxide as colloidal particles to produce bismuth titanate. This section 

contains results and discussions of paper III and paper IV published as proceeding paper for “the 

230th International Academic Conference on Engineering, Technology and Innovations (IACETI), 

Bangkok, Thailand” 2017, and in “Materials Letters”, respectively.  
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 YSZ/YSZ hybrid inks  7.1

The first hybrid ink design consisted of an YSZ/YSZ system developed based on the results 

obtained with YSZ colloidal inks (Chapter 5) and YSZ reactive inks (Chapter 6).  

 Ink preparation 7.1.1

The first step into the ink development was to elaborate the ink preparation protocol that will yield 

suitable ink properties for inkjet printing such as particle size and printability. The ink was prepared 

following a similar protocol than the one used for colloidal inks. First the dispersing agent 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was dissolved into the stabilized reactive ink (ink 12_0.1_60). 

Commercially available 8YSZ (8mol % Yttria, TOSOH) was then added to the suspension to obtain 

a 1 vol% solid loading. All the constituents were then milled in a rotational mill in a PET flask at 

100 rpm using zirconia milling balls for several days. The final ink is named H1. The protocol is 

summarized on Figure 7.1.  

 

Figure 7.1: Preparation protocol for hybrid ink H1. 
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The particle size distribution was measured regularly after a few days of milling. As a reminder, 

colloidal inks prepared in chapter 5 achieved a suitable particle size distribution (2% of nozzle 

diameter, i.e. 400nm in this case) after 10 days of milling. Figure 7.2 shows the normalized particle 

distribution of ink H1 after 3 and 10 days of milling.  

 

Figure 7.2: Particle size distribution of hybrid ink H1 after 3 and 10 days. 

Figure 7.2 shows that the particle size after 3 days consists of a large distribution between 0.04 and 

30 µm with a main peak at 7 µm. This particle size does not meet the requirements of the suitable 

size domain for inkjet. Further milling resulted in a narrower distribution range between 0.04 and 

7µm, with three peaks at 0.2, 1.5 and 6 µm, and the ink is still out of the required range. This 

particle size evolution with milling is very different from the one observed for aqueous colloidal 

ink, for which a single peak around 0.1 µm was observed after 10 days of milling. A possible 

explanation for this behavior is the difference of pH between the reactive ink and water. 

Agglomeration of particles is highly dependent on the surface charge on the particles and this 

charge can be tuned by changing the solvent pH. Figure 7.3 shows a zeta potential measurement vs 

pH for nanosized YSZ particles in suspension of water/ethanol from literature [1]. 
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Figure 7.3: Zeta potential measurement of YSZ nanoparticles from literature [1] 

Figure 7.3 shows that YSZ nanoparticles without surfactant have an isolectric point of 7. The pH of 

the reactive ink used to suspend the particles is around 8 and the zeta potential at that pH is around -

10 mV. A suspension is considered stabilized with a zeta potential greater than ±25 mV and at the 

isoelectric charges cancel each other, resulting in agglomeration.When a dispersant is added (here 

polyacrylic acid), the zeta potential curve and the isoelectric point are shifted to a lower pH value. 

This results in a higher zeta potential absolute value at higher pH. The high and spread particle size 

distribution of ink H1 is explained by the basic pH of the reactive ink that creates instability and 

agglomeration in the suspension. Even if the dispersing agent PVP was added to the reactive ink 

prior to powder addition, the particle surface is not bonded to the dispersant when entering the 

reactive ink. To improve the dispersion of the particles, they need to be stabilized before being 

added to the reactive ink, shifting then the isoelectric point, increasing the zeta potential value at 

basic pH and thus stabilizing the particles. As such a new preparation method was designed to 

validate this theory and obtain a suitable particle size distribution. In this method, I used a similar 

aqueous colloidal ink described in Chapter 5 as source of particles, but without ethanol (unlike the 

ink described in Chapter 5). YSZ particles are stabilized by PVP in water and have a suitable 

particle size distribution for inkjet printing after 10 days of milling in this ink design. Moreover this 

suspension contains water, which is also required in the preparation of the reactive ink. As such the 

new hybrid ink, called hybrid H2, can be formulated by chelating zirconium propoxide and MDEA, 

adding yttrium nitrate dissolved in ethanol under argon atmosphere, followed by the addition of the 

colloidal ink as source of water and YSZ particles. Figure 7.4 describes the preparation protocol of 

hybrid ink H2. The solid loading is similar to that of for hybrid ink H1.  
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Figure 7.4: Preparation protocol for hybrid ink H2. 

The particle size distribution of ink H2 was measured regularly after a few days of milling and is 

reported on Figure 7.5. 

 

Figure 7.5: Particle size distribution of hybrid ink H1 after 10 days of milling. 

Figure 7.5 shows that the particle size distribution after 3 days of milling consists of 2 size 

populations, with one between 0.09 and 0.34 µm and the second one between 0.6 and 1.2 µm. After 

further milling for a total of 10 days, the second size population disappears and the distribution 
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consists of a single peak in the “optimal size for inkjet printing” zone. Particularly this particle size 

is very similar to the one observed for colloidal inks (Figure 5.1). This measurement shows the 

efficiency of this preparation method compared to the previous one for which no suitable particle 

size was obtained for the same milling time.  

One of the objectives in designing hybrid inks is to reduce shrinkage and observe if such reduction 

can lead to crack free films. To test this hypothesis, four hybrid inks with different solid loadings 

from 0.5 to 4 vol% were produced following the protocol H2. After verifying that these inks are all 

printable, the inks are printed and their dimensions are characterized by 3D profilometry after 

deposition and calcination. Figure 7.6 shows the normalized particle size distribution of the four 

inks after milling for 10 days.  

 

Figure 7.6: Particle size distribution (PSD) of hybrid inks with different solid loading after 10 days of milling. 

Figure 7.6 shows that the four particle size measurements after 10 days consist of a single size 

distribution peak in the optimal range for inkjet printing. It is interesting to notice that a shoulder is 

visible on the right side of the distribution (higher sizes) and the shoulder becomes more prominent 

with increasing solid loading. A too high solid loading could then lead to 2 populations of particles, 

and possibly outside the frame of inkjet printing.  

The printability of those inks was evaluated by measuring the diverse properties that define it, i.e. 

viscosity, surface tension, and density. Figure 7.7 shows the viscosity of the four inks after 10 days 

of milling along with the viscosity of the reactive ink (no particles) after 10 days aging.  
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Figure 7.7: Viscosity curves of the four YSZ/YSZ hybrid inks and the reactive ink12_0.1_60 after 10 days. 

Figure 7.7 shows that the four hybrid inks have a shear thinning behavior (Non-Newtonian), i.e. 

their viscosity decrease with increasing shear rate unlike the reactive ink which has a Newtonian 

behavior (viscosity independent of shear rate). At low shear rate particles in hybrid inks are close to 

each other and thus create some resistance to the flow materialized by a high viscosity. As the shear 

rate increases, the particles are realigned in the same direction than the flow, resulting in a decrease 

of viscosity until a plateau. Particularly, the higher the solid loading, the more pronounced the shear 

thinning behavior as particles are closer to each other. During printing, a shear rate is applied to the 

liquid to pass through the nozzles so it is assumed that the value at high shear rate is the most 

representative for the calculation of the printability. Surface tension and density depend mostly on 

the solvent system and the proportion of each solvent. As the solvent nature and proportions used 

are similar to the one used for the reactive ink (water/ethanol=60/40 vol %), similar values were 

measured. All measurements and resulting printability values are reported in Table 7.1.  

Table 7.1: Table viscosity and resulting printability values of hybrid inks. 

  Solid loading  η ($Q=100 s-1) σ ρ Z 

 wt% mPa·s mN.m-1 g.cm-3 - 

Ink_H2-0.5 0.5 16.2 29.6 1.01 1,51 

Ink_H2-1 1 16.9 29.4 1.01 1,44 

Ink_H2-2 2 18.5 29.2 1.01 1,31 

Ink H2-4 4 25 29.3 1.01 0,97 
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Table 7.1 shows that inks with solid loading from 0.5 to 2 are in the printable zone (Z > 1). 

Printability of ink H2-4 is slightly below the threshold value of one. However, the value is so close 

to the border value that this ink was still included in the study to characterize the influence of solid 

loading on shrinkage.  

 Shrinkage and microstructure 7.1.2

The four inks were deposited using the thermal inkjet printing unit (HP printer) onto glass 

substrates. This type of substrate was chosen for its flatness, which makes it suitable as reference 

point for 3D profilometry. All inks could be printed, even ink H2-4 despite its printability value 

below 1. This indicates that some freedom in terms of printing can be allowed when evaluating 

printability and that the jetting must be dependent on other factors that printability only. The prints 

were scanned 3 times after deposition and after calcination at 500°C to evaluate their dimensions in 

the x-, y- and z- direction, similarly to the measurements performed with the reactive inks. Figure 

7.8 reports the calculated shrinkage in function of the ink solid loading. As a reference point, 

shrinkage measured in Chapter 6 (Figure 6.14) for the reactive ink is also reported. 

 

Figure 7.8: Film shrinkage evolution with solid loading. 

Figure 7.8 shows that the shrinkage is not really affected with an addition of 0.5 vol% of YSZ 

particles. Similarly to the results obtained for reactive inks (Section 6.2.3, p.123), only vertical 

shrinkage (z-axis) was observed. From that loading value the shrinkage decrease significantly with a 

quasi linear behavior up to 4 vol%. The shrinkage after a loading of 4 vol% is however quite high 
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(60%). It is also noticeable that as the loading increases the measurements become less 

reproducible, as shown by the error bars. These measurements showed the potential of hybrid inks 

to substantially reduce the shrinkage of precursor based inks by adding crystalline particles to the 

solution. In chapter 5, an aqueous colloidal ink with loading of 3.7 vol% was deposited, meaning 

that the 96.3 vol % left are organics (solvents, dispersants, surfactants, etc). Shrinkage around this 

value is then to be expected in the z- direction, combined with a lateral shrinkage (around 20 vol %) 

due to particles sintering. Figure 7.8 shows that for similar solid loading (3.7 vol %), the hybrid 

shows a lower shrinkage combined with no lateral shrinkage, due to a lower amount of organics 

than in the colloidal ink. During the organics removal, colloids are still present in the layer together 

with the particles formed by sol-gel reaction, hence a lower shrinkage is observed.  

To validate the efficiency of such films to obtain crack free films onto porous substrates hybrid inks 

were deposited onto a sintered NiO/YSZ porous substrate, similar to the one used in chapter 5 with 

the YSZ reactive inks. The microstructure of films deposited onto glass and porous NiO/YSZ 

substrate and calcined at 500°C for 1 h was investigated by SEM and surface pictures are reported 

on Figure 7.9.  
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Figure 7.9: SEM images of the printed hybrid H2-1 (1 vol%) and calcined at 500°C for 1 h onto (a)-(c) NiO/YSZ 
substrate at different magnifications and (d) onto glass. 

Figure 7.9 (a) - (c) shows the surface of the calcined hybrid film printed onto porous NiO/YSZ. As 

observed in Chapter 5, the printed film is difficult to distinguish from the substrate, due to its small 

thickness. Figure 7.9 (a) is a low magnification picture of the surface of the film. A strong 

agglomeration and inhomogeneous spreading of the particles is visible. Figure 7.9 (b) shows a part 

of the film where a particle delaminated from the surface, revealing the surface of the substrate, 

together with a pore from the substrate. The film is very thin, so thin that it is transparent to the 

SEM beam. However, due to the presence of this defect, Figure 7.9 (b) makes possible to verify that 

the film was deposited and that we are not looking at a non-covered part of the substrate. Figure 7.9 

(b) shows also a pore covered by the film, and no crack is visible, unlike what was observed 

previously on the surface of calcined reactive inks. Similar features can be recognized in Figure 7.9 

(c) and (b). Figure 7.9 (c) shows a pore filled with YSZ particles, without cracks surrounding it. 

Other pores are also visible without any damage on the film, confirming the positive effect of 

adding particles to the reactive in in terms of crack reduction above pores. However, a crack 

surrounding an agglomerate of YSZ particles is visible. This type of crack was not visible on 

previous observations and lead to questions about its origin. Further observation on films deposited 

(a) 

   1 µm 

(d) (c) 

(b) 

 200nm  200nm 

 100nm 
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and calcined on glass gave some explanations. Figure 7.9 (d) shows the surface of hybrid ink H2-1 

on glass and the same type of cracks are visible, and more abundant than on porous substrates. This 

crack formation is believed to originate from the particle size of the YSZ colloids. Measurements 

performed on Figure 7.6 showed that the particle size is between 100 and 200 nm. Profilometry 

measurements and SEM observation performed in chapter 5 on YSZ reactive ink showed that the 

film thickness in around 100 nm for both substrates, and is then smaller than the particle size. The 

crack formation around agglomerates is thus believed to originate from the size difference between 

the film and the particles. As the particles are larger and the film is only experiencing shrinkage is 

the z- direction, the film retracts around the particles, which are sticking out of the film and lead to 

crack around the particles. To solve this issue, smaller stabilized particles such as nanoparticles are 

required. However, as also discussed in Chapter 5, the stabilization of nanoparticles is challenging. 

Due to their small size, nanoparticles have a high surface area, which results in strong and fast 

agglomeration. To stabilize them, a high amount of dispersing agent is required to properly cover 

the surface. This high quantity of dispersing agent can significantly increase the viscosity of the ink, 

compromising the printability.  

A possible solution is to use nanoparticles synthetized by continuous hydrothermal synthesis. This 

process is defined as a method of synthesis of crystalline nanoparticles in water under high pressure 

and temperature. In this process, metallic nitrates, mineralizer and supercritical water are mixed 

together in a reactor. Supercritical water has an increased ionic product Kw = [OH-].[H+] and a 

lower dielectric constant, giving an appropriate reaction field for nanoparticle formation [2]. Fine and 

stable nanoparticles in aqueous suspension are obtained with this process, both at laboratory and 

production scale by continuous hydrothermal methods [3]. The suspension can then be added to 

chelated alkoxide using the preparation process previously described for the YSZ/YSZ hybrid inks.  

When the preparation of these new hybrid inks based on continuous hydrothermal synthesis powder 

started, a second project at DTU Energy produced interesting results in synthesizing nanoparticles 

of gadolinium doped ceria (CGO) for inkjet printing of electrolyte for SOFC. CGO has better ionic 

conductivity than YSZ which makes it a good candidate to replace YSZ as electrolyte. However 

CGO as single material for electrolyte required low operating temperatures, due to the reduction of 

Ce4+ in Ce3+ that can occur in reducing conditions. When reduced, the material becomes a mixed 

ionic electronic conductor (MIEC) and expands, inducing a large strain, which at temperatures as 

high as 700-900°C is between 1-2 % [4]. On the other hand, a composite YSZ/CGO could be a 
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suitable combination to develop electrolyte for low temperatures. Moreover, due the low processing 

condition used for reactive inks, the direct reaction between ceria and zirconia which leads to the 

formation of resistive phases can be overcome [5]. As such, it seemed interesting to develop a 

second generation of hybrid inks, called “composite hybrid inks” in which two single materials are 

used, one as crystalline nanoparticle and one produced by sol-gel from a reactive ink.  

 A second generation of hybrid inks: CGO/YSZ composite using 7.2

hydrothermal synthesis 

 Preparation of CGO nanoparticles  7.2.1

CGO nanoparticles were synthetized by dissolving Ce(NO3)3•6H2O (99%, Sigma Aldrich) and 

Gd(NO3)3•6H2O (99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) in deionized H2O (DI H2O) with concentrations of 0.04 

mol L-1 for Ce(III) and 0.01 mol L-1 for Gd(III). KOH pellets (≥ 85%, Sigma Aldrich) were 

dissolved in DI H2O to make solutions with concentrations of 0.1 mol.l-1. 

An in-house developed continuous flow-type apparatus was used to conduct the synthesis. The 

setup is reported somewhere else [6]. The Ce, Gd nitrates (reactant solution) and the KOH solutions 

were introduced separately at room temperature to the reactor, and were mixed at the first mixer. 

The outflow of the first mixer was fed subsequently to the second mixer and was mixed with 

deionized water at room temperature. Two thermocouples were inserted into the reactor, one to 

measure the temperature (T1) of the feeding supercritical water flow and a one to measure the 

temperature (T2) of the outflow of the second mixer. During synthesis, T1, and T2 were maintained 

at 396 °C and 290 °C respectively. The synthesized particles were collected as colloidal slurries at 

the reactor outlet. Figure 7.10 summarizes the nanoparticles preparation process. 
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Figure 7.10: A schematic representation of nanoparticle preparation by hydrothermal synthesis. 

The obtained slurry of nanoparticles may be added in the chelated alkoxide to make the hybrid 

composite ink.  Prior to ink fabrication, the particles were separated from the slurry by 

centrifugation, washed with deionized H2O and dried for subsequent characterization. The particle 

phase and size were characterized by microscopy and X-ray diffraction to evaluate the particle and 

crystallite size, as well as to verify that the material is indeed pure CGO. Figure 7.11 shows a XRD 

pattern (a) and transmission electron microscopy image (TEM) (b) of the obtained particles. 

 

  

Figure 7.11: (a) XRD pattern of CGO nanoparticles synthesized by continuous hydrothermal synthesis and (b) 
TEM image of CGO nanoparticles obtained by hydrothermal synthesis (credit: Massimo Rosa). 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 7.11 (a) shows that the synthesized material is pure CGO and no secondary phases could be 

detected within the limit of the XRD technique. The crystallite size is evaluated at 9.8 nm via the 

Scherrer equation applied to peak (111). This value is validated by TEM observation (Figure 7.11 

(b)) where an average crystallite size was measured at 9.3 ±0.8 nm (based on the measurements 

made over 10 particles).  

The solid loading of the CGO suspension was measured by TG-DTA from room temperature to 

300°C and the results are shown on Figure 7.12.  

 

Figure 7.12: Thermal analysis (TG-DTA) of the CGO nanoparticle suspension 

Figure 7.12 shows an endothermic peak in the interval 100-200°C, coupled with a mass loss in the 

same temperature interval, corresponding to the evaporation of water. The residual mass consists of 

only CGO nanoparticles. The solid loading of such ink is then estimated at 13 wt%, or 2.2 vol%.  

 Ink preparation 7.2.2

This suspension was then used to produce hybrid composite inks. The preparation protocol is 

similar to the preparation method used for the YSZ/YSZ hybrid ink described in the section 7.1.1 

(p.138). Zirconium propoxide and MDEA were mixed under argon atmosphere to chelate the 

precursor. In a separate beaker under air yttrium nitrate is dissolved into ethanol and the mixture is 

added to the chelated precursor. The CGO suspension is then added and is both the source of water 

and nanoparticles. Figure 7.13 describes the preparation protocol of hybrid composite inks. The 

final concentration in zirconium is c= 0.1 mg.l-1, the complexation ratio is r=4 and the water ethanol 

ratio is 60/40 vol %.  

endo 
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Figure 7.13: Preparation protocol for hybrid ink H1. 

The solid loading of the final ink can be tuned by substituting part of the nanoparticle ink content 

with water. Similarly to the work described in section 7.1.1 (p.138) for the YSZ/YSZ hybrid inks, 

two inks with different solid loadings were produced. The first one consisted in using 100 vol% of 

the water needed in the reactive ink formulation by nanoparticle ink, while in the second one  

50 vol % of the water was replaced by the nanoparticle ink. The final inks solid loading were 0.25 

vol% and 0.5 vol %. The downside of this preparation technique is that, for a specific reactive ink 

formulation, the maximum solid loading is limited. To increase the solid loading, it is necessary to 

dilute the reactive ink in order to introduce more water. Another method could be to change the 

nanoparticle ink concentration by evaporating the solvent. However this method destabilizes 

nanoparticles and leads to agglomeration.  

The normalized particle size distribution of both inks was measured after 3 days standing and is 

reported on Figure 7.14. 
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Figure 7.14: Particle size distribution of CGO particles in hybrid inks with different solid loading after 10 days 
of milling. 

Figure 7.14 shows that the particle size of both inks is in the optimized particle size range for inkjet 

printing. More importantly, the particle size is lower than the one observed for the YSZ/YSZ 

hybrids (in grey in Figure 7.14). It was assumed in the previous study that the particle size of the 

YSZ colloids, being bigger than the final thickness after calcination, was the reason behind the 

cracks formation. The composite inks give then the chance to observe if this hypothesis is 

confirmed. Prior to deposition, the printability of both inks was evaluated by measuring viscosity, 

surface tension, and density.  
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Figure 7.15 shows the viscosity of the two inks after preparation. 

 

Figure 7.15: Flow curves and viscosity curves (inset) for the two hybrid composite inks developed. 

Both the inks exhibit Newtonian behavior with a constant viscosity independent of the shear rate 

(inset). The viscosity values were calculated from the slope of the flow curves and the values 

obtained were 15.4 mPa.s for the 0.5 vol% ink and 9.9 mPa.s for the 0.25 vol % ink. Unlike the 

YSZ/YSZ hybrid inks, these inks do not show a non-Newtonian behavior, due to a better 

dispersion. Similarly to YSZ-YSZ inks surface tension and density depend mostly on the solvent 

system and the proportion of each solvent. As the solvent nature and proportions used are similar to 

the one used for the reactive ink and YSZ/YSZ hybrid (water/ethanol=60/40 vol%), similar values 

were measured. All measurements and resulting printability are reported Table 7.2.  

Table 7.2: table viscosity and resulting printability values of composite hybrid inks. 

  Solid loading  η ($Q=100 s-1) σ ρ Z 

 wt% mPa·s mN.m-1 g.cm-3 - 
Ink_0.25 0.25 9.9 29.2 1.01 2,45 

Ink 0.5 0.5 15.4 29.5 1.01 1,59 
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 Phase characterization  7.2.3

The system YSZ/CGO is stable at room temperature and low calcination temperature. However, 

CGO and YSZ react at a high temperature to form an insulating phase that strongly affects the film 

conductivity and performance. The formation temperature of this phase depends on the 

microstructure of the material. In our case, the particles are nanometric, synonym of high surface 

area and increased reactivity so the formation will occur at a lower temperature than in the case of 

colloids (≈1200°C). To detect the formation temperature of the solid solution, ink 0.5 was analyzed 

by thermal XRD. The (220) peak evolution of both materials was followed to determine the 

formation temperature. Figure 7.16 shows the XRD patterns measured on powder synthesized by 

calcining the hybrid ink between room temperature and 1400°C .  

 

Figure 7.16: XRD patterns of peaks (220) of CGO/YSZ ink at different temperatures. 

Figure 7.16 shows that only CGO is detected at room temperature, and the YSZ peak is detectable 

from 400°C. The YSZ crystallization temperature is lower than the one recorded for pure reactive 

ink (Figure 6.13), which means that CGO particles could be nucleation sites for YSZ formation. As 

the temperature increases the YSZ peak shows more intensity while the CGO peak’s intensity 
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decreases, and both peak angles are shifting towards values in between both peaks. The CGO peak 

intensity is weak yet visible at 900 °C and is not visible at 1000 °C. From that temperature, a 

shoulder is visible on the left side of the YSZ peak, which intensifies at 1200°C and 1400°C. This 

peak corresponds to the formation of an intermediate solid solution, starting thus between 900 and 

1000 °C [5]. Calcination and operating temperature should then be maintained below this critical 

temperature where an insulating phase is formed. In the rest of the study, a calcination temperature 

of 750°C has been chosen both to fit the material stability conditions and to achieve a reasonable 

densification of the film.  

 Microstructural characterization of the printed layer 7.2.4

A hybrid CGO/YSZ ink for inkjet printing has been optimized and a calcination range has been 

determined through thermal XRD measurement. Before depositing the ink, its printing ability is 

checked via observation of jetted droplet from the nozzle plate using drop view cameras installed on 

the piezoelectric printer. Figure 7.17 (a) shows the typical shape of the ink 0.5 ejected droplet, as 

observed using the camera mounted on the Ceradrop X-series. This ink has the highest solid loading 

of the two studied inks and is shown here as an illustration of the possibility to jet the composite 

hybrid inks. The droplet exhibits a sphere-like shape with diameter of ca. 30 µm at 500 µm from the 

nozzle plate. The droplet does not exhibit any presence of satellite droplets. From that point inks 

were ready to be deposited. The optimized inks were first printed on a sapphire substrate. This 

dense substrate will be further used for electrical conductivity measurement of the resulting films. 

Figure 7.17 (b)-(e) shows SEM images after calcination at 750°C. 
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Figure 7.17: (a) Droplet of ink 0.5 ejected from Pixdro nozzle, and SEM images of the printed layer (ink 0.25) 
surface on sapphire at (b) low and (c) high magnification, followed by the SEM images of the printed layer (ink 
0.5) surface on sapphire at (d) low and high (e) magnification. 

Figure 7.17 (b) shows the surface view of the calcined ink 0.25 onto dense sapphire. The film is 

homogenous and continuous on the substrate. Microstructural features could be observed only in 

nanoscale at the CGO/YSZ interface at high magnification (Figure 7.17 (c)) showing a dense 

polycrystalline deposition. The large CGO particles are well dispersed into the YSZ network but 

isolated from each other due to the low solid loading, resulting in non-percolation of the particles. 

Figure 7.17 (d) shows the surface view of the calcined ink 0.5 onto dense sapphire and presents 

similar features in terms on continuity and homogeneity compared to the previous ink. A few 

defects are also noticeable onto the surface of the film. The CGO particles are also well dispersed 

into the YSZ matrix and much closer to each other due to the increased solid loading. A high 

magnification image (Figure 7.17 (e)) shows that, while the particles are indeed closer to each other, 

all particles are not percolating. Interestingly, film discontinuity around the particles observed in the 

case of larger particles (YSZ/YSZ) is not observed here for both inks, and confirms the hypothesis 

that the nominal particle size has a strong influence on the film quality. Moreover the particles (both 

YSZ and CGO) are very small and not fully sintered, which results in a large number of grain 

boundaries, which will affect the film conductivity. Inks were also deposited onto porous Ni/YSZ to 

verify the hypothesis that the particle loading will solve the cracking issues observed when using 

reactive inks. Figure 7.18 shows SEM images of both inks after calcination at 750°C. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 
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Figure 7.18: SEM images of the printed layer surface onto porous NiO/YSZ of (a) ink 0.25 and (b) ink 0.5.  

Figure 7.18 (a) shows the surface view of the calcined ink 0.25 onto porous NiO/YSZ. The film is 

broken in large cracks that were not observed before. These large cracks could result from a not 

optimized calcination/sintering profile for this substrate. However the number of cracks due to 

substrate porosity is clearly reduced and a few defects are observable onto the surface of the film. 

The quality of the film could be improved by working in a dust-free environment such as a clean 

room. Similar observations were made on the film surface of calcined ink 0.5 (Figure 7.18 (b)), with 

large cracks and defects but still reduced compared to films made with reactive inks. The origin of 

these cracks was attributed to both the presence of pores in the substrate, the irregularity of the 

substrate and the high shrinkage of the reactive film. According to Figure 7.8 the shrinkage is not 

affected when the inks solid loading is below 0.5 vol%, which is the case with of the two hybrid 

inks. Yet, a significant improvement in terms of cracking was observed, demonstrating that the 

surface of the substrate is mainly responsible for the crack formation above pores. In summary 

observations on both types of substrates demonstrate that the hybrid ink concept shows interesting 

potential in yielding thin films onto dense and porous substrates, and that substrate surface quality 

plays a major role into a successful deposition. Higher nanoparticle concentration should be tried in 

future work to ensure full percolation of the nanoparticles.  

 Electrical characterization 7.2.5

The films printed onto sapphire showed in Figure 7.17 (b)-(e) were used for the electrical 

characterization. As for the reactive inks, the ionic conductivity of the calcined thin film was 

measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in air between 500-750 °C. The 

measurements were taken in the lateral configuration, i.e. in-plane electrodes deposited on the film 

surface (see drawings Figure 4.19). Total conductivity and activation energy (Ea) were then 

(a) (b) 
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calculated from the measured real impedance components (Rel) at different temperatures and 

normalized for the electrolyte/thin film geometry. Figure 7.19 shows the Arrhenius plot of the films 

on quartz and alumina calculated from the EIS data at different temperatures.  

 

 

Figure 7.19: Arrhenius plot of the films on sapphire calculated from the EIS data at different temperatures along 
with typical conductivity values reported for YSZ thin film (red line,[7])  and CGO bulk (blue line [8] )and 

values obtained for the reactive ink YSZ film (Chapter 6). 

For comparison typical YSZ [7] and CGO [8] bulk conductivities measured by EIS are shown as 

well as Arrhenius plots from previous studies of reactive ink in Chapter 6. The calculated activation 

energies are 0.76 eV (ink 0.25) and 0.55eV (ink 0.5). The conductivity of these films is much lower 

than the one observed for CGO. However, films made with ink 0.5 shows a higher conductivity 

than the reactive ink in the range 400-600 °C. The conductivity increases with increasing solid 

loading, which is explained by the increasing amount of CGO and the percolation. On the other 

hand, the activation energy decreases with increasing solid loading. An explanation is the increasing 

amount of grain boundaries due to the size of the nanoparticles, resulting in electronic conductivity 

instead of ionic conduction.  
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 Summary for YSZ/YSZ and YSZ/CGO hybrid inks 7.2.6

In this study, hybrid inks consisting of nanoparticles suspended into a reactive ink were successfully 

developed and optimized for inkjet printing deposition. The addition method of nanoparticles, as 

well as their nominal size, has a strong influence on the film quality. Colloidal particles lead to film 

cracking due to the particle size, and non-stabilized particles quickly agglomerate and do not fulfill 

inkjet printing requirements. Particles have to be stabilized upon addition into the reactive ink and 

to be smaller than the final film thickness. Nanoparticles made by hydrothermal synthesis fulfill 

these requirements and hybrid inks made of different solid loading could be printed onto various 

substrates. Addition of particles strongly reduced the global shrinkage and the cracks due to 

porosity. Particularly, the study showed that the cracks observed in reactive ink printing onto porous 

substrates originate mainly from the substrate surface quality and not from the shrinkage.  

The last part of the chapter deals with a different application of hybrid inks. In this part a solid state 

reaction is performed between particles and the reactive ink in-situ to synthetize a pure new phase at 

high temperature.  

 Synthesis of bismuth titanate by in-situ solid state reaction using hybrid inks 7.3

Some of the results described in this section were published published as proceeding paper for “the 

230th International Academic Conference on Engineering, Technology and Innovations (IACETI), 

Bangkok, Thailand” 2017, (Paper III )and in “Materials Letters”,(Paper IV). 

In the previous study, a composite hybrid ink i.e. based on one or two different materials (YSZ/YSZ 

and CGO/YSZ) was developed for the elaboration of electrolyte for fuel cell. Along the 

development of this ink, it was considered that this ink concept could be further explored. A 

proposed design consists in a synthetic method combining two different materials, one as colloid 

and one in the reactive ink, that react at a certain temperature to form a new phase as in-situ solid 

state reaction (SSR). The hybrid ink is prepared by suspending the colloids into the reactive inks, 

deposited and the new phase is formed after calcination. The global synthesis principle is 

summarized in Equation 7.1:  

 JB(/) 0 KL(%) �.��j����|:;;;;;;;<B@LN(/) Equation 7.1 
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SSR synthesis is a widely spread technique to synthetize materials. However it is challenging with 

some materials to obtain a pure phase and avoid the formation of secondary phases that can alter the 

final properties. Furthermore, the SSR technique yields generally agglomerated and coarsened 

particles, with limitations on microstructural control and processing flexibility. It is particularly the 

case of bismuth and bismuth oxide compounds. These are generally highly diffusive and volatile. 

High temperature treatments in SSR can thus easily lead to bismuth evaporation, resulting in a poor 

control on composition, phases and properties [9]. Using hybrid inks, the final phase is formed 

during heat treatment of the suspension via solid state reaction, while the colloids powder is covered 

by nanoparticles coming from the sol-gel reaction and not directly exposed to air, as in SSR. To 

assess this hypothesis, the focus was set on the development of bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT).  

BiT is considered one of the most promising high temperature lead-free piezoelectric materials 

[10,11]. It exhibits a high Curie temperature (Tc = 675°C) [12], very low fatigue and high dielectric 

constants [10], which makes it a potential candidate for applications in piezoelectric devices, 

memory storage (FERAM) in a wide range of high temperature environment, and electro optics 

devices [13,14]. 

BiT powder is usually prepared via solid state reaction (SSR) [15,16] by milling stoichiometric 

amount of bismuth oxide Bi2O3 and titania TiO2 which can lead to the formation of secondary 

phases due to bismuth evaporation. Several wet-chemical techniques such as sol-gel [17], co-

precipitation [18], hydrothermal [19] or polymeric precursor synthesis [20] can be alternatives to 

SSR to produce BiT powder. These techniques allow a better control of powder microstructure, 

stoichiometry and particle size and lead to enhanced properties. However, bismuth salts or 

alkoxides can be difficult to handle, while bismuth oxide powders are readily available, cheap and 

harmless. Here, bismuth titanate is prepared via a novel wet route by mixing bismuth oxide powder 

and the stable titanium reactive ink developed in chapter 5. The chemical reaction is described in 

Equation 7.2. 

 2L^
�7(/) 0 3u^�
(%) �.��j����|:;;;;;;;<L^�u^7��
(/) Equation 7.2 
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 Bismuth titanate preparation and characterization 7.3.1

The first step is to verify if this process leads to the synthesis of pure bismuth titanate without 

secondary phases. As such an ink was prepared by directly adding the bismuth oxide particles into 

the TiO2 reactive ink. The titania based reactive ink was prepared following the experimental 

protocol described in section 6.1.1 (p.101). Titanium (IV) isopropoxide (Ti(OPr)4 (hereafter 

TiTTIP, Sigma-Aldrich)) and N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA, Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed for 5 

minutes under argon to avoid uncontrolled reactions (i.e. hydrolysis and condensation) between air 

humidity and the metal precursor. The molar complexation ratio was x = [MDEA]/[TiTTIP] = 4. 

Ethanol and water were separately slowly added to the TiTTIP/MDEA blend and mixed for 5 

minutes. The ratio between ethanol and water was 40/60 vol %. Commercial β-bismuth oxide (Alfa 

Aesar) colloidal particles (particle size = 2µm) was added in the reactive ink in stoichiometric 

proportions to obtain Bi4Ti3O12. Figure 7.20 summarizes the preparation protocol.  

 

Figure 7.20: Preparation protocol of BiT ink 

After mixing for 30 minutes the ink was dried at 120°C to remove the excess of water until a yellow 

paste was obtained. The paste was placed into several crucibles and calcined at different 

temperatures in air between 500°C and 800°C. The obtained powders were analyzed by X-ray 

diffraction to determine the crystallization temperature threshold and detect the potential presence 

of secondary phases. Figure 7.21 shows the XRD pattern of the powders calcined at different 

temperatures between 500 °C and 850 °C.  
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Figure 7.21: X-ray diffraction patterns of BiT powders after calcination at different temperatures. 

The powder calcined at 500 °C exhibits a yellow color due to the presence of Bi2O3, which is 

confirmed by the XRD pattern. As the temperature increases the powders become whiter due to 

Bi2O3 loss and appearance of the BiT phase. The XRD patterns show the onset of the crystalline 

BiT in agreement with literature [21]. BiT has a Curie temperature (Tc) of 675 °C; hence the crystal 

belongs to a pseudo-tetragonal phase below Tc and pseudo-orthorhombic phase above. The splitting 

of the reflection at 2θ ≈ 33 ° in the XRD patterns recorded at 700, 800 and 850 °C suggests indeed 

that these crystals have a pseudo-orthorhombic structure [21] at these temperatures. Finally the 

pattern recorded 850 °C exhibits a well-defined BiT crystalline structure. Moreover no signal from 

the Bi2O3 crystalline phase can be detected. As the temperature increases, the peak width decreases, 

corresponding to crystallite size increase. This suggests that the particles agglomerate and probably 

sinter during the heat treatment, leading to grain growth. The lattice parameters of the BiT phase in 

the sample calcined at 850 ˚C were a = 5.41 Å, b = 5.448 Å, and c = 32.84 Å, which are comparable 

with the values given in JCPDS 72-1019. Finally, within the limit of the XRD technique, no 

bismuth and/or titanium based secondary phases could be detected in the XRD patterns. To confirm 

that no secondary phases have been formed during the calcination, thermal analysis has been 
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performed on the paste obtained at room temperature. Moreover a dilatometry analysis has been 

performed on a pellet composed of the powder calcined at 500°C to evaluate the sintering 

temperature range. Figure 7.22 shows the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the gelled ink 

coupled with the dilatometry plot of the pellet.  

 

Figure 7.22: Thermogravimetric (symbols with line) and dilatometry (line) measurements of respectively a gelled 
ink and a BiT calcined at 500 °C from room temperature to 850 °C. 

The TGA curve exhibits a strong mass loss between room temperature and 300˚C due to organic 

burn off. From 300 to 850 °C no mass loss can be detected indicating that the bismuth oxide, 

trapped in the sol gel, does not evaporate even at high temperature, for which such phenomenon 

was observed [9]. A pure BiT phase can thus be obtained as the necessary stoichiometric ratio to 

obtain this phase is preserved. The sintering behavior of the pellet was studied by using a 

dilatometry measurement. No shrinkage is occurring between room temperature and 600 °C; a 

small expansion (0.1%) can however be noticed in that temperature range, due to chemical reactions 

and/or crystal lattice rearrangements. The shrinkage starts from 600°C and the highest size 

reduction is recorded between 700 and 800°C, leading to 14 % shrinkage. The measured density is 

6.79 g/cm3, which is in good agreement with literature [22]. 
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Figure 7.23 shows SEM image of the powder calcined at 850°C for 1 h.  

 

Figure 7.23: SEM image (secondary electrons) of BiT powder calcined at 850°C 

Figure 7.23 shows that the grains are elongated and coarse (width > 1 µm). Despite a carbon coating 

prior to observation, the particles were difficult to observe due to the high dielectric constant of the 

material. Figure 7.24 shows the dielectric constant measurement of a BiT pellet calcined at 850°C 

together with measurements performed on powders synthetized by other processing routes 

[11,23,24]. 

 

Figure 7.24: Dielectric measurement by impedance spectroscopy of BiT pellet calcined at 850 °C along with 
values reported for powder synthetized by urea method (*=[23], co precipitation (**=[11]) and using polymeric 

precursors (***= [24]). 

1 µm 
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Figure 7.24 shows that the average value of the dielectric constant at room temperature for this 

sample is 227 (value fitted linearly) which is approximatively 20% higher than those obtained on 

samples synthesized by other techniques. This result emphasizes the importance of the powder 

preparation method and demonstrates that using the hybrid concept leads to enhanced material 

properties. 

These measurements showed the strong potential of this processing method to produce pure phases 

by in-situ SSR. The next step in the development is to fabricate a stable ink that can be deposited by 

inkjet printing i.e. that has suitable particle size and printability.  

 Ink preparation and characterization 7.3.2

A similar ink was produced and left to mill for 2 days to mill the particles. Figure 7.25 shows the 

aspect of the ink after 2 days of milling.  

  

Figure 7.25: Aspect of the ink after 48 hours milling. 

Figure 7.25 shows that the ink has fully gelled after 2 days of milling and cannot be processed by 

inkjet printing. As shown in section 6.1.1 (p.101), the reactive ink used here to suspend the bismuth 

oxide particle is stable for more 1200 hours, so it seems that the presence of bismuth oxide is 

destabilizing the reactive ink, probably by bonding either to the MDEA, which prevent it to shield 

the Ti cation to water attack, or to the Ti cation itself. To understand the mechanism of gel 

formation, inks at different stage of milling were characterized by FTIR spectroscopy. Figure 7.26 

shows IR spectra for the ink in the entire range of frequencies explored. 
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Figure 7.26: FTIR spectra for the ink after 1h, 24h and 48h milling 

Figure 7.26 shows that the peaks positions and shape are similar for all milling time, indicating that 

no bonding involving organics is occurring during the gelation. Possible interactions are then to be 

found among metallic interactions. However, the wavenumbers for such elements are in a lower 

frequency range, and the equipment used for these measurements does not allow carrying out 

measurements in that frequency value area. Such measurements would be valuable to fully 

understand the destabilization mechanisms that lead to ink gelation. Raman spectroscopy is also an 

alternative method that could give valuable information to the bonding mechanisms.  

In summary, the nominal particle size of bismuth oxide particle is too large to be printed, and the 

milling of the suspension leads to fast gelation of the hybrid ink, making it not usable for inkjet 

printing. For future research, several suggestions are presented. The identification of the gelation 

mechanism is a first crucial step to design the ink, and it can be performed by studying cation 

interaction using either FTIR or Raman spectroscopy at low frequencies. The preparation of the ink 

can also be improved by using smaller starting particles to limit the milling time; however smaller 

particles is synonym of larger surface area and increased reactivity, which can lead to a faster 

gelation.  

While the ink could not be used for inkjet printing due to high viscosity and instability, its 

properties are suitable for other ceramic processes that require high viscosity such as screen 

printing, tape casting, extrusion or additive manufacturing techniques other than inkjet. 3D printing 

has been chosen as an alternative process 
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 3D printing of bismuth titanate using hybrid inks 7.3.3

Three-dimensional printing, also well-known as the extrusion-based fuse deposition modeling 

(FDM) is one of the most attractive fabrication techniques for fabrication of three dimensional 

objects [25]. There are several advantages to this technique compared to traditional ceramic 

fabrication processes due to its ability to provides objects with complex geometries in short 

processing time, relatively low operating cost, user friendliness and the fact that it allows various 

types of printing materials [26]. As such, a three dimensional bismuth titanate (3D- BiT) by a two-

step assembly method was fabricated, using the hybrid ink concept coupled with FDM technique, 

with the aim to develop 3D-BiT object with complex shape. For purposes of clarity, the hybrid ink 

will now be called hybrid gel. 

Prior to printing the viscosity of the hybrid gel should be adjusted to match the requirements for 

FDM. A BiT gel was mixed with various amounts of PVP from 1.0 to 20% vol. The mixtures were 

then stirred at room temperature with constant stirring for 30 min until homogeneous thick pastes 

appeared. The resulting thick pastes were subjected to ultrasonic agitation at a frequency of about 

24 kHz for 30 minutes.  

The rheology characteristic of BiT thick paste with different % vol of PVP was evaluated before 

printing to find the suitable printing condition. The thick paste materials were characterized in 

rotational mode with controlled constant temperature of 21 °C. All the experiments were performed 

using a cone-parallel spindle of 25 mm in diameter and 4° angle (CP25-4). For non-Newtonian 

fluids, the relation between wall shear rate ($Qf) and extrusion printing speed (v) can be obtained by 

the Rabinowitsch relation (Equation 7.3) [27]:  

 

 γQ� � (3G 0 1)4n D 4QπR7F Equation 7.3 

 

where R is the capillary radius of nozzle (mm), Q is the volumetric flow rate through the capillary 

nozzle (mm3/s), and n is a constant equal to the power-law index. 

The extrusion printing speed (v) could be obtained by substituting  Q � 	πR
v in Equation 7.4:  
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 γQ� �	 (3G 0 1)4n 	D8vD F Equation 7.4 

 

where v is the extrusion printing speed (mm.s-1) and D is diameter of capillary nozzle (mm). 

The rheological properties of the BiT thick paste materials with different content of PVP were 

investigated to optimize the printing condition. Figure 7.27 shows the rheological properties of the 

pastes with different amount of PVP.  
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Figure 7.27: (a) Viscosity plot and the corresponding (b) double logarithmic power law plot for the complete 
series of BiT series showing the flow index (slope) and (c) flow index plot with different content of PVP. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 7.27 (a) shows that at higher % vol of PVP the viscosity profiles are shifted to higher values 

of viscosity. This is due to the presence of high molecular weight PVP (Mw ≈ 1.300.000 g.mol-1) 

which give resistance to the flowing behavior under applied shear stress [28,29].  

Besides nozzle diameter and viscosity of the material, shear thinning behavior facilitates continuous 

flow through fine nozzles without clogging. Generally, this behavior is quantitatively estimated by 

evaluating the flow indexes (n). Figure 7.27 (b) shows the double logarithmic plot for the BiT 

composites; the slope of the straight line corresponds to the flow index (n) that can be used to 

identify the flowing mechanism of a system [30–33]. As shown in Figure 7.27 (c), all samples 

exhibit shear-thinning behavior (n < 1), lower n value indicating more-shear thinning activities. The 

increasing of the flow index (n) was observed when increasing the PVP content from 1.0% vol to 

7.5% vol and whereas it slightly decreases when the PVP content is exceeding 7.5% vol. 

Typically, the processing shear rate of extrusion process is in the range 1-100 s-1 [34]. Figure 7.28 

shows the extrusion printing speed (v) (calculated from Equation 7.4 ). 

 

Figure 7.28: Processing window for BiT gel and its composite for 1.4 mm of extrusion nozzle. 

Figure 7.28 shows that the extrusion printing speed could be expanded from 1 to 15 mm/s by 

increasing the PVP content at 3.0 vol% of PVP. Over this quantity of PVP, there is no significant 

effect of further PVP addition. By adjusting the PVP content the processing speed is expanded by 

53%. The PVP molecules acts as processing aid which could reduced the wall shear rate (γQ�) 

corresponding to the ability of printing at higher extrusion speed. Based on rheology results the BiT 

with 3.0% vol of PVP was selected for fabricating 3D objects by FDM technique. 
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The hybrid paste was transferred to an extrusion syringe with fixed nozzle of diameter 1.4 mm and 

then was printed by 3D printer (Zmorph 2.0S, ZMorph Sp. z o.o., Poland). Figure 7.29 shows the 

fabricated 3D-BiT object by extrusion-based FDM technique.  

 

Figure 7.29: Extrusion based FDM technique for BiT at 3.0 vol% of PVP (3D-BiT). 

Figure 7.29 shows that the optimized hybrid paste could be properly extruded by FDM and 

reproducible lines were deposited. By this technique, we could produce the printed object as 

complex shape with highly precise shape and dimension. However it was noticed that the paste 

drying was slow, limiting the possibility of building up objects for the time being. In future work, 

focus should be set on optimizing the drying behavior of such ink upon deposition without affecting 

the processing. 

 Summary for synthesis of bismuth titanate via reactive inks 7.3.4

In this study pure bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 was synthetized by using a novel hybrid ink concept 

consisting of bismuth oxide nanoparticles suspended into a titanium reactive ink and showed 

enhanced dielectric properties. However, uncontrolled gelification occurred in time making the ink 

unsuitable for inkjet printing deposition. The origin of such instability is believed to originate from 

an interaction between bismuth and titanium. The ink viscosity was adapted for 3D printing 

deposition by addition of a viscous component, i.e. PVP, and an optimal amount was determined for 

proper deposition. The ink could then be 3D printed as lines. However, the drying behavior needs to 

be optimized for deposition of complex objects.  

 

 

5 mm 
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 Conclusion 7.4

In this chapter, hybrid inks consisting of crystalline particles in suspension in a reactive ink were 

successfully designed for inkjet printing. Optimal printing conditions (particle size, printability) 

were obtained by investigating different preparation methods and nominal particle sizes. They 

showed that particles should be stabilized prior to addition into the reactive ink to avoid 

agglomeration. Using commercial colloidal particles could solve the cracking issues observed on 

films printed using reactive inks on porous substrates, especially by reducing shrinkage and filling 

up pores. However, cracks at the particle/film interface were observed, due to a particle size larger 

than the film thickness. This issue was solved by using nanoparticles synthetized by continuous 

hydrothermal synthesis.  

Hybrid inks can also be used to realize in-situ solid state reactions. As such pure bismuth titanate 

was synthetized by calcining at 750 °C a suspension of bismuth oxide particles in a titanium-based 

reactive ink. However, the suspension is unstable and gels at room temperature as a paste that 

cannot be used for inkjet printing. The paste was however optimized for 3D printing and lines could 

be deposited. Optimization of the paste is however necessary to fabricate 3D complex objects in the 

future.  
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  : Conclusions and outlook Chapter 8
 

 Conclusions 8.1

In this thesis, inkjet printing has been used as a deposition technique for functional metal oxides 

thin films for energy production and storage devices. The technique has been described in terms of 

different droplet ejection mechanisms, ink/substrate interaction and ink requirements for the 

fabrication of functional thin films. Particularly, the ink requirements for ejection, especially 

particle size, viscosity and surface tension were thoroughly investigated and documented. Based on 

these requirements, the aim of the thesis was to develop suitable inks for inkjet printing of 

functional metal oxides thin films. The focus was particularly set on the particle size, ink 

printability, depending mainly on the viscosity, and the ink long term stability. Three different ink 

designs were investigated and their advantages/limitations were investigated. Drop-on-demand 

printers, i.e. thermal and piezoelectric based units were used to show the versatility of the inks with 

regards to the droplet ejection mechanism.  

The first design consisted in colloidal particles suspended in aqueous medium using a low cost 

thermal inkjet printer (customized HP deskjet 1000). Suitable preparation methods yielded suitable 

inks in terms of particle size and printability for inks with different solid loadings. In the frame of 

SOFC development, a 1.2 µm YSZ electrolyte was successfully deposited with such inks on a 

porous NiO/YSZ anode. A sintering study showed that densification is reached at 1300°C. The 

study revealed that colloidal particle based inks are suitable for inkjet printing but not without some 

limitations such as a restrictive particle size, long processing time and high sintering temperature to 

reach full densification. Moreover the study put in evidence some limitations in using a low cost 

inkjet printer for this development of thin film. Missing droplets and imprecise deposition were 

observed in the deposition of single droplets of colloidal inks, and 5 printing passes were necessary 

to obtain a dense and tight electrolyte, making the process as it is not adapted as an industrial one. 

Finally an SOFC was tested with the electrolyte printed on a NiO/YSZ anode using an LSM/YSZ 

cathode, and produced an OCV above 1.15 V and a power peak density of 1.5 W.cm-2
 at 800°C. 

The second ink design, which is called reactive ink, consisted of an aqueous alkoxide precursor 

based solution stabilized with a chelating agent to prevent premature alkoxide/water reaction (sol-
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gel). The chelation mechanism was described using the case study of titanium ispropoxide, and was 

then successfully applied to the development of an ink based on a second alkoxide (zirconium 

propoxide). Printable and long-term stable inks were designed for the deposition of titania and YSZ 

thin films using a complexation ratio [MDEA]/[Alkoxide] of 4 for titanium and 12 for zirconium, 

allowing to quantify alkoxides reactivity. The study put in evidence the importance of different 

controlling parameters, when designing such inks for inkjet printing, such as the amount of 

chelating agent, the water/ethanol ratio and the alkoxide concentration, and their influence on the 

printability. Thin (100 nm), dense and defect-free thin films were deposited on dense and flat 

substrates with both printing technologies for both materials. However, cracked YSZ thin films 

were obtained on porous and irregular surfaces (NiO/YSZ anode) with cracks located above the 

pores, showing the importance of the substrate morphology. Finally, ionic conductivity 

measurements performed on YSZ films deposited on a dense substrate agree with data reported in 

literature. 

The last design consisted in combining the colloidal and reactive ink concepts, i.e. suspending 

particles in the sol-gel based ink. Study on YSZ (particle)/YSZ (sol-gel) systems put in evidence the 

importance of particle addition method on the particle size distribution. Printable inks with different 

solids were successfully fabricated. Ink with solid loading as low as 4 vol% showed a significant 

decrease in shrinkage compared to reactive inks (ca. 30%) and a reduced presence of crack after 

calcination compared to reactive inks. Experiments also showed that using colloidal particles leads 

to broken films due to a particle size bigger than the film thickness. CGO nanoparticles made by 

continuous hydrothermal synthesis were used to replace colloidal particles at different solid 

loadings into the YSZ reactive ink and showed significant improvement in terms of cracking. 

However, crack free films were not obtained and further optimization is necessary on the ink 

(fabrication, calcination) and substrate surface. Electrical characterization on CGO/YSZ films 

showed lower conductivity than reported results, thought to be due to a lack of percolation of the 

CGO phase. Finally the ink concept was used for in-situ solid state reaction to obtain a pure phase 

at high temperature. This novel concept was tested through the synthesis of bismuth titanate 

Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT) starting from bismuth oxide (particles) and stabilized (TiO2). A pure BiT phase 

with enhanced dielectric properties could be obtained after ink calcination at 850°C, demonstrating 

the potential of such ink concept for the formation of a pure phase in-situ. However, uncontrolled 

ink gelation after 48 h aging time made the ink unsuitable for inkjet printing. The ink was then 

optimized for 3D printing by addition of PVP for viscosity adjustment and a solid object could be 
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deposited. The hybrid concept opened the path to a new way of designing composites and material 

synthesis in-situ. Moreover, it was shown that this ink concept is not limited to inkjet printing, 

which gives the freedom to use these inks with other processing methods. 

 Outlook 8.2

In this work, the development of the three ink designs for inkjet printing was performed and showed 

interesting results in all cases but also put in evidence the main issues for all inks. Nevertheless, 

these cases showed the high potential of inkjet printing in the development of functional thin films. 

Here further work for each ink design is suggested to overcome the issues observed and improve the 

process. 

In Chapter 5, Issues observed with colloidal inks were due to the lack of precision of the printer, 

resulting in poor covering and the necessity to use multi deposition. As a suggestion, similar studies 

should be performed on a more stable printer to verify if the printer alone is at the origin of the non-

tightness of the layer. Additionally, it would be of interest to determine the highest solid loading 

that can be used without affecting printability in order to reduce the amount of deposition to reach 

electrolyte tightness.  

In Chapter 6, several issues with reactive inks were observed and unresolved, especially regarding 

crack formation on porous substrates. Further work should be focused on the resolution of the 

formation of cracks on porous substrates. Several solutions were suggested and tried such as the use 

of a sacrificial polymeric film, or the use of hybrid inks. While both solutions gave interesting 

preliminary results, they did not lead to crack-free films that can be used in applications. Hence 

focus should be set on these two methods and their optimization, particularly in terms of heat 

treatment. Another approach can also be considered, which consists in immersing the substrates in a 

polymeric solution that will fill up the pores and close the porosity. Upon calcination the polymeric 

filling with burn off and the dense film remain theoretically above the pores. Finally, the gelation 

triggered by the water/ethanol ratio in the case of titanium isopropoxide was not explained. Some 

interrogations still remain on the mechanism of the triggering, and particularly why this 

phenomenon occurs in the case of titanium isopropoxide and not for zirconium propoxide. Some 

additional tests, and particularly FTIR measurements on both inks (titanium and zirconium based) at 

different water/ethanol ratios could give some answers.  
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Finally in Chapter 7, issues related to the fast gelation of bismuth oxide/titanium reactive ink were 

identified. Preliminary results lead to think that the origin of the gelation is due to an interaction 

between bismuth and titanium but could not be proved. Future studies should be about 

understanding such mechanisms to find a methodology for preventing them. This interaction could 

be determined by performing FTIR or Raman spectroscopy at low frequency to see how the cations 

are interacting. Future activities should also be focused on the development of other systems with 

two or more materials, and not only limited to inkjet printing. Many material combinations can be 

designed, with imagination as the limit. 

Inkjet printing is a very versatile process offering many possibilities, and despite its drawbacks is a 

promising deposition technique for devices in the future, both in research and in industry. 
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Abstract: Bismuth Titanate (Bi4Ti3O12, BiT) are synthesized via sol-gel technique and combined with polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP) to 
obtain a thick paste composite for three dimensional shaping by extrusion-based fuse deposition modeling (FDM) technique. The 
phase compositions were investigated by X-ray diffractometry (XRD). Dilatometry measurement was performed to find out the 
suitable sintering temperature. Single phase with orthorhombic structure of BiT was obtained after calcination at 850˚C for 1 h. The 
thick paste with different % vol. of PVP (1.0, 3.0, 7.5, 20% vol.) before printing was evaluated by rheology to optimize the extrusion 
condition. At 3.0% vol. of PVP, the printing speed of thick paste material was enlarged over 50% of BiT gel. 
 
Keywords: 3D printing, Bi4Ti3O12, Rheology, Sintering 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Three-dimensional printing, also well-

known as the extrusion-based fuse deposition 
modeling (FDM) is one of the most attractive 
fabrication techniques for fabrication three 
dimensional objects [1]. There are several advantages 
to this technique compared to traditional ceramic 
fabrication process due to its ability to provides 
objects with complex geometries in short time 
processing, relatively low operating cost, user 
friendly and allow various types of printing materials 
[2]. Sun K. et al. prepared lithium ion micro-battery 
by FDM technique [3]. The obtained micro-battery 
exhibited high energy and power density, suggesting 
that it could be applied in autonomously powered 
micro devices. Recently, Castles et al. fabricated 3D 
dielectric material using barium titanate (BaTiO3) 
powder as filler and ABS polymer as matrix using 
FDM technique [4]. The dielectric constant of 
composite with 20% vol. of BaTiO3 was 6.24, which 
matched those of bulk unprinted materials, indicating 
that the FDM technique can be applied for 
manufacturing process for ferroelectric and dielectric 
composites materials.  

Bismuth titanate (Bi4Ti3O12, BiT) is one of 
bismuth based ferroelectric compounds and belongs 
to the Aurivillius compounds family that can be 
represented by the general formula: 
(Bi2O2)

2−(Am−1BmO3m+1)
2+. Its crystalline structure 

consists of (Bi2Ti3O10)
2+ layers alternating with 

(Bi2O2)
2- layers perpendicular to the c-axis [5]. It has 

high Curie temperature (675˚C), a good mechanical 
properties, environmental friendly (lead-free), low 
dielectric dissipation and a relatively high dielectric 
constant ε ≈ 200 [6]. Recently, lead-free piezoelectric 
ceramics have attracted considerable attention due to 
environmental concerns, and BiT is considerable to 
be a good material for high temperature piezoelectric 
applications, memory storage and optical display 
devices [7-10].  

In this work, we fabricate 3D-shaped BiT by 
a two-step assembly method, using hybrid-sol-gel 
chemistry and FDM technique, with the aim to 
develop 3D-BiT object with complex shape.  

 
2. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL  

 
2.1. Materials and Procedures 

The starting precursors used in this work 
included titanium isopropoxide (Sigma-Aldrich, 
Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4), N-methyl-diethanolamine (Sigma-
Aldrich, CH3N(C2H4OH)2), ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 
C2H5OH), distillated water (H2O), bismuth (III) oxide 
powders (Sigma-Aldrich, Bi2O3) and 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (Sigma-Aldrich, PVP, Mw ≈ 
1,300,000). All chemicals were analytical reagent 
grade and used without further purification 

 
2.2. Preparation of bismuth titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) 
via sol-gel technique  

For BiT synthesis (schematic diagram 1), 
7.66 mL of Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4 was stabilized by 5.93 
mL of CH3N(C2H4OH)2 under argon flow. The 
mixture was stirred for 10 min, then 0.51 mL of 
C2H5OH and 0.91 mL of distillated water were added 
drop wise into the solution under magnetic stirring, 
respectively. The prepared solution was stirred 
vigorously for 10 min to achieve complete dissolution 
and mixing. Then, 8.86 g of Bi2O3 was added with 
corresponding to 10% wt. excess to the solution and 
stirred continuously for 30 min at room temperature 
until a BiT yellow gel was obtained. 

 
 

 
  
 

Schematic diagram 1. Flow of synthesize bismuth titanate 
(Bi4Ti3O12) via sol-gel technique 

 
The phase identification performed at room 

temperature using a monochromatic Cu-Kα radiation 
X-ray diffractometer (XRD: Bruker D8 Robot Tools 
X-ray diffraction, Bruker, Germany). The XRD 
analysis was carried out ex-situ with a scan speed of 
0.6° 2θ/min at a 2θ range of 20° to 60° of several 
calcined samples at 500, 600, 800, 850 °C for 1 hour. 
The calcined powders (Bi4Ti3O12) at 500 °C were 
used for pellet fabrication by uniaxial hydraulic press. 
A horizontal assembly dilatometer (NETZSCH DIL 
402C) was applied to determine the shrinkage 
behavior. The BiT pellet was heated in chamber 
furnace in static air environment with temperature 
program; ramp up heating rate 1°C/min from 25°C to 
850°C and holding at 850°C for 2 h and ramp down 
with cooling rate 5°C/min from 850°C to 25°C. 

 
2.3 Fabrication of 3-dimensional of bismuth 
titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) by FDM technique 

 
3D-bismuth titanate (3D-BiT) was fabricated 

by a FDM technique (schematic diagram 2). First, 20 
mL of BiT gel was mixed with various % vol. of PVP 
from 1.0 to 20% vol. The mixture was then stirred at 
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room temperature with constant stirring for 30 min 
until homogeneous thick paste appeared. The 
resulting thick paste was subjected to ultrasonic 
agitation at a frequency of about 24 kHz for 30 
minutes. The whole mass was transferred to an 
extrusion syringe with fixed nozzle of diameter 1.4 
mm and then was printed by 3D printer (Zmorph 
2.0S, ZMorph Sp. z o.o., Poland).  

The rheology characteristic of bismuth 
titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) thick paste with different % vol. 
of PVP were evaluated before printing by a rotational 
rheometer (MCR viscometer 302, Anton Paar, 
Austria) in order to find the suitable printing 
condition. 

 
  
 

Schematic diagram 2. Flow of assembly 3D-BiT by FDM 
technique 

 
The thick paste materials were characterized in 
rotational mode with controlled constant temperature 
of 21 °C. All the experiments were performed using a 
cone-parallel spindle of 25 mm in diameter and 4° 
angle (CP25-4). 

For non-Newtonian fluids, the relation 
between wall shear rate ($Qf) and extrusion printing 
speed (v) can be obtained by the Rabinowitsch 
relation [11]:  
 γQ� � (7���)�� x �����}  (1) 

 
where R is capillary radius of nozzle (mm), Q is the 
volumetric flow rate through the capillary nozzle 
(mm3/s), and n is a constant equal to the power-law 
index. 
The extrusion printing speed (v) could be obtained by 
substitute Q � 	πR
v in equation (1); 
 γQ� �	 (7���)�� 	x��� }  (2) 

 
where v is the extrusion printing speed (mm/s) and D 
is diameter of capillary nozzle (mm). 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Phase composition of Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT) 

 

To understand the crystallization behavior of 

Bi4Ti3O12, the milled gel powders were calcined in air 

at temperature ranging from 500-900˚C for 1 h. Fig. 1 

shows the XRD pattern of the calcination powders at 

different temperatures. The calcined powder at 500˚C 

exhibits in yellow color of the residual Bi2O3 

corresponding to the presence of Bi2O3 phase in XRD 

pattern. The powders calcined at 600˚C becomes 

more white while XRD pattern shows the onset 

crystalline nature of BiT in agreement with literature 

[12, 13]. It is known that BiT has a ferroelectric Curie 

temperature of 675°C; below this temperature, the 

crystal belongs to a pseudo-tetragonal phase, and 

above this temperature, it is transformed into a 

pseudo-orthorhombic phase. This could be confirmed 

by the splitting profile peaks around 2θ of 33˚ of the 

powders calcined at 800˚C and 850˚C suggests that at 

this calcination temperature, these crystals have a 

pseudo-orthorhombic phase [12, 13]. The XRD 

pattern of calcined sample at 850˚C shows well-

defined BiT crystalline structure and there is no 

signal of Bi2O3 crystalline phase. The line width is 

decreased and intensity of diffraction line is 

increased, suggesting the particles were 

agglomerated, fused together and some grain growth 

occurred. The structural parameters of the BiT 

calcined sample at 850 ˚C were a = 5.41 Å, b = 5.45 

Å, and c = 32.84 Å which these parameters are 

comparable with the values given in the JCPDS 72-

1019 [14]. 
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Fig. 1: XRD patterns of Bi4Ti3O12 powders prepared from the 

sol-gel method after calcination at different temperature 

Fig. 2 shows the dilatometry plot of the 

500˚C calcination of BiT pellet. The curve predicts 

that there is no shrinkage on heating up to a 

temperature of 600˚C. However, between 25˚C and 

600˚C, there is some small expansion of 0.1% in the 

BiT pellet, probably due to the reaction of some 

intermediate chemical and/or the arrangement within 

the crystal lattice. The shrinkage started from 600°C 

while a great shrinkage can be observed after heating 

between 700°C and 800˚C. The overall dimension 

change is around 14% reduction from the original 

length. These results are in good agreement with 

literature [15]. Based on dilatometry results, the 

suitable sintering temperature of BiT is selected at 

850°C. 

 

Fig. 2: Linear shrinkage curve of calcined BiT from room 

temperature to 850˚C 

3.2 Rheology of BiT compounds 

The rheological properties of the BiT thick 

paste materials with different content of PVP were 

then investigated to optimize the printing condition. 

As presented in Fig. 3a, at higher % vol of PVP, the 

viscosity profiles are shifted to higher values of 

viscosity. This is due to the presence of high 

molecular weight of PVP (Mw ≈ 1,300,000) which 

give resistance to the flowing behavior under applied 

shear stress [16, 17].  

Besides nozzle diameter and viscosity of 

material, shear thinning behavior facilitates 

continuous flow through fine nozzles without 

clogging. Generally, this behavior is quantitatively 

estimated by evaluating the flow indexes (n). Fig. 3b 

shows the double logarithmic plot for the BiT 

composites; the slope of the straight line corresponds 

to the flow index (n) that can be used to identify the 

flowing mechanism of a system [18-21]. As shown in 

Fig. 3c, all samples exhibit shear-thinning behavior 

(n<1), lower n value indicating more-shear thinning 

activities. The increasing of flow index (n) was 

observed when increasing content of PVP from 1.0% 

vol to 7.5% vol and then slightly decrease when the 

PVP content is exceeded 7.5% vol. 

Typically, the processing shear rate of 

extrusion process is in the range 1-100 s-1 [22]. The 

extrusion printing speed (v) is calculated from 

equation (2), at 3.0% vol of PVP, the extrusion 

printing speed could be expanded from 1 to 15 mm/s 

(Fig. 4) 
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Fig. 3: (a) Viscosity plot and the corresponding (b) double 

logarithmic power law plot for the complete series of BiT series 

showing the flow index (slope) and (c) flow index plot with 

different content of PVP 

 

Fig. 4: Processing window for BiT gel and its composite for     

1.4 mm of extrusion nozzle 

 

Fig. 5: Extrusion based FDM technique for BiT at 3.0% vol of 

PVP (3D-BiT) 

Over 3.0% vol of PVP, there is no significant effect 

of further adding PVP. Upon the addition of PVP, the 

processing speed is expanded by 53%. PVP molecule 

acts as processing aid which could be reduced the 

wall shear rate ($Qf) corresponding to the ability of 

printing at higher extrusion speed. Based on rheology 

results the BiT with 3.0% vol of PVP was selected for 

fabricating 3D object by FDM technique. 

Figure 5 shows fabricated 3D-BiT object by 

extrusion-based FDM technique. By this technique, 

we could produce the printed object as complex shape 

with highly precise in shape and dimension. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

In conclusion, the 3D bismuth titanate (3D-

BiT) is successfully fabricated by two step assembly 

method, sol-gel followed by extrusion-based fuse 

deposition modeling (FDM) technique. BiT phase 

compositions, densification behavior and rheology of 

printing materials are investigated. Upon the adding 

3.0% vol of PVP, corresponding to the ability to 

enlarge the extrusion printing speed of the thick paste 

materials over 50% compare to pure gel BiT. 
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Abstract 

The synthesis of bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT) is performed via a novel solid state reaction. The 

reaction is designed to control the stoichiometric content of the highly volatile element, i.e. Bi. The 

chemical route consists in trapping bismuth oxide colloids in a stabilized titanium based sol gel 

solution. The resulting colloidal-solution hybrid ink can be processed via various ceramic processes. 

After gelation of TiO2 in the sol-gel component the mixture reacts at high temperature (850 °C) to 

yield the BiT phase. The obtained material is c-axis oriented, and its lattice parameters, shrinkage 

and density matches the pure Bi4Ti3O12 phase. The sintered material exhibits enhanced higher 

dielectric constant (232) than usually reported for this phase. 

 

1. Introduction 

Bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT) is considered one of the most promising high temperature lead-

free piezoelectric materials [1,2]. BiT is a member of the Aurivilius family and its structure consists 

of a triple perovskite unit [Bi2Ti3O10]
2- sandwiched between (BiO2O2)

2+ layers [3,4]. It exhibits a 

high Curie temperature (Tc = 675°C) [5], very low fatigue and high dielectric constants [1], which 

makes it a potential candidate for applications in piezoelectric devices, memory storage (FERAM) 

in a wide range of high temperature environment, and electro optics devices [3,6]. 
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BiT powder is usually prepared via solid state reaction (SSR) [7,8] by milling stoichiometric 

amount of bismuth oxide Bi2O3 and titania TiO2. Bismuth is, however, a highly volatile element and 

high temperature treatments in SSR can easily lead to bismuth evaporation, resulting in a poor 

control on composition, phases and properties [9]. Furthermore, the SSR technique yields generally 

agglomerated and coarsened particles, with limitations on microstructural control and processing 

flexibility [10]. Several wet-chemical techniques such as sol-gel [11], co-precipitation [12], 

hydrothermal [13] or polymeric precursor synthesis [14] can be alternatives to SSR to produce BiT 

powder. These techniques allow a better control of powder microstructure, stoichiometry and 

particle size and lead to enhanced properties. However, bismuth salts or alkoxides can be difficult to 

handle, while bismuth oxide powders are readily available, cheap and harmless. In this work, 

bismuth titanate is prepared via a novel wet route by mixing bismuth oxide powder and a stable 

titanium based sol gel solution, called reactive ink, previously developed for inkjet printing [15]. 

The resulting suspension, here called “hybrid ink”, can potentially be deposited by various ceramic 

processes such as tape casting, inkjet or 3D printing after viscosity and particle size adjustments. By 

this method, BiT is formed during heat treatment of the suspension via solid state reaction, while 

the bismuth powder is covered by TiO2 and not directly exposed to air, as in SSR. In this 

communication, we describe the experimental protocol used to produce pure BiT, and characterize 

the material obtained at high temperature as well as a measurement of its dielectric properties. 

 

2. Experimental 

The titania based reactive ink was prepared following the protocol described in [15]. Titanium (IV) 

isopropoxide (Ti(OPr)4 (hereafter TiTTIP, Sigma-Aldrich)) and N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA, 

Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed for 5 minutes under argon to avoid uncontrolled reactions (i.e. 

hydrolysis and condensation) between air humidity and the metal precursor. The molar 

complexation ratio was x = [MDEA]/[TiTTIP] = 4. Ethanol and water were separately slowly added 

to the TiTTIP/MDEA blend and mixed for 5 minutes. The ratio between ethanol and water was 

40/60 vol%. β-bismuth oxide (Alfa Aesar) was added in the reactive ink in stoichiometric 

proportions to obtain Bi4Ti3O12 and the mixture was stirred for 48 hours to form a gel. The gel is 

calcined at different temperatures between 500 °C and 850 °C for 1 hour (ramp: 3 °C/min).  
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Thermogravimetry analysis was performed on a gelled ink using a STA409 PG (Netzsch) at a 

constant rate of 10 K/min under air. 

The phase identification was performed at room temperature using a monochromatic Cu-Kα 

radiation X-ray diffractometer (XRD: Bruker D8 Robot Tools X-ray diffraction, Bruker, Germany). 

The XRD analysis was carried out ex-situ with a scan speed of 0.6° /min over a range of 20° to 50° 

on several samples calcined between 500 and 850 °C for 1 hour. Lattice parameters were calculated 

by using the indexing method. The elemental analysis was carried out using Bruker QUANTAX 70 

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometer coupled to a TM 3000 scanning electron microscope.  

Shrinkage evolution measurement was performed by dilatometry. Pellets were fabricated by 

pressing the powder calcined at 500 °C with a uniaxial hydraulic press. A horizontal assembly 

dilatometer (NETZSCH DIL 402C) was used to determine the shrinkage behavior. The BiT pellet 

was heated a in box furnace in static air environment with temperature program; ramp up heating 

rate 1 °C/min from 25 °C to 850 °C and holding at 850 °C for 2 hours and ramp down with cooling 

rate of 5 °C/min from 850 °C to 25 °C. 

The dielectric constant of the pellet sample was measured with an Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer 

(Solartron 1260A, Solartron Analytical, UK). All measurements were carried out in air at room 

temperature, in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz and applied biasing voltage of 0.5 V. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The crystallization behavior of BiT was studied by X-ray diffraction on the milled gel powders 

calcined in air at different temperatures. Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of the powders calcined at 

different temperatures between 500 °C and 850 °C. The powder calcined at 500 °C exhibits a 

yellow color due to the presence of Bi2O3, which is confirmed by the XRD pattern. As the 

temperature increases the powders become whiter due to Bi2O3 loss and appearance of the BiT 

phase. The XRD patterns show the onset of the crystalline BiT in agreement with literature [16]. 

BiT has a Curie temperature (Tc) of 675 °C; hence the crystal belongs to a pseudo-tetragonal phase 

below Tc and pseudo-orthorhombic phase above. The splitting of the reflection at 2θ ≈ 33 ° in the 

XRD patterns recorded at 700, 800 and 850 °C suggests indeed that these crystals have a pseudo-

orthorhombic structure [16] at these temperatures. Finally the pattern recorded 850 °C exhibits a 
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well-defined BiT crystalline structure. Moreover no signal from the Bi2O3 crystalline phase can be 

detected. As the temperature increases, the peak width decreases, corresponding to crystallite size 

increase. This suggests that the particles agglomerate and probably sinter during the heat treatment, 

leading to grain growth. The lattice parameters of the BiT phase in the sample calcined at 850 ˚C 

were a = 5.41 Å, b = 5.448 Å, and c = 32.84 Å, which are comparable with the values given in 

JCPDS 72-1019. Finally, within the limit of the XRD technique, no bismuth and/or titanium based 

secondary phases could be detected in the XRD patterns. EDS analysis was performed on the 

powder calcined at 850 °C (not shown here), indicating that elemental balance of the starting 

chemicals was kept while neither segregation nor presence of second phases could be detected.  

Figure 2 shows the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the gelled ink coupled with the 

dilatometry plot of a pellet composed of powder calcined at 500˚C for 1 hour. The TGA curve 

exhibits a strong mass loss between room temperature and 300˚C due to organic burn off. From 300 

to 850 °C no mass loss can be detected indicating that the bismuth oxide, trapped in the sol gel, 

does not evaporate even at high temperature, for which such phenomenon was observed [9]. A pure 

BiT phase can thus be obtained as the necessary stoichiometric ratio to obtain this phase is 

preserved. The sintering behavior of the pellet was studied by using a dilatometry measurement. No 

shrinkage is occurring between room temperature and 600 °C; a small expansion (0.1%) can 

however be noticed in that temperature range, due to chemical reactions and/or crystal lattice 

rearrangements. The shrinkage starts from 600°C and the highest size reduction is recorded between 

700 and 800°C, leading to 14% shrinkage. Measured density is 6.79 g/cm3, which is in good 

agreement with literature [17]. 

Figure 3 shows the dielectric constant measurement of a BiT pellet calcined at 850°C together with 

measurements performed on powders synthetized by other processing routes [2,18,19]. The average 

value of the dielectric constant at room temperature for this sample is 227 (value fitted linearly) 

which is approximatively 20% higher than those obtained on samples synthesized by other 

techniques and reported in Figure 3. This result emphasizes the importance of the powder 

preparation method and demonstrates that using the hybrid concept “sol-gel + colloids” leads to 

enhanced material properties. 
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Conclusion 

In this study bismuth titanate Bi4Ti3O12 powder was synthetized for the first time by suspending 

bismuth oxide particles in a stable titanium based sol-gel solution, followed by a heat treatment. 

Pure c-axis oriented bismuth titanate was obtained after calcination at 850 °C. With this technique 

bismuth is trapped into a sol gel a matrix and cannot evaporate allowing the synthesis of pure BiT 

without secondary phases in a one step process. The dielectric constant was determined using 

impedance measurements and was evaluated as 20% higher than previously observed values.  
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction patterns of BiT powders after calcination at different temperatures. 
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Figure 2: Thermogravimetric (symbols with line) and dilatometry (line) measurements of respectively a gelled ink and a 
BiT calcined at 500 °C from room temperature to 850 °C. 

 

Figure 3: Dielectric measurement by impedance spectroscopy of BiT pellet calcined at 850 °C along with values 
reported for powder synthetized by urea method (*=[18]), co precipitation (**=[2]) and using polymeric precursors 
(***=[19])  
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Fabrication of thin yttria-stabilized-zirconia dense 

electrolyte layers by inkjet printing for high 

performing solid oxide fuel cells 
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Bonus : Music list 

As a bonus, I would like to share a very short list of some artist that inspired me during these three 

years, and even before. Maybe this list will inspire you as much as it inspired me.  

The author 

 

Band Album 

Angus & Julia Stone Angus & Julia Stone 

Camera Obscura Biggest Bluest Hi-Fi 

Coconut records Nighttiming 

Cocoon Welcome home 

Daft Punk Discovery 

Exsonvaldes Aranda 

Frank Sinatra Come fly with me 

God help the girl God help the girl 

Indochine Black city parade 

John Williams Star Wars: a new hope 

Marilyn Manson Mechanical animals 

Moby Play 

Nephew USA DSB 

Nobuo Uematsu Distant Worlds 

Ok Go Of The Blue Color of the Sky 

Papa Roach Infest 

Placebo Black Market Music 

Radio Elvis Les Conquêtes 

Sparklehorse Good Morning Spider 

Tarmac L'Atelier 

The National Boxer 

The Smashing Pumpkins Adore 

Walk The Moon Walk The Moon 

 


